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ABSTRACT 

The catastrophic fragmentation of finite targets is examined both in the laboratory 

and using a numerical hydrocode. The objective of the empirical study was to gain 

some insight into the collisional process, specifically, how impact conditions affect 

collisional outcome. The hydrocode allows us to investigate the fragmentation of 

large bodies, and to determine how target size influences the impact event. 

Nearly 150 experiments were performed for this study. Impact velocities 

ranged from 50 - 5700 m/s; target material/structure as well as projectile type were 

varied, and the effect on fragment mass and velocity distributions was documented. 

Several factors were found to influence the result of a two-body collision: specific 

energy, momentum, target strength and internal structure, and projectile type. 

Velocity data showed that average fragment speeds are on the order of lO's of 

meters per second. Energy partitioned into ejecta kinetic energy is about 1 - 2 % 
for high velocity collisions and more than 10 % for low velocity impacts. 

Our two-dimensional hydrocode successfully reproduced fragment size dis

tributions and mean ejecta velocities from laboratory impact experiments using 

basalt, and weak and strong mortar as target materials. It also reproduced size 

distributions from explosive disruption and applied external pressure experiments 

which used targets composed of weak mortar and weak basalt grout. Using this 

hydrocode, we analyzed how target size influences the amount of energy (Q*) re

quired for fracture. Q. was found to decrease with increasing target size in the 

strength regime; in the gravity regime where incoming stress waves must overcome 

both material bonds and self-compression, Q" increased with increasing target size. 

The Q* dependence on target size was found to be much stronger than predicted 

from scaling law theory. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Collisions play an important role in many physical processes of the Solar System. 

These include cratering on planetary surfaces, planetesimal accretion, and the evo

lution of both the asteroid belt and planetary ring systems. Collisional outcomes 

between orbiting bodies can range from accretion in low-velocity impacts to total 

fragmentation and dispersal (catastrophic disruption) in high-velocity events. Ac

cretion dominated the early Solar System, as planetesimal collisions resulted in the 

growth of planetary bodies. However, planet formation was halted in the region 

of the asteroid belt, which is instead composed of bodies ranging in size from the 

nearly 1000 km Ceres down to kilometer-sized and smaller objects. Apparently, 

planetesimals in the asteroid zone have had their orbital eccentricities and incli

nations increased (possibly due to Jupiter's gravitational effects) which in turn 

increaseq collisional velocities such that shattering and disruption were the likely 

outcomes (Davis 1986). Even today, collisions between large asteroids occur fre

quently on geologic timescales (Piotrowski 1953). These impacts can alter asteroid 

sizes, shapes, physical structures, and rotation rates. Understanding collisional 

outcomes is also essential to the study of asteroid families-groups of asteroids 

with similar orbital elements thought to have originated from the collisional dis

ruption of two impacting asteroids. Even to determine the origin of meteorites 

requires a more detailed knowledge of how solid debris is ejected from planetary 

surfaces in hypervelocity impacts. 

Traditionally, fragmentation has been studied in the laboratory by im

pacting targets around 10 cm in diameter with small projectiles. It is not possible 
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to disrupt a body much larger than this, because we cannot accelerate more mas

sive projectiles to the kilometers per second impact speeds necessary to shatter 

rock. Unfortunately, a target diameter of 10 cm is up to seven orders of magnitude 

smaller than asteroid or planetary-sized impacts. This problem is not encountered 

in cratering studies, where data exists over a large size-range, from laboratory cra

tering experiments to nuclear explosion field tests and finally to natural impact 

craters kilometers in diameter. A large database of laboratory impact experiments 

exists, and it would be advantageous to develop a way to extend what has been 

learned from these experiments to large-scale collisions. However, we cannot apply 

these results directly, as the process of impact fragmentation at small size-scales 

may be very different from what occurs at large size-scales. In fact, although it has 

never been experimentally verified, it is generally believed that collisional outcome 

is strongly dependent on target size. Since conventional laboratory studies are 

inadequate to resolve the full size-dependence for collisional outcomes, we must 

develop a tool that allows us to do just that. The method we propose here is the 

construction of a numerical simulation (hydrocode) that physically models impact 

fragmentation. The laboratory results are required to validate the hydrocode at 

small size-scales. The hydrocode is then applied to large-scale impacts outside the 

reach of experimental studies. Thus, a size-dependence for collisional disruption 

can be determined. 

In Chapter 2 some historical background is presented on the catastrophic 

fragmentation of rock, reviewing the early experimental work which provided a 

foundation for the analyses done today. As a starting point for deciphering large

scale asteroid collisions, laboratory impact experiments can provide useful insights. 

The goal is to obtain some predictive capability for the outcome of an impact event 

given specific initial conditions. Chapter 3 discusses the results of our laboratory 

impact experiment program, which examines how initial parameters such as im

pact velocity, target/projectile material strength, and target physical structure 

influence the final outcome of a collision. Post-impact, it is desirable to be able to 
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characterize the degree of fragmentation the bodies have undergone, the fragment 

mass and mass-velocity distributioD.s, fragment shapes, and the energy partition

ing between target and projectile. The collisional energy required for catastrophic 

fragmentation to occur is also important to understanding the collisional process. 

Chapter 4 reviews the problems involved in applying laboratory results to asteroid

sized events. Chapter 5 presents the details of the hydrocode model, and Chapter 

6, the results of comparing hydrocode simulations to actual laboratory experi

ments. In Chapter 7 we turn to the simulation of larger bodies and determine a 

size dependence for fragmentation. In Chapter 8 the implications of this analysis 

are discussed, specifically, how the results relate to observed asteroid data. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND: CATASTROPHIC FRAGMENTATION 

2.1 Early Work 

Laboratory experiments to simulate collisional fragmentation have been performed 

for over two decades. Impact velocities have ranged from as small as 10 m/s 

(obtained by dropping the target from a specified height) to a maximum of 6 

km/s (accomplished using a two-stage light gas gun). Target materials for these 

experiments have included: natural rock; glass; artificial materials such as cement 

mortar, clay, alumina, and plaster; and ice and ice-silicate mixtures. A wide 

variety of target materials was used to facilitate the eventual extrapolation of 

laboratory results to materials that would likely be present in the Solar System. 

Projectile materials, target shapes, and impact geometries have been varied as 

well. Most of these experiments have been performed with the projectile hitting 

the target at normal incidence; however, oblique impacts are probably a more 

common occurrence in nature. 

Impact experiments can be divided into two basic categories: low and 

high velocity collisions. A low velocity impact is defined as a collision performed 

at an impact speed that is much slower than the longitudinal sound-wave speed 

characteristic of the target material. The boundary between low and high velocity 

collisions (although actually dependent on target material properties) is generally 

considered to be at ",1 km/s for rock (Cerroni 1986). High velocity collisions are 

usually devoted to the study of asteroidal impacts or the dynamics of ring particles, 

while low velocity collisions tend to concentrate on accretion and fragmentation 
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processes associated with planetesimal formation in the early Solar System. 

2.1.1 High Velocity Collisions 

It was the aim of the earliest experiments to examine the damage caused to tektites 

(glassy droplets of impact melt) through collisions with micrometeoroids (Gault 

and Wedekind 1969). This effort was undertaken to provide a new estimated 

lifetime for tektites exposed to impacts in interplanetary space, and help solve 

the problem of their origin. The experiments, the first designed to study impact 

fragmentation, were performed at NASA-Ames Research Center using both a con

ventional powder gun and a light gas gun. Impact velocities obtained using pyrex 

and aluminum projectiles were between", 1 - 6 km/s. Gault and Wedekind used 

spheres of various sizes composed of both crystal and annealed glass similar to 

tektite material. They classified the degree of fragmentation of the targets into 

various categories depending upon the impact kinetic energy per unit target mass 

(specific energy) of the collision. Outcomes ranged from simple cratering to total 

fragmentation of the target body. They found that the cumulative mass distribu

tion, i.e., the total mass of fragments smaller than a given size, could be described 

with a single power-law (slope) over the range of energies achieved (:5 103 J/kg). 

As specific energy was increased, more of the target mass became composed of 

smaller and smaller fragments. Gault and Wedekind also tested how oblique in

cidence angles affected collisional outcome. When the impact angle (defined from 

the normal to the target surface) exceeded 50 - 60°, it was found that the degree 

of fragmentation was significantly decreased (keeping specific energy constant). 

The next important investigation into impact disruption of finite bodies 

was done by Fujiwara et al. (1977). They took a more general approach to un

derstanding the collisional process, extending the specific energy range covered, 

and using a target material (basalt) more closely related to common Solar System 

materials. The experiments were performed at the University of Kyoto, Japan, 
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Department of Aeronautical Engineering, using a two-stage light gas gun with a 

maximum velocity of ",,5 km/s. The projectile (made of polycarbonate) mass and 

impact velocity (2.6 km/s) were kept constant, and specific energy was varied from 

4.3 X 102 - 5.6 X 104 J /kg by adjusting the target mass. Targets were cubic in 

shape, projectiles, cylindrical. Fujiwara et al. confirmed what Gault and Wedekind 

(1969) had observed- that fragmentation outcomes could be classified in terms 

of delivered specific energy. Fujiwara et al. defined four categories or fragmenta

tion modes (from low to high energy): 1) simple cratering; 2) large, transitional 

cratering, with spalls off the target edges; 3) core-type destruction, where the sur

face layers are fractured leaving a central core region; and 4) total destruction. A 

parameter was defined to represent the degree of fragmentation undergone by the 

target, the mass of the largest fragment normalized to the original target mass 

(later called h). An empirical relation between h and specific energy was de

termined, and results were compared to those previously obtained for glass and 

"tektite" targets. It was found that the lower-strength glass was easier to frag

ment than basalt. Fujiwara et al. also examined the fragment mass distributions 

from their disrupted targets, and felt that a two-slope power law, not the single

slope dependence found by Gault and Wedekind, more accurately described the 

data. The large-mass end of the distribution usually had a steeper slope than the 

small-mass end. It was at this stage of the investigation into catastrophic target 

disruption that workers began to believe that delivered specific energy was a good 

way to describe collisional outcome over a wide range in experimental conditions 

(Cerroni 1986). 

Fujiwara et al. (1978) began to examine the shape of fragments post

impact in an effort to understand shapes observed for asteroids. Fragment shapes 

were derived by measuring three perpendicular axes a 2:: b 2:: c for each fragment, 

resulting in mean values of the axes ratios of 2 : y2 : 1. This group contin

ued their investigation into catastrophic disruption with the work of Fujiwara and 

Tsukamoto (1980, 1981), who using cubical and spherical basalt targets, recorded 
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the impact events with a high-speed camera. By examining the filmed records of 

the collisions, velocity and rotation data for the ejecta could be obtained. Impact 

velocity was kept constant (2.7 km/s), and impact angles used were of both oblique 

(35 - 60°) and normal incidence. Fragment velocity was reported to depend on 

location within the target, with surface fragments and fragments near the impact 

point having the highest velocities. It was also confirmed that the more oblique 

the impact angle, the larger the value for !l (keeping specific energy fixed); oblique 

impacts were found comparable to normal-incidence impacts of lower specific en

ergies. No difference between normal and oblique impacts was found with respect 

to fragment rotation: fragments rotated away from the axis connecting the im

pact point to the target center, with small fragments near the impact site spinning 

fastest. Later, a more detailed look at fragment velocity distributions was pre

sented by Davis and Ryan (1990) using cement mortar targets and Nakamura and 

Fujiwara (1991) using basalt and alumina targets: both groups determined that 

typical fragment velocities were on the order of 10's of meters per second. 

The simulation of asteroidal collisions was undertaken in Italy by Bianchi 

et al. (1984) and Capaccioni et al. (1986), who used a modified explosive shaped 

charge instead of a gun to propel aluminum projectiles into basalt and concrete 

targets. Many of the impacts were oblique, and no core-type fragmentation of 

the target bodies was observed. Fragment shapes were measured and the results 

were in good agreement with Fujiwara et al. (1978). Comparisons were made 

with observed asteroid shapes, and laboratory measurements correlated well with 

shapes inferred from observational data for main belt asteroids having diameters 

less than 100 km. 

2.1.2 Low Velocity Collisions 

The first investigation into low velocity impact phenomena was undertaken by 

Hartmann (1969, 1980). His experiments were performed both in vacuum and at 
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atmospheric pressures, at velocities from 1 - 50 mls for drop experiments, and 

up to 156 mls for impact experiments done at the NASA-Ames Gun Facility. He 

made use of a wide variety of target materials in his drop experiments: ice, dirt 

clods, basalt and other igneous rocks were dropped from differing heights onto a 

rocky surface. Hartmann (1969) noted the impact velocities at which the transition 

from simple rebound to target fragmentation occurred for his array of target ma

terials. His impact experiments concentrated more on target fragmentation, one of 

the goals being to characterize energy partitioning between target and projectile. 

Basalt projectiles were fired into targets made of basalt, glued gravel aggregates, 

and basalt powders; fragmentation of both the projectile and the target body was 

examined. Equipartition of collisional energy between target and projectile oc

curred when both were composed of the same material. The artificial aggregate 

targets were found to fragment in a manner similar to competent rock. 

Collision experiments in the low-velocity regime were also performed by 

Matsui et al. (1982, 1984) in an effort to understand accretion and fragmentation 

processes associated with planetesimal formation. The gun facility at the Faculty 

of Engineering of Kyoto University, Japan, was used to accelerate steel, basalt, and 

tuff projectiles (at impact speeds from 17 - 936 m/s) into cubical and spherical 

basalt, dunite, tuff, and granite targets. Four different classifications for degree 

of target fragmentation was observed for low-velocity impacts, ranging from cra

tering to total target destruction as specific energy was increased. Although the 

same specific energies that resulted in core-type fragmentation for high-velocity 

experiments were achieved by the low-velocity shots, core-type fragmentation was 

not observed. Instead, the target fractured into cone-shaped fragments, with the 

points of the cone oriented toward the impact site. However, fragment shapes had 

axes ratios which agreed with the results of the high-velocity experiments. Target 

shape was found to slightly alter fragmentation outcome. An interesting obser

vation was made concerning the rock-rock impacts: at specific energies sufficient 

to disrupt both the target and projectile, only the smaller body (projectile) was 
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fractured, with the target remaining undamaged. Target damage was maximized 

when the projectile material was much stronger than the target material. 

Takagi et al. (1984) continued the investigation into low velocity impacts, 

using the gun facility at the Department of Earth Sciences, Nagoya University, 

Japan. Aluminum projectiles were impacted into cubic basalt and pyrophyllite 

targets at velocities from 70 - 990 m/s. Takagi et al. observed that the relationship 

between degree of target fragmentation and specific energy may also depend on 

impact velocity, target material strength, and projectile to target mass ratios. It 

was confirmed that the mass distribution of fragments is expressed well by a two

or three-slope power law. 

The low- to intermediate-velocity (310 - 700 m/s) fragmentation of grandior

ite targets by aluminum, steel, and tungsten carbide projectiles was studied by 

Cintala and Horz (1984) and Smrekar et al. (1985) at the NASA-JSC Vertical 

Gun Facility. Their programs were devoted to analyzing how repeated collisions 

and low target temperatures (typical Solar System conditions) affected collisional 

outcome. When target temperature was dropped from 250 K to -100 K, no ap

preciable change in target tensile strength was observed; therefore, no alteration of 

target fragmentation occurred. Multiple cratering impacts were found to displace 

more target mass than a single impact having the same total specific energy. 

The impact fragmentation of targets composed of ice and ice-silicate mix

tures was initially examined by Lange and Ahrens (1981, 1983), and then later 

by Kawakami et al. (1983) and Cintala et al. (1985). Cone-type disruption, 

previously reported for low-velocity rock fragmentation, was not observed for ice; 

the ice targets were split roughly into two or three large fragments, and various 

smaller fragments, instead. Much lower specific energies were required to fracture 

ice targets to the same degree as rock targets. Fragment mass distributions could 

be expressed by a one or two-slope power law, and were unaffected by temperature 

changes. However, fragment shape depended on both impact energy and target 
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temperature. Fragments from targets cooled to 81 K had axes ratios simila,f to 

those found for rock targets; ice targets kept at 257 K had lower mean axes ratios, 

which increased with increasing specific energy. 

The Americans and Japanese continue to conduct impact experiment pro

grams in the present decade. Although knowledge of the collisional process was 

greatly enhanced by the wealth of data supplied by these early experiments, many 

questions remain as yet unanswered. 

2.2 Stress Wave Propagation 

To understand the impact fragmentation process, it is necessary to comprehend 

how the stress waves responsible for fracture originate and propagate within a 

target body. When a projectile collides with a target, it transfers energy and mo

mentum in the form of stress waves of varying strength and direction of motion. 

Stress waves in homogeneous solids are of two forms: longitudinal and transverse. 

Longitudinal waves are similar to pressure or sound waves; these waves travel at 

a constant speed (parallel to the direction ,of motion) through the target material, 

and their amplitudes can be thought of in terms of a density or pressure fluctuation 

(i.e., the solid's resistance to compression). Transverse waves arise because a solid 

also resists shape change or any type of distortion; these waves travel more slowly 

than longitudinal waves, and have particle velocity vectors perpendicular to the 

propagation direction. Weak disturbances produce linear, elastic waves in solids, 

but stronger disturbances produce nonlinear shock waves- waves that travel faster 

than elastic waves in the uncompressed portion of the solid, and are thereby super

sonic. The stress state of a solid is complex, and must be described by longitudinal, 

transverse, and shear stresses (represented by a tensor) as the solid is compressed 

and distorted (Melosh 1989). 

As the impactor hits the target, a compressive wave is launched into both 
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bodies. This stress pulse becomes a tensile wave after reflecting off the free surface 

at the back of the projectile. The tensile pulse then reencounters the projec

tile/target interface and has the effect of reducing the high pressures generated 

there at the moment of impact (Melosh 1984). This pulse, as well as other ten

sile pulses created at the free surfaces of the target body, continue to propagate 

through the target interior. If the tensile stress reaches a value comparable to the 

target material's tensile strength, microcracks and flaws within the body will begin 

to grow, eventually leading to fragmentation. While solids can resist large applied 

compressional stresses, their resistance to tensile stress (Le., stress differences) is 

limited. Depending on the magnitude of stress applied, the target can undergo mi

nor damage or be -;ompletely fractured. Plate-like fragments termed spall.9 often 

separate from the target at the free surface boundaries. 

2.3 Definition of Strain Rate 

The fragmentation process is controlled to a large extent by strain rate (e). Strain 

rates associated with laboratory impact experiments are much higher than strain 

rates for typical geologic phenomena- strain rates for plate tectonic processes, for 

example, range from'" 10-12 to 10-16 per second. For an impact event, we define 

the highest compressive strain rate achieved as the inverse of the time it takes for 

the projectile to "enter" the target, e ~ ~/a, where ~ is the impact velocity, and 

a is the projectile radius (Melosh et al. 1992). For 0.64 cm diameter projectiles 

hitting small laboratory targets at velocities anywhere from 50 m/s to 6 km/s, 

strain rates are in the range of 104 - 106 /s. At larger size scales, for instance a 

10 km diameter projectile impacting an asteroid at 5 km/s, strain rates are much 

lower, about 1 Is. 

The compressive strain rate decreases with increasing distance from the 

impact site. Tensile strain rates, if they arise from the reflection of compressive 

pulses at free surfaces, should be the same as compressive strain rates. We can 
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characterize the strain rate decay by assuming that the rise time (T ~ a/~) 

of the stress pulse is approximately constant as the pulse expands, and that the 

magnitude of the pulse decays as r- 2 with increasing distance r from the impact 

point. Therefore, the compressive and tensile strain rates should decay as (Melosh 

et a1. 1992): 
e ~ ~ [~]2 ~ ~a 

T r r2 
(2.1) 

Examining the collision of a 50 km diameter projectile traveling at 5 kmls with 

a 100 km diameter asteroid, we find that the maximum strain rates are about 

2 x 10-1 Is, while the minimum strain rates (at a distance r equal to the asteroid 

diameter) are about 1 x 10-2 Is. This is much lower than strain rates typical of 

laboratory experiments. 

Tensile strain rates also arise from the outward displacement of material 

from the impact site. Maximum tension occurs perpendicular to the radius vector 

emanating from the impact point (hoop strains). Defining the pa.rticle velocity in 

an expanding spherical wave as v ~ 1/2 ~ (alr)2, the hoop strain rate can be 

expressed as (Melosh et a1. 1992): 

v 
-~ 
r 

~ [~]2 
2r r 

(2.2) 

Hoop strain rates can be several orders of magnitude less than the smallest strain 

rates from reflected compressive waves. Whether a target body fails from hoop 

or reflected compressive stresses depends on location within the target. Generally, 

hoop failure dominates near the impact site, with reflected compressive waves 

dominating near free surfaces and farther from the point of impact. 

The fragmentation process is different at high as opposed to low strain 

rates. At slow loading rates, large cracks gradually begin to grow and coalesce, 

leading to material failure (static crack propagation). However, at high loading 

rates, fragmentation is characterized by rapid growth, with all available cracks 

(large and small) participating in the (dynamic) fracture process. Material strength 

under static conditions is largely independent of strain rate, while the tensile 
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strength of dynamically fractured materials increases with increasing strain rate. It 

has been well established (see Grady and Lipkin 1980, and Grady and Hollenbach 

1978) that materials fractured under dynamic as opposed to static strain rates 

show a tensile strength enhancement of up to an order of magnitude. The tran

sition point between static and dynamic fragmentation is not yet well determined 

and may be dependent on target size (see Chapter 5). Recent measurements on 

concrete place the transition in the range of 10-1 to 102 Is, with a mean around 

10 /s (Antoun and Rajendran 1991). 

The strain rates estimated above for laboratory impacts place them well 

within the range for dynamic fragmentation. Even the large asteroid impacts 

occurring at much lower strain rates may be treated as dynamic events. In our 

numerical model for fragmentation (detailed in Chapter 5) we implicitly treat the 

transition between static and dynamic fracture using a minimum-strain threshold 

for damage accumulation. This makes our model applicable to impact events of 

any size scale. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LABORATORY IMPACT EXPERIMENTS 

Laboratory impact experiments are performed to study what happens when two 

bodies collide under a variety of initial conditions. Factors which influence the 

outcome of the impact event include the projectile velocity, impact angle, and 

target/projectile material properties, shapes, or sizes. The outcome of a collision 

can be classified in terms of the degree of fragmentation undergone by the target. 

This is quantified by the parameter it, which is the mass of the largest fragment 

normalized to the original target mass. If the bodies impact and simply rebound 

without incurring any visible damage, J,. is equal to 1.0. Cratering outcomes are 

defined to be between 0.5 and 1.0, and catastrophic fragmentation has occurred if 

it is less than 0.5. The kinetic energy per unit target mass (i.e, the specific energy) 

necessary to produce a barely catastrophic outcome (it = 0.5), is generally referred 

to as the "threshold" or "critical" specific energy Q"'. We later discuss how this 

fundamental quantity (Q"'), which when multiplied by the target density is defined 

as a material's "impact strength", can be used in modeling collisional outcomes 

(see Chapters 4 and 7). 

We have designed an experimental program to investigate aspects of catas

trophic disruption which required further analysis. Major gaps in the data had 

existed concerning fragment velocity distributions, energy partitioning between 

target and projectile, and the influence of projectile material type on collisional 

outcome. In addition, we have provided some of the first data on the disruption of 

non-homogeneous targets, and on the use of rock and ice projectiles. Most labo

ratory experiments to date have employed natural targets that were homogeneous 
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on the large scale. We were particularly interested in analyzing the effect of inter

nal target structure on collisional outcomes, specifically on the collisional energy 

required to disrupt nonhomogeneous bodies, and on the resultant fragment size 

and velocity distributions. The following sections describe our experimental plan 

and the results of our study. 

3.1 Experimental Design 

To gain a better understanding of what factors influence collisional outcome, a 

series of impact experiments was performed at the at the Ames Vertical Gun Range 

(AVGR) using cement mortar as the target material (Davis and Ryan 1990). This 

material was chosen as the target medium because its strength can be varied in a 

precise way (by adjusting the cement:sand:water ratios) over more than an order 

of magnitude. Hence, we could systematically examine how the specific collisional 

energy necessary to shatter a body varies with its strength. This is important 

because collisions in the Solar System involve diverse material types for both target 

and projectile, ranging from strong metallic bodies to weak icy ones. 

Further, the choice of an artificial material over natural rock enabled us to 

control the internal structure of the target body. Therefore, in addition to homo

geneous targets, bodies with a strong core and weak mantle (e.g., "differentiated") 

were used in the collision experiments to better simulate the interior of real Solar 

System bodies. Later in the program (Ryan et al. 1991), another variation on 

target structure was introduced, "aggregate" and "preshattered" targets, to model 

bodies which may be weak aggregates of smaller, stronger blocks. Asteroids that 

have undergone collisions are likely to be subdivided by cracks, or fracture sur

faces, into subunits of intact rock. The subvolumes have greater strength than 

the entire fractured body. The widely hypothesized "rubble pile" asteroids (Davis 

et al. 1979), which are composed of gravitationally bound rock fragments ejected 

from collisions too slowly to escape from each other, are also examples of weak 
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targets composed of strong blocks. Similarly, primordial planetesimals may have 

been gravitationally bound or weakly bonded aggregates of stronger subunits. It 

is also possible that partially differentiated asteroids may contain dispersed nod

ules of metal stronger than the stony matrix. Thus, our aggregate targets, though 

artificial, may be particularly useful as analogs of some Solar System bodies. 

Nearly 150 impact experiments were conducted for this study. Impact 

velocities ranged from 50-5700 mis, and emphasis was placed on investigating 

the effect of target type and structure on collisional outcome. Metallic projectiles 

(steel and aluminum) were used for most of the experiments, however, non-metallic 

projectiles (pyrex, cement mortar and ice) were incorporated into the program to 

study how energy is partitioned between target and projectile. Typically, a series 

of shots would be done using a particular target/projectile combination in which 

the collisional energy would be varied to produce outcomes ranging from barely 

cratered to completely shattered. On the average, at least 5 shots are needed to 

characterize the collisional outcome for a particular target/ projectile combination. 

All fragments larger than '" 3-4 mm in diameter were collected and weighed to 

determine a fragment mass (size) distribution for each of the experiments. Smaller 

fragments and dust fines were scattered throughout the impact chamber such that 

they could not easily be recovered. The percentage of the target mass recovered and 

measured for each shot was generally from 80-99%. For some of the experiments 

it was possible to determine a mass-velocity distribution for the ejecta. Fragment 

speeds were measured from the filmed records of the experiments. 

3.1.1 Description of the AVGR 

Impact experiments were done using the light gas, powder, and compressed air guns 

at the Ames Vertical Gun Range (AVGR), a ballistic facility located in Moffett 

Field, CA. With the gas gun it was possible to achieve very high impact velocities, 

values approaching 6 km/s. The powder gun was useful in the intermediate velocity 
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range 1-3 km/sec, while the air gun filled in the low-velocity end of the spectrum, 

its range extending from 50-500 m/s. The powder and gas guns are limited to 

shooting projectiles with a maximum diameter of 0.64 cm. The advantage of 

the air gun is its ability to shoot projectiles up to 3.8 cm in diameter. This was 

important for the experiments employing rock and ice projectiles; since we planned 

to obtain fragmentation data for both the target and projectile, larger bodies would 

facilitate fragment recovery. 

The impact chamber was evacuated to a pressure of about 6 mbar and 

all shots were aimed for normal incidence at the spherical target. Although the 

vacuum chamber at the AVGR is large (,,-,6x6x6 feet), the inside of the chamber was 

padded to avoid secondary breakage of the fragments. All of the experiments were 

filmed with Milliken cameras at 400 frames/sec. Two cameras placed orthogonal 

to the plane of the incoming projectile captured a wide angle and close-up view, 

while a third camera provided a downrange view through the use of a mirror. For 

some shots a high-framing rate (8000 frames/sec) NOVA camera was used, which 

enabled us to double check system-determined projectile velocities by capturing 

the projectile's speed on film. The NOVA also aided us in the use of rock and 

ice projectiles, which sometimes broke-up in the gun barrel prior to impacting the 

target. With evidence of the projectile break-up on film, we could eliminate the 

faulty shots from the data analysis. 

3.1.2 Target Preparation and Design 

The mortar used in our experiments is a mixture of sand, cement, and water, 

and was prepared according to standard engineering relationships to achieve a 

given design compressive strength. Although cement is a complex substance, it 

has been thoroughly studied due to its common use as a building material. To 

fabricate the targets, Type II Portland Cement and No. 30 (lines per inch mesh

size, giving fined-grained, approximately salt-sized crystals) or No. 90 (flour-like 



Design Compressive 
Strength (MPa) 

Weight Ratio of 
Cement:Sand:H20 

Density (103 kgjm3 ) 

STRONG 

35. 

1:1:0.47 

2.1 ± 0.1 

33 

WEAK 

3.5 

1:4:0.90 

1.7 ± 0.1 

Table 3.1: The cement:sand:water mixing ratios and material information for the 
mortar targets. 

powder consistency) dry quartz sand was used. The ultimate strength of the mortar 

depends on the time and conditions under which the mortar is cured, as well as the 

cement:sand:water ratios. We chose two design strengths for the targets, "weak" 

(3.5 MPa) and "strong" (35 MPa), and Table 3.1 gives the mixing ratios required 

to achieve these strengths. The weak mortar represents the minimum strength we 

could attain and still have the target hold together. Although the strong mortar is 

the maximum strength we could achieve, it is still an order of magnitude weaker in 

compressive strength than natural rock such as basalt. In addition, an intermediate 

strength mortar (f'V 10 MPa) was used in the construction of some of the projectiles. 

The mortar is mixed thoroughly at room temperature and placed in spher

ical plastic molds 11 cm in diameter. Curing takes place in sealed plastic tubs filled 

with wet sand to retard moisture loss from the targets. The targets are removed 

from the tub& after the specified curing time, typically 3 days to 2 weeks, and 

transported to the AVGR for disruption. Test cylinders are taken from the mor

tar mix and are given the same curing history as the targets. The compressive 

strengths of these cylinders are measured via standard engineering tests at about 

the same time as the impact experiments are being done. Strong targets have 

strengths within 30% of their design strengths, while weak targets can vary by up 
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to 50% from the design strength. 

Examining the targets prior to their use in impact experiments, we ob

served the following characteristics. The strong targets generally had a few small 

('" 2- to 3-mm diameter) surficial pits and some small (1- to 2-mm diameter) 

bubbles sparsely distributed throughout their interiors. Post-impact, there was 

no visible indication of large-scale inhomogeneities within disrupted targets. The 

weaker, grainy targets displayed no bubbles or surface pits, but surface cracks 

('" 1 mm deep) were common. 

Nonhomogeneous targets were also used in the experiment program. Sim

ulated "differentiated" bodies were fabricated by casting a small (7-cm diameter) 

mortar sphere which was inserted as the "core" of our standard sized target. Cores 

were made of strong mortar and mantles of weak mortar (strong/weak targets) 

in an effort to replicate the structure of real differentiated bodies. For better 

core/mantle cohesion, the mortar core is removed from its mold just hours after 

casting, and a series of shallow grooves are carved over the core surface to roughen 

it. Also, a thin epoxy coating was applied to the core for some cases, but this 

had no significant effect on the post-impact outcome. In addition to improving 

the bonding and eliminating air spaces at the boundary, the above procedure also 

lessened the severity of an abrupt core-mantle transition. To test if the fabrication 

process itself introduced any significant change in collisional outcome, we prepared 

a series of strong/strong targets. The collisional outcomes of these strong/strong 

targets were then compared to the results from the strong homogeneous targets, 

and no significant difference in outcome was observed. 

We used two other variations on target structure "aggregate" and previ

ously shattered ("preshattered") targets, which may simulate fractured or rubble 

pile asteroids better than they can be simulated by homogeneous rock targets 

(Ryan et al. 1991). Each aggregate-type target (up to several kilograms in mass) 

was constructed by weakly bonding together either (i) commercial gravel particles, 
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similar in size or (ii) fragments from a previously shattered strong homogeneous 

target having a power law size distribution. For the first case, gravel pebbles (white 

feldspar, grey and tan rhyolite) having a density p = 2600 kg/m3 and a size range 

of 0.5 ± 0.25 cm were bonded together using Elmer's white glue with dilutions of 

glue:water = 1:1 in order to form a weak bond. The white glue/water mixture 

when tested formed a bond having 35% of the tensile strength of pure white glue 

(1.6 MPa). For the second case (preshattered) we used either a commercially avail

able concrete adhesive concentrate (Weldbond) or the dilute white glue described 

above, applied in a light coat to the minimum number of surfaces needed to hold 

the aggregate together. There was no significant difference in collisional outcome 

when the stronger concrete adhesive was used in place of the dilute white glue. 

This indicates that the strength of the glue holding the target together is not a 

major factor in determining the fragment size distribution. The fragments were 

reconstructed for the most part like a jigsaw puzzle to restore the shape of the 

original target. However, for the interior portion of the target and for very small 

fragments near the impact site, some random piling of fragments was necessary. On 

the average, "'" 15% of the mass from the original target is lost in the reconstruc

tion process. These reconstructed targets were then reshattered using the same 

type of projectile used for the initial impact. All preshattered bodies were created 

by originally shooting aluminum or steel projectiles into spherical, strong cement 

mortar. Both the aggregate and preshattered targets have significant porosity: "'" 

42% (±4%) for the aggregates, and a range of 7-21% for preshattered bodies, de

pending on the degree of disruption. The bulk densities are 1500 kg/m3 and 1600 

kg/m3 for the aggregates and preshattered targets, respectively. 

The constituent blocks from which we made the pebble-aggregate and pre

shattered targets were chosen from two very different size distributions. One has 

nearly uniform-sized particles (pebble-aggregate), while the other (preshattered) 

has a power law size distribution characteristic of fragmented bodies, with the num

ber of particles increasing with decreasing size. These distributions were chosen 
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to represent the end members of plausible size distributions from which aggregate 

bodies in the Solar System might have been constructed. 

3.2 Experimental Results 

Appendix A contains two tables (Table A.14 and Table A.15) which give exper

iment conditions and outcomes for our impact experiments using homogeneous, 

differentiated, and aggregate-type targets. 

3.2.1 Fragmentation Modes 

Laboratory data on collisions have been obtained through both low- and high

velocity experiments. These velocity regimes have been empirically defined as 

roughly v ~ 1 km/sec (low velocity) and v ~ 1 km/sec (high velocity). An inter

esting fact, and something we have been able to confirm with our own experiments 

with cement mortar, is that (rocky) targets exhibit several different modes of frag

mentation depending on the impact speed of the projectile (Fujiwara et al. 1977, 

Matsui et al. 1982, Takagi et al. 1984). In the high velocity regime, the outer 

layer of the target is spalled off, leaving a large central core (core shattering). 

As the specific energy is increased, the outer-layer fragments become smaller and 

the core fragment is rubblized. In low-velocity impacts, three types of shatter

ing modes occur with increasing specific energy: longitudinal splitting, where the 

spherical target separates into wedge-like segments; cone shattering, where cone

shaped fragments oriented with the point of the cone aimed towards the impact 

site are produced; and complete destruction of the target, where the largest cone

shaped fragments contain only a small fraction of the original target mass (Davis 

and Ryan 1990). None of these fragmentation modes are observed for icy targets, 

instead the target tends to break into a few large pieces (Fujiwara et al. 1989). 

The reason for the different failure modes is not completely clear, but seems to 
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be related to the dimension of the stress pulse in the target, as well as target 

material and shape (Fujiwara 1986). The width of the stress pulse is determined 

by the projectile diameter, such that at a fixed collisional energy, low velocity im

pacts (larger projectiles) have wider stress pulses associated with them than higher 

velocity (smaller projectiles) impacts. 

In our experiments using homogeneous cement mortar targets, we observe 

all of the above fragmentation modes, but find a different velocity transition point 

from cone to core shattering: '" 2 km/sec instead of '" 1 km/sec. In core-type 

shattering, when the specific energy was such that the largest remaining fragment 

was a distinct, separate core, the core mass would typically constitute 20-30 % of 

the original target mass. It is interesting that the above described fragmentation 

modes held regardless of projectile type. 

3.2.2 Largest Fragment Mass and Impact Strength 

As mentioned earlier, the degree of disruption a target suffers as a result of a 

head-on collision is measured by the parameter ft., the mass ratio of the largest 

fragment to that of the original target. Impacts at low specific energies produce 

only local damage around the impact site (cratering). The excavated volume in

creases with increasing specific energy and large fragments are broken off around 

the impact site (giant cratering events). Further increases in collisional energy 

lead to barely catastrophic disruption (It = 0.5), where the target hemisphere on 

which the impact point is centered is fragmented into several large pieces (shape 

being dependent on impact velocity as described above) along with accompanying 

smaller fragments. The other hemisphere is relatively undamaged although cracks 

are visible along the fractured surface. Further collisional energy generates ad

ditional comminution of the target with It becoming even smaller. The position 

of the largest fragment post-impact is usually directly opposite to the point of 

impact, hence, the term "antipodal" fragment is often used. 
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Figure 3.1: Normalized largest fragment mass as a function of collisional energy for 
strong homogeneous mortar targets. The impact strength is the value of (E/MT) 
when it. = 0.5, multiplied by the target density. The linear fit to the data is shown. 

The largest fragment mass is shown as a function of the total collisional 

specific energy in Figure 3.1 for strong cement mortar targets using a number of 

different projectile types. Inspection of the data suggests that there is systemat

ically more collisional damage at the same specific energy as the projectile type 

varies from aluminum to pyrex to steel. This same trend can be seen in the data for 

the disruption of weak mortar targets (Figure 3.2): for a given specific energy, steel 

projectiles do the most damage to the target while aluminum ones do the least. In 

addition, there are several shots in which weak mortar, intermediate mortar, and 

ice projectiles failed to produce any damage to strong targets, even at very high 

specific energies. It is likely that the collisional energy partitioned into the target 

varies with projectile (or target) strength. At least in the cases of strong and weak 

mortar, steel projectiles deliver more energy for fragmentation to the target than 

do the weak mortar or ice projectiles. Therefore, some of the scatter in the data 

for it. as a function of specific energy is due to the variety of projectile types used. 

The data shown in Figure 3.1 also allow us to estimate how well we can 
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Figure 3.2: Normalized largest fragment mass as a function of collisional energy 
for weak homogeneous mortar targets. The linear fit to the data is shown. 

reproduce the outcome (h) of an impact under the same initial conditions. We 

would expect most of the scatter in the data points to occur where a small change 

in specific energy can produce a large change in h - the barely catastrophic 

regime where h "-I 0.5. Then, reproducibility should improve as we increased the 

energy toward the more highly fragmented (supercatastrophic) regime (h :::; 0.1). 

Instead we found that the dispersion was relatively constant for h = 0.7 -+ 0.3: the 

standard deviation in h was "-115%. In the supercatastrophic regime, however, the 

standard deviation was 40%, meaning we could reproduce the collisional outcome 

to within a factor of "-12. This is consistent with Takagi et al. (1984), who could also 

reproduce h to within a factor of 2 in the supercatastrophic regime (see discussion 

of inherent scatter in Chapter 6). 

Largest fragment masses from impacts into differentiated targets are shown 

in Figure 3.3 as a function of impact specific energy. Two types of target designs 

were used for this analysis. The filled symbols on the figure represent a differen

tiated sphere having a strong mortar core and a weak mortar mantle. The open 
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Figure 3.3: Normalized largest fragment mass as a function of collisional energy for 
differentiated targets having strong cores with either homogeneous weak mantles 
or weak mantles with gravel added. The core/target size ratio was 0.64. Core 
shattering was achieved only by using steel projectiles. The linear fit to the data 
is shown. 

symbols refer to a mantle type where instead of weak mortar alone, a silicate and 

limestone gravel of differing sizes (ranging from 1 mm to about 1.5 cm) was added 

to the mortar mix to see if the size distribution of the mantle would affect the out

come. A structure of this type may be characteristic of partially shattered rubble 

piles (Davis et al. 1985). However, the outcomes from the two target types were 

not significantly different in our laboratory collision tests. 

The largest fragment masses shown in Figure 3.3 show a different trend 

with increasing collisional energy than do homogeneous targets: there is a plateau 

in 11. for nearly an order of magnitude in collisional specific energy. This reflects 

the preservation of the strong core by the mantle- along the plateau, the core 

is always the largest fragment and the mantle is more highly comminuted as the 

energy increases. Using aluminum or pyrex projectiles, we were unable to shatter 

the core- the highest energy aluminum projectile shot succeeded in only knocking 
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off small chips from the core. Only with steel projectiles were we able to fragment 

the core. Again, there appears to be a significant effect on collisional outcome 

depending on projectile type, and further experiments are needed to explore the 

effect of mantle thickness in protecting the core against disruption. For example, 

experiments by Cerroni and Fujiwara (1988) had suggested that the mantle would 

be effective at preserving the core if the core diameter were less than one-half the 

target diameter. They found that at a collisional specific energy of 3 x 103 J jkg 

the core is shattered if its diameter is 0.6 that of the target, but the core remains 

intact at the same or larger specific energy if its diameter is :5 0.5 of the target. Yet 

we find that the core is not shattered when the core size is about two-thirds of the 

targets' size at a collisional energy of 4.6 x 103 J jkg (see Table A.14, experiment 

No. 871023). 

Figure 3.4 shows how h varies with collisional specific energy for our ag

gregate and preshattered targets. Also included in the figure are results from the 

nine original strong mortar targets from which the preshattered targets were made, 

as well as additional strong mortar targets to fill in the low specific energy end of 

the distribution. These strong mortar results serve as a point of reference, as we 

lack experimental data for the aggregate-type targets with fragmentation outcomes 

of h > 0.3. However, we see from the figure that there is no significant difference 

in collisional outcomes between the preshattered targets and the original strong 

mortar targets. 

The impact strength So is defined as the experimentally measured colli

sional energy density needed to produce a barely catastrophic disruption (h = 0.5): 

So = (EjV) = (EpjM), (3.3) 

where E is the collisional energy and V, M, and p are the target's volume, mass, 

and bulk density, respectively. Although impact strength is important in numerical 

modeling of collisional evolution, it is difficult to measure in practice because the 

energy that is partitioned into the target (or projectile) depends on parameters of 
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Figure 3.4: Normalized largest fragment mass as a function of collisional specific 
energy for strong mortar, preshattered, and aggregate targets. The solid line is a 
linear fit to the aggregate target data only, and the dashed line is a fit to both the 
strong mortar and preshattered data. 

of the collision (impact speed, angle of impact, and projectile type), as well as 

target material type and physical structure. In the original definition of impact 

strength by Greenberg and Hartmann (1977), the impact strength of the body is 

defined in terms of the fraction of the collisional energy that is partitioned into it. 

In collisions of different-sized bodies made of identical materials, roughly half of 

the total collisional energy goes into each body (Hartmann 1980). However, when 

the target and projectile consist of different materials, it is not known how much 

of the total energy goes into the target and how much into the projectile. Since 

more work is needed to quantify and generalize the concept of energy partitioning, 

we and others (see Fujiwara et al. 1977, Takagi et al. 1984, Davis and Ryan 1990, 

and Ryan et. al. 1991) redefine impact strength as the total kinetic energy density 

needed for barely catastrophic fragmentation. 

The concept of impact strength was initially conceived in the context of 

competent bodies. However, our experiments include the "rubble pile" analogs 
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we refer to as pebble aggregates and preshattered targets. How do we define an 

impact strength for the bodies these targets are designed to model? If a rubble 

pile is composed of small particles held together by gravity, then, since no material 

bond exists, its impact strength would be zero. It is, however, likely that asteroidal 

rubble piles would have some degree of bonding between constituent particles, 

perhaps due to cold welding resulting from the weak gravity field acting over 

geologic time (Ryan et al. 1991). This is essentially the structure of the aggregates 

used in our experiments: weakly glued subunits whose intrinsic strength is large 

compared to the strength of the interunit bond. Thus our aggregates have a 

nonzero impact strength because of the glue bonds between the particles. We have 

determined that this impact strength does not depend on the strength of the glue 

bond, since we observed the same collisional outcome when either weak or strong 

glue was used. Without the existence of the particle bond, disruption would not 

result in a fragmental size distribution at sizes larger than that of the constituent 

particles. 

We use the linear fits to the plots of It against specific energy (Figures 

3.1 - 3.4) to determine the impact strength of a particular target material. The 

specific energy (Q) corresponding to an It = 0.5 is read off the figure and multiplied 

by the target density p to obtain the impact strength. This is really an upper limit 

to the impact strength as originally defined, because the actual energy partitioned 

into the target must be less than the total energy. Measured impact strengths for 

the materials used in this experiment program are given in Table 3.2. The weak 

mantle/strong core structure of differentiated targets malces them more difficult 

to disrupt than strong homogeneous mortar targets, as previously discussed. A 

surprising result is that the weak cement mortar is as resistant to fragmentation 

as the stronger cement mortar. Further, the preshattered targets, whose measured 

compressive strength is approximately 50% less than that of the original strong 

mortar, have an impact strength comparable to that of strong mortar. (Note: 

three tests for compressive strength were performed on reconstructed cylinders 
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which gave a strength of 1.7 (± 0.2) x101 Pa for the preshattered targets.) We 

also observed that the impact strength of the preshattered targets did not change 

even through two generations of shattering and gluing. When target orientation 

was changed relative to the original impact, the fracture planes were not necessarily 

along the fracture planes of the original shot. 

We may compare our measured impact strengths to those of other com

mon materials. Impact strengths were extracted from linear fits we performed on 

existing experimental data covering a wide variety of materials (Fujiwara et al. 

1977, Lange and Ahrens 1981, Matsui et al. 1982, 1984, Kawakami et al. 1983, 

Fujiwara and Asada 1983, Takagi et al. 1984, Cintala and Harz 1984, Cintala et 

al. 1985, Hartmann 1988, Ryan and Davis 1990, Ryan et al. 1991). The results 

are shown in Figure 3.5, which gives the impact strength as a function of compres

sive strength for silicates, ices, cement mortar, preshattered and aggregate targets. 

Each point for the measured impact strength is derived from a series of collisional 

experiments. Note that most rock materials have impact strengths between ",0.1 

- 2. MPa. Ice has a much smaller impact strength, about 0.01 MPa. Also, there is 

a reasonable correlation between these two types of strength, that is that targets 

with large compressive strengths tend to have larger impact strengths. The ex

ception is three anomalously high-impact strength points fqr our weak mortar and 

pebble aggregate targets, and for the clay targets of Fujiwara and Asada (1983). 

All three materials have a high porosity and a structure consisting of small grains 

weakly cemented together. It is interesting that these materials, and even the pre

shattered targets (also relatively porous), are as resistant to collisional disruption 

by high speed impacts as strong terrestrial rock (they display a basalt-like resis

tance to fragmentation). While these structures are "fragile" in ordinary terms 

(small tensile or compressive strength), in collisions it may be that their higher 

porosity readily dissipates the delivered impact energy. Thus, larger energy inputs 

are required to damage porous structures than would otherwise be expected. 

Housen and Holsapple (1990) derive an analytical expression for a quantity 



Critical Static 
Target Density Specific Impact Compressive 
Type p Energy Q* Strengtha Strength 

(kg/m3
) (J/kg) (Pa) (MPa) 

Strong Mortar 2100 4.5 (~g) x 102 8.5 (:!:!1) x 105 35. 
Weak Mortar 1720 4. 7 (~3) X 102 7.1 (~D xl05 3.5 
Differentiated ",1700 5.8 (±2) x 102 9.9 (±4) x105 

Aggregate 1500 1.7 (±1) x 102 2.6 (±1.5) x 105 2.1 
Preshattered 1600 5.0 (±2.5) x 102 8.0 (±4) x105 17. 

aNote: The asymmetric 1 - (J uncertainties in the strengths quoted 
result because we analyze our data in logarithmic variables. The 
number of different projectiles used contribute to the scatter in the data. 

Table 3.2: Measured impact strengths. 
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analogous to our impact strength which they call Q", the fragmentation threshold 

specific energy. In their formulation, Q* can be dependent on the target mate

rial's porosity. Housen and Holsapple's point-source coupling parameter analysis 

suggests that Q* would tend to be greater for porous than for nonporous media, 

which supports what we have found for the impact strength of porous materials 

in this analysis. In addition, Staffier et al. (1975), who examined hypervelocity 

cratering impacts into quartz sand, noted that the residual heat released in the 

target material was greatly dependent on porosity. Therefore, it would seem that 

the amount of incoming collisional energy eventually partitioned into initiating 

crack growth and fragmentation is influenced somewhat by how porous the target 

is. A granular structure may dissipate and absorb a large fraction of the collisional 

energy in the vicinity of the impact site rather than propagating it into the volume 

of the target. 
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Figure 3.5: Experimentally determined impact strength as a function of the mea
sured compressive strength. The solid line is a least-squares fit to all the data (to 
provide a general trend) except weak mortar, clay, aggregate, and preshattered 
targets (all high in porosity). A 1-0' deviation is shown as an error bar at the 
center. The porous materials are much harder to shatter than expected based on 
their low compressive strengths. 
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3.2.3 Fragment Mass Distributions 

The size (or equivalently, mass) distribution of the target fragments is important 

for interpreting the collisional process. Collisions generate fragments that are in

creasingly numerous at smaller sizes. Early workers used a cumulative mass power 

law distribution with a single exponent to characterize the fragmental distribu

tion over the entire size range ( Hartmann 1969, Gault and Wedekind 1969). The 

cumulative distribution has the form 

N( m) = cm-b (3.4) 

where N is the cumulative number of particles having mass m, c is a constant, m 

is the fragment mass, and b is the exponent of the cumulative mass distribution. 

Recent studies have found that, in general, a two- or three-slope power law gives a 

better fit to fragmentation data, with a steeper slope at large sizes, and a somewhat 

shallower slope at small sizes (e.g., Fujiwara et al. 1977, Takagi et al. 1984, Davis 

and Ryan 1990). 

A representative sample (22 experiments from Tables A.14 and A.15) of 

size distributions resulting from the disruption of weak and strong homogeneous, 

and weak differentiated targets at varying degrees of fragmentation using a variety 

of projectile types are shown in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9,3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. Frag

ments whose masses were larger than 0.5 g are generally completely represented in 

these distributions. Smaller fragments are significantly underrepresented, as they 

are difficult to recover post-impact. We confirm that a two-segment power law 

gives a good fit to the data, and refer to the slope of the large-mass end of the 

distribution as "bl ", and the small mass end as "b2". Power laws plot as straight 

lines in these figures (log-log format), and the fits for bl and b2 are indicated. The 

first (and sometimes the second) largest fragments are excluded from the fit for 

bl unless it :s; 0.1, as these fragments are not technically classified as part of the 

ej ecta field. Inflection points for the change in slope from bl to b2 are determined 

visually. 
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As the figures show, the value of bl depends on the extent to which the tar

get is fragmented, such that as the degree of fragmentation (/I.) increases, the slope 

bl steepens. This is merely a reflection of the increased presence of small fragments 

in the distribution as the target is more thoroughly rubblized. Differences in the 

appearance of the size distributions can be seen when different projectiles or target 

types are used, or if the impact occurs at low or high velocities. While bl is usually 

greater than b2, there is considerable scatter in both exponents for collisions having 

the same degree of shattering, refuting earlier work where /I. was assumed to be 

the sole determinant of the fragmental size distribution. However, qualitatively 

speaking, when the target is fragmented to the same degree, the size distributions 

obtained under a variety of impact conditions look similar. For example, the out

comes for experiments 870348 (Figure 3.6) and 820303 (Figure 3.7), which have 

the same /I. = 0.06, look roughly the same, even though the projectile types used 

were different (aluminum and steel), and the strong mortar targets were impacted 

at different velocities. Further, experiment 890516 (Figure 3.8) which also has an 

/I. = 0.06, was impacted at a very low velocity (240 m/s) with an intermediate 

mortar projectile, yet the size distribution which resulted is still similar to those of 

experiments 870348 and 820303. An exception can be seen in Figure 3.11, where 

a weak mortar target was impacted with an ice projectile (experiment 890538). 

The target fragmented into just four pieces, a very atypical outcome. This indi

cates that ice/rock impacts may result in very different size distributions than has 

been observed for impacts into rock using metal, plastic, glass, or rock projectiles. 

However, this is the only experiment using ice as a projectile where we were able 

to achieve significant fragmentation of the target body, so definitive conclusions at 

this point would be premature. 

The change in slope from bl to b2 in these figures typically occurs at 

fragment masses containing 1 - 2% of the initial target mass. Upon examination 

of the data for the basalt and pyrophyllite targets catastrophically disrupted by 

Takagi et al. (1984), we found the inflection ,point to occur at 1 - 5% of the initial 
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target mass. Similarly, data from the disruption of ice targets (Lange and Ahrens 

1981) indicates the slope change occurs at 1%. Only the basalt data collected 

by Fujiwara et al. (1977) differed; the inflection point occurred at much smaller 

sizes, 0.01 - 0.1 %, and was reported to increase with decreasing specific energy. A 

physical meaning for this slope change is still under study. Fujiwara et al. (1989) 

speculated that it may correspond to the pressure at which a change from plastic 

to elastic flow occurs in the target. Asphaug et al. (1992) suggest a correlation 

with target geometry and stress wave propagation. 

Size distributions resulting from the fragmentation of pebble aggregate 

targets are shown in Figure 3.13. It is surprising that this very weak target material 

fragments in a power law-like manner, and we do not see an even distribution at the 

size of the constituent pebbles. Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 provide examples of the 

size distributions resulting from collisions using preshattered targets. In a rubble 

pile asteroid, the point of impact relative to the positions of large subunits inside 

the rubble pile may affect the fragment size distribution. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 

also show the effect of varying the impact point on the resultant size distribution 

of preshattered targets. When these bodies are impacted at the same point at 

which the original homogeneous target was hit, their fragment distributions tend 

to be steeper at the large-mass end, and their inflection points occur at larger sizes 

than that of the homogeneous body (see Figure 3.14). Even though the specific 

energy is approximately the same for the two impacts (original homogeneous and 

preshattered), the mass of the largest fragment is sometimes greater for the case of 

the preshattered impact. We believe the explanation for this is that such an impact 

occurs at the point of maximum fracturing resulting from the previous impact; 

generally more energy is drained off (i.e., dissipated) in small particle motions 

and friction between surfaces when target constituent particles are smaller, and 

less energy is available for shattering. On the other hand, when the preshattered 

target is hit at a point opposite that of the original impact (Figure 3.15) the mass 

of the largest fragment is smaller than that obtained for the original collision. 
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Figure 3.16 depicts the outcomes for up to two impacts into preshattered 

targets. The preshattered target is broken by an impact, reglued, and hit again 

at higher (up to 1.5 times greater) specific energies. When the first and second 

reimpacts were into the same point as the original impact (Figure 3.16 (a)), the 

fragment sizes and it's were almost identical, even though the specific energy was 

increased. Figure 3.16 (b) shows the results when the second reimpact is into the 

point opposite the first impact, and the third impact is located between that point 

and the original impact. This was an effort to simulate random impacts, increas

ing specific energy each time such that the first and second reimpacts differed by 

a factor of 3. The failure of these reimpacts to significantly reduce the size of 

the largest fragment suggests again that energy is being dissipated at the fracture 

planes. The stress pulse causing fragmentation does not travel through the tar

get as effectively under these conditions, and there is less fracturing, attesting to 

the high impact strength for preshattered targets. Thus, the antipodal fragment 

(usually the largest fragment) fails to be additionally fragmented upon reimpact. 

As a summary to our discussion of fragment size distributions, Figure 3.17 

allows us to study the slopes bi and b2 as a function of the degree of fragmentation. 

It relates the values for the slopes measured in each impact experiment to it for 

that collision. This figure combines our data with that of Takagi et al. (1984) on 

basalt and pyrophyllite. As previously mentioned, the large amount of scatter in 

the dependence of bi and b2 on Ie indicates that the degree of fragmentation is not 

the sole factor determining the size distribution. Clearly, target type as well as 

projectile type influence the collisional outcome. 
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from aluminum projectiles 
impacting strong homogeneous mortar targets. A range of collisional shattering is 
shown, as indicated by the value of /!. associated with each shot. The solid line 
represents a linear fit to the data. For clarity, not all fragment masses are shown. 
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Figure 3.7: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from steel projectiles im
pacting strong homogeneous mortar targets. A range of collisional shattering is 
shown, as indicated by the value of II. associated with each shot. The solid line 
represents a linear fit to the data. For clarity, not all fragment masses are shown. 
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from pyrex and mortar 
projectiles impacting strong homogeneous mortar targets. The solid line represents 
a linear fit to the data. For clarity, not all fragment masses are shown. 
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Figure 3.9: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from aluminum projectiles 
impacting weak homogeneous mortar targets. A range of collisional shattering is 
shown, as indicated by the value of h. associated with each shot. The solid line 
represents a linear fit to the data. For clarity, not all fragment masses are shown. 
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Figure 3.10: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from pyrex projectiles 
impacting weak homogeneous mortar targets. A range of collisional shattering is 
shown, as indicated by the value of J,. associated with each shot. The solid line 
represents a linear fit to the data. For clarity, not all fragment masses are shown. 
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Figure 3.11: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from steel, weak mortar 
and ice projectiles impacting weak homogeneous mortar targets. The solid line rep
resents a linear fit to the data. For the ice projectile impact, the target fragmented 
into just 4 pieces. 
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Figure 3.12: Cumulative mass distribution of fragments from pyrex, aluminum 
and steel projectiles impacting weak differentiated mortar targets. The solid line 
represents a linear fit to the data. For clarity, not all fragment masses are shown. 
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Figure 3.13: Cumulative fragment mass distributions from five experiments using 
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Figure 3.16: Cumulative fragment mass distribution from the disruption of pre
shattered targets by aluminum projectiles (impacted twice). 
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3.2.4 Mass-Velocity Distributions 

The mass-velocity distribution for fragments following catastrophic impact is im

portant for understanding asteroid collisions. For very large bodies (those having 

significant gravity), how the ejecta velocity compares to the escape velocity gov

erns whether the ejecta fragments are disrupted and dispersed, or whether they 

gravitationally reaccumulate to form a rubble pile structure. In addition, ejecta 

velocities are needed to calculate the degree of orbital element dispersion in dy

namical asteroid families, as well as the injection rates of meteorites into resonance 

zones. 

Currently available data on fragment velocities are sparse, as these types 

of measurements can be difficult to obtain. Initial work in this area was done 

by Gault et al. (1963), who studied hypervelocity cratering impacts into basalt 

targets. They provided an estimate of the cumulative mass of ejecta versus velocity 

for impacts done at 6 km/s. The slope of the cumulative mass-velocity distribution 

was found to be ",,2.25. This slope is a parameter used in present numerical 

simulations of asteroid collisional evolution. Impact and explosive cratering into 

sand give a value as low as 1.22 for this slope (Housen et al. 1983). More recently, 

high-speed impacts (",,2.7 km/s) performed by Fujiwara and Tsukamoto (1980) and 

Fujiwara (1987) have examined the motion of fragments at a particular position 

relative to the impact point, i.e., at the antipodes of catastrophically disrupted 

cubic and spherical basalt targets. By studying the antipodal fragment velocities 

(Va) as a function of the specific energy delivered to the target, they found Va to 

increase with increasing specific energy. Takagi et al. (1984) determined values 

for Va from their impact studies of basalt in a lower impact velocity regime (70 

- 920 m/s). They found good agreement between their data and the Fujiwara 

and Tsukamoto dataset. Low-velocity collisions between comparable-sized bodies, 

designed to be analogous to the planetary accretion process, were conducted by 

Waza and Matsui (1983) using basalt and tuff targets. It was shown in this study 
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that the material property differences between target and projectile affected the 

resultant ejecta velocity distributions. 

Through examination of the filmed records of impact experiments (Gault 

and Wedekind 1969, Fujiwara and Tsukamoto 1980, Davis and Ryan 1990) it has 

been found that, in general, fragment velocities are highest near the impact point 

and decrease with increasing distance from this site. A fine spray of ejecta traveling 

at very high velocities (~ 100 m/s) can usually be observed at the point of impact. 

Fragments are dispersed successively from the surface to the interior, and do not 

normally hit one another as they fly outward. In addition, surface fragments tend 

to have higher velocities than fragments from the interior portion of the target. In 

an impact that results in core-type fragmentation (high velocity impact), the core 

fragment travels at a very low velocity. A more detailed look at ejecta velocity 

distributions was presented in Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991), who studied the 

disruption of basalt and alumina targets. They presented velocity distributions 

obtained using an image processor for two experiments. For the basalt experiment 

(B, impact speed 3.2 km/s), fragment velocities ranged from 9 - 50 mis, with the 

core-fragment traveling at ",0.4 m/s. Only 1% of the collisional kinetic energy 

was found to be partitioned into the major, large fragments, and fast fine ejecta 

(unmeasured) carried a significant amount of energy. 

In our experiment program, we measured fragment velocities for a number 

of shots ranging in outcome from cratering and barely catastrophic to supercatas

trophic. Two-dimensional velocities in the film plane were obtained for all rec

ognizable fragments by following their frame-to-frame translational displacement 

on film. We are able to measure only those fragments visible to us (two camera 

angles), i.e., fragments from the target hemisphere facing the camera, as well as 

some fragments positioned at the top and bottom of the target. Fragments that 

tend to be excluded are those coming from the back portion of the target, and 

also the very small (:50.1 g), fast moving, unresolvable ejecta. However, the same 

difficulties apply systematically to each filmed record (barring additional problems 
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such as poor film quality), and if we assume symmetry between the hemispheres 

facing toward and away from the camera, then the hidden fragments should have 

velocities similar to those of their visible counterparts. It is therefore possible to 

make general comparisons among various shots, even though we have not measured 

every fragment. 

Transforming the above described two-dimensional velocity measurements 

into true three-dimensional (3-D) velocities is a more difficult task. A film frag

ment must be matched to an actual fragment, so that the fragment's mass and 

initial position on the target can be determined. Brightly painting the surface 

of the target body greatly facilitates the identification process. By assuming the 

fragments are being launched radially outward from the target surface (Fujiwara 

and Tsukamoto 1980), the 3-D velocities can be calculated. In practice it is possi

ble to accomplish this fragment-matching for about 30 - 80% of the ejecta mass. 

Not all experiments for which two-dimensional velocities have been measured can 

be transformed in this manner. Table 3.3 summarizes the experiment conditions, 

collisional outcomes, and fragment velocities for the 37 experiments analyzed in 

this study. It is important to note that high-speed, fine fragments near the impact 

point have been excluded from the velocity distributions, as they are too difficult to 

resolve accurately on film at our camera's framing rate. In addition, considerable 

fragment rotation was also observed, but limitations of our reduction system (still 

frames as opposed to viewing the film in motion) prevented any determination of 

rotational frequency. 

We can summarize the information in Table 3.3 as follows. To interpret 

the data, we exclude experiments where the ejecta mass measured is less than 

50% (leaving 15 usable experiments). Table 3.4 gives the average velocity data 

as a function of target and projectile type. The mean fragment speeds for strong 

homogeneous targets hit by aluminum or steel projectiles range from 7 - 10 mis, 

for weak homogeneous targets impacted with aluminum, the range is 3 -5 mis, 

for weak differentiated it is ",13 mis, and for preshattered targets, 17 m/s. It is 
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interesting that the mean speed for the preshattered targets is much higher than 

what we observe for the strong homogeneous mortar from which they were made. 

Referring back to Figure 3.16 (a), we see what might be the explanation. Approx

imately the same fragment size distribution resulted for the preshattered body hit 

first at 4.2 and then 5.1 km/s, as did when its homogeneous precursor was hit at 3 

km/s. Thus, the outcome remained the same even though more specific energy was 

delivered to the preshattered target. With more energy available in the collision, 

ejecta speeds would naturally be higher than for homogeneous bodies made out of 

the same material. The reason we have given as to why these preshattered targets 

behave collisionally strong to begin with, is that the presence of fractured surfaces 

retards stress wave propagation and subsequent damage. 

When weak mortar was hit by non-metallic projectiles (ice and strong 

mortar) the resulting mean ejecta speeds were higher than those from impacts using 

steel and aluminum as projectiles. Once again, projectile type plays a significant 

role in affecting collisional outcomes. In general, the mean fragment speeds for 

a particular target type are similar, even though collisional specific energies vary 

widely. Figures 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 plot the 3-D velocity measured against 

fragment mass for 11 shots in which more than 50% of the ejecta were measured. 

The figures indicate no obvious dependence of fragment velocity on fragment mass. 

The fact that maximum fragment velocities observed are only on the order 

of 1 % of the impact velocity contrasts to what is inferred from astronomical data 

on dynamical asteroid families. Based on the dispersion of their orbital elements, 

ejection velocities calculated for asteroid family members are about 5 - 10% (100's 

m/s) of the impact velocity (Davis and Ryan 1990). However, our general obser

vations of laboratory ejecta velocity fields are consistent with those found by other 

workers (Fujiwara and Tsukamoto 1980, Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991). Namely, 

most of the measured ejecta mass is traveling at only 0.1 - 0.5% of the impact 

velocity. Larger fragments tend to move slower than smaller fragments, but the 

fragment speed is also a function of initial position with respect to the impact 
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Figure 3.18: The mass velocity distributions obtained from the disruption of strong 
homogeneous mortar targets by aluminum projectiles. 

point. For homogeneous targets that resulted in core-type fragmentation, and for 

the differentiated targets, the velocity of the core is usually 3 - 4 mls independent 

of impact velocity. This is higher than what Fujiwara and Tsukamoto (1980) and 

Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991) obtained for basalt impacts (::;1 m/s). 

Also included in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 is the measured slope for the cumulative 

mass-velocity distribution. Values for this parameter range from 0.8 - 4.34, and 

a pattern for what causes this slope to fluctuate, even for the same target and 

projectile combination, is not evident in the data. On the average, slope values are 

shallower than what was obtained by Gault et al. (1963) for basalt. Figures 3.22 

and 3.23 show typical cumulative mass-velocity distributions for strong and weak 

homogeneous, weak differentiated, and preshattered targets. 
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Figure 3.19: The mass velocity distributions obtained from the disruption of weak 
homogeneous mortar targets by aluminum projectiles. 
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Figure 3.20: The mass velocity distributions obtained from the disruption of weak 
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3.2.5 Energy Partitioning 

The incoming collisional energy in an impact is partitioned into various energy 

modes: translational and rotational kinetic energy of the fragments, comminution 

energy, and heat, for example (Fujiwara et al. 1989). Fujiwara and Tsukamoto 

(1980) experimentally determined that the total kinetic energy imparted to larger 

fragments (comprising 70 - 80% of the target mass) was only 0.3 - 3% of the 

collisional energy. Asada (1985) found that most of the impact energy is transferred 

to very fine ejecta near the impact site, comminution, and heat. However, Waza et 

al. (1985) observed (using basalt and tuff targets) that at lower impact velocities, 

less collisional energy is lost to fine fragments, comminution, and heat, and more 

is available (10 - 20%) for fragmentation and ejection of the majority of the target 

mass. What effect the projectile has in the energy partitioning process has not 

been thoroughly studied. 

We use the following procedure to estimate the fraction of impact energy 

partitioned into ejecta kinetic energy. The energy partitioning coefficient (1KE) is 

defined in our experiments as 

and 

(Ejecta)KE 
iKE = ! (Colliaion)KE 

1 E(m \/,2) 
(Ejecta)KE = 2 F T 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where m and VT are the fragment mass and velocity, respectively, and F is the 

mass fraction of ejecta for which velocities could be found. Since we have excluded 

the very fast, fine ejecta which constitutes a large fraction of the kinetic energy, 

our calculated iKE is actually a lower limit for the energy partitioning coefficient. 

We have also made the simplified assumption that equipartition of the collisional 

energy into target and projectile occurs (i.e., the factor of 1/2 in the denominator 

of equation (3.5). 

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 include our estimates for the percentage of kinetic 
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E/MT % 3-0 Velocity RAnge %' 
Targ.a Proj.b VI (10 l il # Maas (Jan/a) Slope" iKE 

Exp. # Type Type (Jan/s) J/kg) n C MeM.d Min. Max. Mean 

850841 WO PI 1.01 1.4 0.32 6 51 1. 11. 3. 0.73 1.0 
850850 SH Sl 0.05 0.6 0.52 7 66 4. 15. 10. 0.83 2.2 
851214 SH Sl 1.51 6.4 0.44 6 11 5. 38. 26. 0.70 5.2 
880425 WH Al 2.03 7.6 0.66 8 82 1. 4. 2. 2.68 0.5 
860426 WH Al 2.18 8.7 0.59 9 81 2. 9. 4. 2.89 0.8 
860430 WH Al 2.93 15.9 0.48 8 67 3. 9. 5. 4.34 1.1 
860501 WH Al 3.41 21.7 0.22 10 30 3. 15. 8. 0.79 4.6 
860502 SH Al 2.93 12.2 0.30 14 69 3. 19 7. 2.65 2.6 
860503 SH Al 3.14 33.0 0.11 18 34 4. 52 14. 1.41 5.3 
870348 SH Al 5.50 39.8 0.06 5 10 14. 26. 21. 1.68 5.0 
871020 WO Al 1.90 6.2 0.56 6 45 2. 9. 5. 0.77 4.9 
871021 WH Sl 1.23 46.0 0.15 12 37 3. 14. 7. 2.64 3.1 
871022 WO Al 4.18 31.0 0.32 15 51 2. 29. 13. 1.00 3.7 
871023 WO Al 5.13 45.7 0.32 12 57 4. 30. 13. 1.74 1.5 
871029 SO Al 4.61 29.2 0.21 8 12 3. 30. 17. 0.93 8.6 
871030 SO Al 5.45 39.8 0.10 16 44 2. 39. 13. 0.77 3.6 
871031 SO Sl 4.59 79.4 0.05 9 17 8. 42. 21. 1.05 2.0 
871032 WO Sl 5.30 141.0 0.08 8 20 6. 19. 11. 2.96 0.5 
880506 SH Al 3.30 15.1 0.21 5 11 5. 24. 12. 2.45 4.1 
880507 SH Al 2.94 12.6 0.36 7 15 3. 17. 7. 1.76 3.4 
880514 SH SH 0.34 21.1 0.73 13 76 2. 57. 14. 0.80 14.4 
880518 P-S Al 2.95 12.8 0.27 11 32 1. 13. 5. 0.88 2.8 
880519 P-S Al 3.93 23.3 0.17 3 3 9. 16. 11. 0.12 9.3 
880520 SH Al 5.44 41.6 0.06 10 16 9. 46. 24. 1.34 5.5 
890510 SH Al 2.95 12.5 0.30 10 61 3. 13. 7. 2.26 2.4 
890511 SH Al 3.03 13.1 0.32 6 60 3. 9. 5. 3.26 1.3 
890512 SH Al 5.33 42.0 0.21 7 30 4. 47. 21. 1.16 7.1 
890513 SH Sl 3.20 42.0 0.05 6 10 12. 60. 34. 1.68 7.2 
890517 SH IH 0.21 63.1 0.47 9 86 5. 13. 9. 2.30 1.0 
890522 P-S Al 5.26 52.1 0.13 7 51 5. 30. 11. 1.61 1.9 
890524 P-S Al 3.36 17.1 0.07 5 19 3. 34. 18. 0.37 3.0 
890526 WH SH 0.17 1.6 0.06 6 61 8. 15. 10. 2.46 16.1 
890527 WH SH 0.11 3.4 0.13 10 10 1. 28. 9. 2.53 31.0 
890535 P-S Sl 3.15 55.2 0.19 5 15 12. 42. 21. 1.04 5.1 
890536 P-S Sl 3.33 64.7 0.04 4 6 9. 35. lB. 1.66 2.4 
890538 WH ICE 0.35 14.0 0.50 4 96 4. 14. 8. 1.89 1.9 
890542 P-S Al 5.07 44.1 0.29 7 45 6. 49. 23. 2.10 2.6 

aSH, WH, SO, WO, P-S denote strong and weak homogeneous, strong nnd 
weak differentiated, and preahattered targets, respectively 

b AI, Sl, PI refer to aluminum, steel, nnd pyrex, projectiles reopectively 
cn refers to the number of fragments measured 
dThis column is the % maao of ejecta for which velocities were found 
"Slope for the cumulative mass-velocity distribution 
'Energy partitioning coefficient 

Table 3.3: Summary of three-dimensional velocity analysis. 
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Figure 3.22: Cumulative mass-velocity distributions for strong and weak homoge
neous targets impacted by aluminum projectiles 
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Figure 3.23: Cumulative mass-velocity distributions for weak differentiated and 
preshattered targets impacted by aluminum projectiles 
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Impact 
Target Proj. Speed VEJ Slope % iKE 

Type Type (km/s) (m/s) 

WH A1 2.00 3 2.79 0.7 
WH A1 2.93 5 4.34 1.1 
WH ICE 0.35 8 1.89 1.9 
WH SH 0.17 10 2.46 16.0 
SH A1 3.00 7 2.72 2.1 
SH S1 1.51 10 0.83 2.2 
SH IH 0.21 9 2.30 1.0 
SH SH 0.34 14 0.80 14.4 
WD A1 4.50 13 1.37 2.6 
P-S A1 5.17 17 1.90 2.5 

Table 3.4: Average velocity data 

energy being partitioned into ejecta dispersal. For high velocity impacts, iKE 

varies from 0.7 - 2.6 %, and for low velocity impacts, from 1 - 16%, which is 

consistent with previous data. Unfortunately, all the low velocity impacts analyzed 

were for non-metallic projectiles, so we cannot decouple the effect of projectile type 

and velocity in our interpretations. There is an indication that, in general, iKE 

tends to increase with increasing specific energy. 

In addition, as we discussed in the previous section, mean ejecta speeds 

for preshattered bodies were higher than for the homogeneous targets from which 

they were made. We see from Table 3.4 that the energy partitioning coefficient 

for homogeneous and preshattered targets is about the same (2.1 - 2.5 %). This 

is consistent with our argument that preshattered bodies have higher associated 

ejecta speeds because they behave collisionally stronger than their homogeneous 

counterparts, and energy partitioning is not necessarily a factor. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SCALING PROBLEM 

We have learned a great deal from our experiment program. Collisional outcome 

is strongly dependent on several factors. Not only do target type and structure in

fluence fragment mass and velocity distributions, but projectile type also plays an 

important role in the collisional process. Further, not only is the energy per unit 

mass delivered to the target important, but the momentum (projectile velocity) 

as well. This is clearly evidenced by the different target fragmentation modes ob

served at low versus high impact speeds. We also determined impact strengths for 

the target types used in our analysis, and compared the results to impact strengths 

we measured from the data of other experimenters, covering a wide variety of rock 

materials and including ice targets. Impact strength characterizes a body's resis

tance to fragmentation and is a useful parameter for gauging collisional outcomes. 

The question is: Does impact strength depend o? target size? If so, can we mea

sure this size dependence in the laboratory? If we cannot, can we devise a way 

to scale the laboratory results to larger sizes, or is a different approach required? 

This Chapter addresses these questions, and sets the stage for our transition from 

experimental to numerical modeling of collisions. 

4.1 Size Limitations of Laboratory Impact Experiments 

Intuitively, we would expect fragmentation outcome to be somewhat dependent 

on the size of the target body involved. From our discussion of strain rate in 

Chapter 2, we know that strain rate is dependent on both target and projectile 
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radius. As we increase target (and proportionately projectile) size, the strain rate 

will change (it decreases). Different strain rates imply different outcomes, at least 

in terms of the ultimate strengths measured for materials under static as opposed 

to dynamic strain rates (see Chapter 2). Materials have lower strengths under 

slower strain rate conditions. In light of this information, it is not unreasonable to 

expect small targets to fracture differently from larger targets: large targets will 

be weaker (low strain rates), and should be easier to fragment. 

Further, when examining the fragmentation of very large bodies, i.e., those 

having significant gravity associated with them (gravity regime), we would also ex

pect lithostatic compressive pressures within the body to influence how it breaks 

apart. The incoming stress wave would have to overcome both the material 

strength and the gravitational compressive stress in order for fracture to occur. 

Therefore, greater collisional specific energies would be required to fragment larger 

and larger bodies, since gravitational stress increases with target size. Thus, very 

large bodies should be harder to fragment than small bodies. 

Given that we suspect that the specific energy required for fragmentation 

is a function of target size, how do we confirm or characterize this dependence? 

Laboratory experiments are subject to certain practical constraints. It is not pos

sible to achieve the collisional energies necessary to disrupt a rock target much 

larger than 10 - 15 cm in diameter. Specifically, a typical light-gas gun can shoot 

a 0.64 cm diameter (largest size) aluminum projectile (mass ",0.38 g) at a maxi

mum of 6 km/s, corresponding to a collisional kinetic energy of 2.7 kJ. For a 10 

- 15 cm sized target, the specific energy of the impact (assuming a target mass 

from 1.3 - 4.4 kg) would be between 620 - 2100 J /kg. As discussed in Chapter 3, 

the measured impact strengths for most rock fell in the range of 0.1 - 2 MPa, 

which is equivalent (assuming an average target density of 2500 kg/m3 ) to critical 

specific energies (Q*) of 40 - 800 J /kg. Therefore, our 6 km/s impact is capable of 

significantly damaging our small target body. However, if we increased our target 

size to 1 m, for example, the same 6 km/s impact would only deliver 2 J/kg (target 
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mass ",1300 kg) to the target body. This falls far short of the energy necessary to 

initiate fragmentation. 

Ultimately, we are restricted in our ability to vary target size and confirm 

any critical specific energy dependence in the laboratory. The largest targets we 

can disrupt are still orders of magnitude smaller than the Solar System bodies we 

wish to model. To apply laboratory experiments to asteroidal collisions, several 

scaling law extrapolations have been developed. However, because of uncertainties 

and differences in basic assumptions, the various scaling laws' estimates for the 

relationship between fragmentation energy and target size can differ by more than 

an order of magnitude. The next section presents a review of current scaling law 

theory. 

4.2 Discussion of Current Scaling Law Theory 

Early work in the field of catastrophic disruption involved the use of very simplistic 

scaling theories to extrapolate experimentally determined data to asteroidal size 

regimes. A common assumption (called energy 8caling) stated that the same 

specific energy needed to fragment a small laboratory target (made of a particular 

material) would also fragment larger targets to the same degree. Basically, this still 

popular theory espoused the idea that the critical specific energy Q* was material 

dependent, but not at all dependent on target size. Further, it was not believed 

that impact velocity played any role in determining fragmentation outcome, i.e., 

that it did not affect degree of fracture, or resulting fragment size or mass-velocity 

distributions. As a result, models of asteroid evolution had (and most still do 

today!) assumed that fragment size and velocity distributions subsequent to an 

impact event (of any size) were determined solely by the specific energy delivered to 

the target (e.g., Dohnanyi 1969, Housen et al. 1979, Fujiwara 1982). Later studies 

showed that the scaling problem is a great deal more complex than outlined in 

energy scaling theory. 
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Using the basic tenets of energy scaling, Davis et al. (1979) developed 

a model for collisional fragmentation, but with one important difference. They 

recognized that very large bodies might reaccumulate under gravitational forces 

after fragmentation. Therefore, they incorporated into their model a larger value 

of impact strength (or, critical specific energy Q*) for bodies in the gravity regime 

to account for fracture and fragment dispersal. Energy scaling was invoked for 

smaller bodies in the strength regime. Thus, except for large target bodies, this 

model failed to include any actual size scaling. 

It was first suggested by Fujiwara (1980) that Q* was dependent on target 

size even for small bodies. Fujiwara's model stated that Q* was proportional to 

the tensile strength of the target, which he assumed to be related to the target 

radius as R-1/ 2• He based this assumption on earlier work done by Moore et al. 

(1965) and Gault et al. (1972), both of whom used the Griffith model of crack 

growth (Fujiwara et al. 1989). Brittle failure is due to the growth and coalescence 

of cracks within a material, and according to Griffith theory, the size of the largest 

crack is proportional to the size of the target. A crack of length L is activated 

and begins to grow when a certain threshold strain is exceeded, and this strain 

is proportional to L -1/2. Therefore, if the largest cracks (the weakest and first to 

activate) govern target failure, then the fracture stress of the body is proportional 

to R-1/2. This implies that critical specific energy (Q'") is in turn proportional to 

R-1/2, and decreases with increasing target size for bodies in the strength regime 

(i.e., where gravity is insignificant). We note here that this philosophy of crack 

growth is also fundamental to the Grady and Kipp (1980) fragmentation theory, 

which is described in detail in Chapter 5, and is the fragmentation model used in 

our hydrocode simulation of brittle failure. 

It was also argued by Farinella et al. (1982) and Paolicchi et al. (1983) that 

large bodies are weaker than small ones, but using a different line of reasoning. 

Their model assumed that the energy necessary to cause fragmentation is not 

related to the volume of the body, but to the total surface area created during the 
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impact as fragments are formed. By adopting a power-law size distribution for the 

fragments, and assuming that some constant fraction of the incoming collisional 

energy goes into the creation of new fracture surfaces, they found that Q* should 

vary as R-l/2. Interestingly, this alternate approach arrives at the same result 

obtained by previous workers for the strength regime target-size dependence of 

Q*. 

It was Davis et al. (1983, 1985) who pointed out that large asteroids (in 

gravity regime) should have an enhanced strength due to their compressional litho

static pressures. They derived a fragmentation relation for gravity-dominated bod

ies such that their equation for Q* included not just the specific energy necessary 

to overcome material bonds, but also a term representing the average compressive 

stress in the body. This results in a Q* dependence that is proportional to R2 for 

large bodies, while still constant for small, strength-dominated bodies. The overall 

effect of this change in the Davis et al. model was to help reconcile discrepancies 

between their calculated size distributions for asteroid families and the observed 

data. 

The scaling problem was tackled in a more general manner by Holsapple 

and Housen (1986) using dimensional analysis techniques. They simplified some of 

the complicated (and unknown) relationships between variables by using a reduced 

number of nondimensional parameters. Their model differs from previous models 

in two important respects. Their first generalization was to describe the impactor 

using both energy and velocity, where other studies concentrated on just collisional 

energy. They were motivated by scaling studies of impact cratering (see Holsapple 

and Schmidt 1987, for example), which had shown that energy considerations 

alone were inadequate. The cratering studies were successful in characterizing 

the impact process by combining impactor energy E and velocity V in the form 

E V(3 tl-2)/2, where f.L is a constant determined by target porosity, which for most 

(nonporous) rock is ...... 0.55 (Fujiwara et al. 1989). Secondly, the Holsapple and 

Housen (1986) model described the target material by a generalized mechanical 
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property S", having dimensions of (stress) (length)A(time)B, where A and Bare 

constants. When A = B = 0, S· has units of stress, and is defined as the impact 

strength of the target material; this strength parameter is usually determined using 

laboratory impact experiments as previously described. 

Holsapple and Housen adopt, as a nominal case, a rate-dependent material 

model in which impact strength is proportional to the 1/4 power of the strain rate. 

They base this assumption on data obtained through dynamic measurements of the 

tensile strength of rock as a function of strain rate (e.g., Grady and Lipkin 1980). In 

this model, Q" decreases as target size increases according to R-O.24. However, for 

very large bodies, an effective local stress, the sum of material fracture strength and 

gravitational compressive stress, is defined instead. Therefore, in bodies dominated 

by gravitational stress and not material strength, Q" is proportional to R3J!., which 

means that Q" now increases with target size. 

The Holsapple and Housen model results in a functional dependence of 

Q* on target size, but in a complicated form that must be solved numerically, 

and containing three highly uncertain constants, K1 , K2 , and K3 (see Housen and 

Holsapple 1990). Holsapple and Housen estimate the values of these constants 

using laboratory data, assume a value for an additional exponent, and present 

limiting solutions for Q* in both the strength and gravity regimes. For the strength 

regime, 

Q* ex: VO.35 R-O.24 (4.7) 

and for the gravity regime, 

0* ex: VO.35 R1.65 
" 

(4.8) 

Basically, for bodies less than about 15 km in radius (defined as the strength 

regime), Q" decreases with target size; the curve turns upwards again for bodies 

larger than 15 km due to the effects of gravitational self-compression. 

Holsapple and Housen also derive a scaling relation for typical fragment 
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velocities. They define a characteristic velocity Ve , which in their nominal strain

rate model is proportional to R-l/7, implying that velocities should decrease with 

increasing target size. In the gravity regime, their characteristic velocity is pro

portional to R (Fujiwara et al. 1989). 

Figure 4.24 illustrates the various scaling predictions discussed for Q'"'s 

dependence on target size. The Holsapple and Housen (1986) scaling law shown 

is the numerical solution for their nominal strain rate model, using basalt as the 

target material. The range in values given for the gravity regime corresponds to 

the uncertainty of one of their constants (K1). Obviously, there are significant 

differences in each scaling law's estimates for Q*'s size dependence. Unfortunately, 

as we have pointed out, laboratory studies are presently unable to refute or confirm 

any of the theories due to the limited experimental size range. 

One test of the validity of scaling theories is to compare their predictions 

to the data we have concerning asteroid families. This is assuming that asteroid 

families are formed by the collisional disruption of a single parent body, and that 

family members are disrupted fragments of that body. In making this comparison, 

we must remember that these scaling law estimates for Q* are predicting only 

the specific energy needed for fracture of the body, not the energy needed for 

the dispersal of the fragments post-impact. The fate of the fragments requires 

additional knowledge of the ejecta velocity distributions as a function of size, which 

none of the scaling laws predict. Holsapple and Housen give only a characteristic 

velocity, not a velocity distribution, and the latter is necessary to determine what 

percentage of the ejecta escapes. With this in mind, we compare the scaling results 

to the estimates made by Fujiwara (1982) for the Q*'s of asteroid families Themis, 

Koronis, and Eos, shown in Figure 4.24. Fujiwara used the proper elements of these 

families to calculate the relative velocities of family members, then estimated the 

collisional energy to obtain Q". The Q'"'s for the three families are considerably 

higher than Q*'s measured for laboratory-sized fragments, confirming that large 

bodies must be strength-enhanced. But because none of the theories quite match 
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Figure 4.24: The critical specific energy Q* as a function of target size as predicted 
by various scaling law theories. The Q* for a basalt laboratory-sized target is also 
indicated. In addition, the Q*'s estimated by Fujiwara (1982) for asteroid families 
Koronis, Eos, and Themis are shown. Adapted from Fujiwara et al. (1989). 

these values, it is not clear if the strengthening is due to gravitational effects 

alone, or perhaps due to a combination of gravity and non-homogeneous (i.e., a 

more realistic) target structure. 

4.3 Physical Modeling vs. Empirical Scaling Laws 

Scaling law theories provide us with various (and widely divergent) estimates for 

the dependence of critical specific energy on target size. However, we are unable 

to confirm experimentally which might be the correct dependence, as laboratory 

data on catastrophic disruption exists only for limited target sizes (f'V 3 to 30 cm 

in diameter). The scaling laws developed for cratering studies, for example, had 

the advantage of empirical data being available for comparison and verification 
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over a range of crater sizes. In addition, scaling law theory itself contains many 

assumptions and uncertainties that may preclude it from being an effective tool for 

studying the fragmentation of finite bodies as a function of target size. One inher

ent problem concerns the high strain rates of laboratory experiments as opposed to 

the low strain rates characteristic of large-target impacts: the failure modes under 

these two circumstances may be very different, making it questionable whether 

simple 8caling of data is appropriate. 

Even the most promising scaling theory, Housen and Holsapple's (1990) 

strain rate scaling, contains several unknown material-dependent constants that 

are difficult to estimate with certainty. Further, their model eliminates the impor

tance of the projectile in defining the impact process. The complex free-surface 

interactions of the impact-generated stress waves that lead to tensile failure are 

not accounted for in a dimensional analysis approach. 

We have, therefore, decided to use physical modeling rather than empiri

cal scaling laws to study the fragmentation process at large size scales. We use a 

numerical hydrocode that keeps track of stress wave propagation and interaction 

within the target, together with a physical model (Grady and Kipp (1980) fragmen

tation theory) for the formation and growth of cracks in rock. We point out that 

many of the tenets of Grady-Kipp theory are also contained in Holsapple-Housen 

scaling, so that differences in our predictions for Q*'s dependence on target size 

will reflect in part the basic dissimilarities in our approaches. The advantage of the 

hydrocode is that it uses no 8caling- it computes the fragmentation outcome for 

each target size used. Chapter 5 introduces our hydrocode model, which we first 

test using laboratory data and modeling small-scale collisions. After we confirm 

that the hydrocode can reproduce the results of laboratory experiments, we use it 

to ascertain critical specific energy's dependence on target size, as well as the de

pendence of ejecta velocity distributions on target size- something scaling theory 

is unable to estimate. The data from our laboratory program is still vital; we need 

it not only to verify that hydrocode computations of fragment size distributions at 
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small size-scales is correct, but to give us some direction for what to model. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE HYDROCODE MODEL 

Hydrocodes are large computer programs that can be used to simulate highly dy

namic events. These numerical routines can model the propagation of shock waves 

in a medium, and in turn compute stresses, strains, velocities, etc., as a function 

of time and position. Early formulations treated metal and rock as fluids, with 

no viscosity or strength, computing the approximate response of a body assuming 

that stresses were high enough to neglect material strength effects. Today, how

ever, hydrodynamic computer codes ("hydrocodes") can be more sophisticated in 

their material modeling. Hydrocodes employ classical continuum mechanics to de

scribe the dynamics of a continuous medium through a set of differential equations 

derived from the principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. An 

equation of state relates changes in the density and internal energy of the material 

with pressure. The stress suffered by the material is related to the amount of strain 

(or distortion) required to produce that stress through the use of a constitutive 

relation. 

In this next phase of our analysis of impact events, we turn to numerical 

studies using a two-dimensional hydro code based on the Los Alamos SALE 2D 

program (Amsden et al' 1980). However, in addition to this hydrocode, which 

keeps track of stress wave propagation and interaction, we need to develop and 

insert a physical model for the formation and growth of cracks in brittle media. 

Our dynamic fragmentation routine extends the work of Grady and Kipp (1980) 

on fragmentation in oil shale and is detailed below. The resulting hydrocode 

program provides us with a means for calculating the outcome of a given impact 
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event, and ultimately enables us to study problems outside the reach of laboratory 

investigation. 

5.1 Basic Description of Lagrangian Hydrocode 

A hydrocode can be of either Eulerian (spatial) or Lagrangian (material) mathe

matical description. These two treatments are significantly different, each having 

advantages and disadvantages. The differential equations used in the hydrocode 

must be discretized, and this is accomplished by generating a lattice of points (or 

a grid) to represent the geometry of the object under study. When adjacent points 

in the grid are connected by lines, the area (or volume) contained within these 

grid-lines are called "cells". In an Eulerian description, pressure, density, internal 

energy, etc., are calculated as time progresses at the fixed points of the grid. All 

vertices remain spatially fixed with time, and mass, momentum, and energy flow 

across the cell boundaries. Quantities passing into and out of the cell are used to 

compute new masses, pressures, etc. for that cell as a function of time, and cell 

volume remains invariant. However, in a Lagrangian description, instead of being 

fixed in space, vertices are attached to the material and move with it as time pro

gresses. Therefore, while mass within a cell is invariant, cell volume may vary with 

time because of expansion or compression undergone by the material. Grid points 

move relative to a fixed coordinate system, and mass, momentum, and energy are 

transported by material motions (Anderson 1987). 

A major difficulty with the Lagrangian formulation is that the grid which 

defines the material can become extremely distorted, effectively terminating the 

calculations. While this is not a problem in the Eulerian description, its stationary 

mesh system makes it a less attractive approach for the modeling of a two-body 

impact. In modeling a collision, it is important for the target and projectile free 

surfaces to always be distinctly defined. This assures that the reflection of incoming 

stress waves at these boundaries (to form the tensile waves which initiate fracture) 
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or at any new free surfaces created during fragmentation, may occur. This is best 

accomplished using a Lagrangian hydrocode, with the grid distortion controlled 

through the process of "rezoning". When the computational mesh becomes sev

erly deformed as a result of turbulent flow, shocks, or compression for example, 

cells may become so distorted that they flip back on themselves, resulting in calcu

lated negative masses. To avoid this, rezoning is initiated, and a new, undistorted 

grid is superimposed over the old, distorted one. Care must be taken in deciding 

which points in the original grid need to be relocated to make the new mesh more 

regular. When the rezoning is complete, the new cells are given physical properties 

calculated from the properties of the old mesh conserving mass, momentum, and 

energy. In addition, it is highly likely that whatever caused the original distortion 

will continue to manifest itself in the new geometry, such that rezoning must be 

performed repeatedly throughout the computation. 

In the context of impact fragmentation, Lagrangian rezoning works rel

atively smoothly. Because complete fragmentation of the target occurs prior to 

the onset of severe deformation (except very close to the impact point), it is not 

necessary to continue the computation out to such late times that mesh distor

tion becomes a problem. This limits our analysis to the process of fragmentation, 

~ side-stepping the larger question of post-impact fragment dispersal. For example, 

while we are capable of calculating fragment size-distributions from any impact 

event, if the body is large enough for self-gravity to be important we are not able 

to extend the computations in time to determine which of these fragments escape, 

and which reaccrete. This can be accomplished by indirect methods, however, by 

examining the post-impact fragment velocity distribution computed by the code 

immediately following target fracture. 

SALE 2D is a finite-difference code, which we run in explicit mode with 

Lagrangian rezoning. The explicit time integration scheme is a procedure by which 

the solutions to functions at a new time step are determined from the known 

functions of a previous time step. Explicit mode, as opposed to implicit methods 
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where solutions depend on both current and new values, is the typical choice for 

high-speed hydrocode calculations (Anderson 1987). With regard to the spatial 

discretization, the partial differential equations solved by SALE 2D using the finite

difference technique include the N avier-Stokes equations, and mass and internal 

energy equations (Amsden et al. 1980). 

The computational grid geometry in SALE 2D is a rectangular matrix 

Nx2N, where N is an integer, that we distort into a semicircle to model the 

target body (Figure 5.25). In axial symmetry, this semicircle corresponds to a 

sphere, where each computational cell represents a toroidal volume. The rectan

gle is transformed into a semicircle by mapping vertices (points where mesh lines 

in.tersect) radially inward and then distributing the points equally in angle on a 

circle. This particular mapping technique involves minimal distortion, and layers 

the grid cells concentrically. However, because the underlying grid is rectangular, 

the two vertices corresponding to the corners of the original rectangle require spe

cial treatment. Specifically, the corner vertex masses (at latitudes () = 7r/4 and 

37r /4, measured from the impact axis) are doubled over the normal vertex masses. 

Otherwise, these corner vertices would undergo excessive acceleration in compar

ison to adjacent mesh cells. In Figure 5.25, the left edge of the hemispherical 

grid is the axis of cylindrical symmetry, and is modeled as a Lagrangian free-slip 

boundary. The top, right, and bottom boundaries of the original rectangle are 

defined as Lagrangian free surfaces. The topmost cell in this figure corresponds 

to the projectile, created by an additional grid distortion in which near-axis cells 

are "borrowed" from the target to create the impactor. Projectile simulation in an 

impact event is detailed in the following section. 

5.1.1 Simulating the Impactor 

A projectile approaches its target at some impact angle ()j measured from the 

surface normal. When this angle is zero (normal incidence), the modeled problem 
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Figure 5.25: The modified spherical grid used in hydro code computations, where 
the original grid is a rectangle (Nx2N cells, here N=7). 

can be reduced to two dimensions plus the axially-symmetric (hoop) components of 

the stre8ses and strains, which depend on the radial positions and displacements. 

For impact angles other than fh = 0, a three-dimensional treatment would be 

required. Alternately, scaling relationships exist to transform moderately oblique 

impacts into equivalent axial impacts (e.g., see Gault (1974), Melosh (1989), and 

Fujiwara et al. 1989). However, since most of the laboratory impact experiments 

studied in this analysis are of normal incidence, all of our modeling assumes axial 

symmetry for simplicity. 

The projectile is simulated in either of two manners. If the projectile 

is much smaller than the target, a single vertex (top center) is given an initial 

velocity, and the mesh size is varied until the desired projectile/target mass ratio 

is obtained. This is possible since each vertex is assigned a mass by the hydrocode. 

For larger projectiles, the mesh is distorted such that some of the top center cells are 

used to create the impactor (Figure 5.25). Each borrowed vertex is given an initial 
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impact velocity Vi, except for the boundary vertices whose" contact" velocities are 

determined by impedance matching. At the target/projectile interface, the contact 

velocity must satisfy the Hugoniot conditions across the material boundary, so that 

the shock pressure in each medium is the same as at their interface (see Melosh 

(1989), pp. 55-56). If the target and projectile are composed of the same material, 

the contact velocity is one-half the incident velocity, and the particle velocities 

relative to the target and projectile are equal. For unlike materials, the contact 

particle velocity is derived from the Hugoniot equations using the appropriate 

equation of state. We model all impacts assuming that the target and projectile 

materials are the same, again, to reduce complexity. 

The hydrocode's finite grid can make it difficult to match laboratory tar

get/projectile size ratios exactly. This matching is performed by trial and error: 

after defining a target grid fine enough to resolve the relevant physics of the impact, 

the integer number of cells assigned to describe the projectile (i.e., the amount of 

grid distortion) are varied until a match is achieved. In addition, the target grid 

resolution may be altered to obtain a wider suite of ratios. In this way, it is usually 

possible to achieve size ratios to within 1 % of the desired value. However, this 

cell-borrowing technique cannot be used to simulate very large projectiles, i.e., 

projectiles comparable in size to the target body. Size ratios of about ~ are the 

maximum allowable given the current zoning procedure used in the hydrocode. 

Fortunately, in only a few cases are laboratory projectiles larger than our limit, 

and in these instances a projectile as large as possible is used, and impact velocity 

is increased so that collisional energies in the model and experiment are equivalent. 

The ramifications of such an adjustment (essentially an increase in momentum) are 

discussed in Chapter 6. Overall, the technique of borrowing cells from the main 

grid to construct the projectile proves useful in Lagrangian impact studies. Since 

computation begins at the instant of contact between projectile and target (de

fined as t = 0), the grid distortion initially reverts or diminishes as the projectile 

impacts the target. 
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5.1.2 Numerical Stability 

The numerical treatment of shock waves requires the introduction of certain arti

ficial forces to improve computational stability. The influence of these forces must 

be negligible when shocks are not present, and their existence must not alter the 

effects of the shocks. A great deal of effort has been expended in developing stable 

numerical treatments for high-energy impacts (Zukas et ale 1982) that satisfy these 

criteria. With the help of stability parameters describing artificial viscosity and 

coupling between adjacent nodes, SALE 2D is capable of solving a wide range of 

problems, from low-velocity fluid flow to hypervelocity shock phenomena. Repre

sentative values for these parameters are given in Amsden et al. 's (1980) manual, 

however, it is necessary to confirm that the suggested values are appropriate for a 

particular problem. 

Typically, a shock wave is handled as a discontinuity in state variables 

(Melosh 1989, Zel'dovich and Raizer 1967) satisfied by the Rankine-Hugoniot jump 

conditions. The term "jump" is used to describe the abrupt changes in particle 

velocity, stress, temperature, and density a material experiences as a shock passes 

through it. The mathematical representation of the shock as a sudden fluctuation is 

actually just an idealization; in real materials rate-dependent physical mechanisms 

like viscosity, damage, and pore collapse serve to broaden shock waves. In any 

event, since the shock must be represented in numerical codes as a rapid change, 

and the physical width of this change is likely to be narrower than the grid spacing, 

special treatment is required to avoid trouble with the finite difference scheme. 

Artificial viscosity was first developed by Von Neumann and Richtmyer (1950), 

and it works by spreading the shock out over about three grid spacings, all while 

maintaining the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across the broadened jump. The 

jump would be discontinuous in the limit of infinite grid resolution. Artificial 

viscosity is added as a pressure term in the hydrodynamic equations proportional 

to the square of the velocity divergence \7. V (when \7. V < 0, i.e., only in 
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compression), such that it vanishes rapidly away from the shock. This term is 

negligible in the absence of strong shocks. Within SALE 2D, we use a value for 

the coefficient ARTVIS=0.1 to model hypervelocity impacts, as recommended by 

Amsden et al. (1980). This is the lowest value that consistently maintains wave 

stability behind the shock front. Artificial viscosity does not alter the velocity field 

behind the shock, as on each side of the smeared-out shock the jump conditions 

are preserved. 

Grid stability is also an important numerical consideration. Specifically, 

a fluid grid (Le., one without a shear modulus, as in the case of a fully damaged 

region) is subject to non-physical motions known as vertex coasting. Without 

any resistive physical forces present, volume-conserving distortions such as zig-zag 

"herringbone" patterns can occur. If not damped, these distortions can lead to 

severe instabilities, particularly for our applications where the bulk of the momen

tum is injected onto the axis at r=O, where the cells have the smallest mass and 

volume due to axial symmetry. The node coupler coefficients pertinent to SALE 

2D are detailed in the Amsden et al. (1980) manual; these coefficients regulate fic

titious forces that guard against vertex coasting. The coefficient ANC moderates 

the strength of node coupling desired, and should be as small as possible. The 

order of coupling is controlled by the coefficient XI, and its value can range from 

o (second order) to 1 (fourth order). We find values of ANC = 0.05 and XI = 0.3 

preserve hemisphericity around the contact region in energetic impacts, and are 

therefore appropriate for our computations (Melosh et al. 1992). Again, numerical 

accuracy is smallest along the axis, because of the great difference in mass between 

the cells near the axis and those further away. 
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5.2 Grady-Kipp Fragmentation Theory 

5.2.1 Background 

Two basic properties contribute to the fracture response of rock. First, all ma

terials in their initial, unstressed state contain inherent flaws and microcracks of 

various sizes and orientations. The distribution and number of these areas of weak

ness constitute a material property of different rock-types. Secondly, the rate of 

loading a material experiences in tension governs the growth of these cracks and 

the material's ultimate failure. When flaws or cracks are subjected to a tensile 

stress, they will begin to grow. Larger cracks are activated at lower stress levels 

than smaller ones. Therefore, if the material is loaded slowly, large cracks grow 

and coalesce, and failure occurs before the applied stress becomes great enough 

to involve smaller cracks in the fracture process. As a result, the material is seen 

to fail at a low apparent stress, and the fragments that have been formed are 

comparatively large because the number of contributing flaws is small (Grady and 

Kipp 1987). However, at more rapid loading rates, the level of stress rises faster, 

and when crack coalescence occurs a greater number of flaws have participated. 

Thus, failure happens at a relatively higher stress, and the resulting fragments 

are smaller. Consequently, fast loading rates (Le., high strain rates) imply large 

material fracture strengths. Experimental studies have verified that the strength 

of a brittle material is dependent on strain rate. The quasistatic (very low strain 

rate) strength of rock can be enhanced up to an order of magnitude under dynamic 

(high strain rate) loading conditions (Grady and Lipkin 1980). For most materials, 

dynamic strength has been found to be proportional to strain rate raised to the ~ 

to ~ power. 

When a projectile strikes a target at impact velocity Vi, compressive stress 

waves propagate into both the target and projectile. As the stress wave reaches 

the rear of the projectile (a free surface) it is reflected as a tensile wave. The 
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tensile wave arises because of the boundary condition that normal stresses must 

vanish on a free surface (Melosh 1987). This tensile wave, in addition to others 

originating from the free surface of the target, continues downward into the target 

initiating fragmentation (Melosh 1984). Under constant loading conditions, the 

initial growth of damage is negligible until the peak stress the material can sustain 

is reached, after which damage growth is catastrophic. As we have discussed, 

material strength is dependent on loading rate, which in turn determines the rise

time or width of the stress pulse. The stress width is determined by the time it takes 

the compressive wave to reach the back of the impactor and reflect as a tensile wave. 

Therefore, for a fixed impact velocity, pulse width increases with impactor size, and 

broad pulses imply low strain rates and thus low yield strengths (Holsapple and 

Housen 1986). This is an important fact to remember as we move from modeling 

laboratory-sized targets, where strain rates during impact reach dynamic (103 -

104 Is) values, to modeling asteroid impacts whose associated strain rates are very 

low. Describing dynamic fracture in rock as a function of target size requires an 

understanding of the relationship between the distribution of inherent flaws and 

the rate of tensile loading. If Grady-Kipp theory describes dynamic (Le., not static) 

fragmentation, how can we use it to model low-strain rate asteroid collisions? The 

answer is that the transition from static to dynamic fragmentation is also a function 

of target size, and asteroid-sized bodies still fragment in a dynamic manner even 

though strain rates are much less than 1 / sec. This is explained in more detail in 

a section below. 

5.2.2 Damage Accumulation 

The Grady and Kipp (1980) dynamic fragmentation model treats the fracturing 

material as if it were a continuum. No attempt is made to trace the path of each 

crack as it develops. Instead, the average effect of many individual fractures is 

incorporated in a scalar parameter called the damage D. D is the measure of 
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fracture damage that has occurred within a body, and is defined such that 

(5.9) 

where D = 0 corresponds to intact, undamaged rock, and D=l means the material 

is completely fragmented and is unable to transmit tensile stress, i.e., the body 

is a collection of separate fragments offering no resistance to additional extension. 

Intermediate values of D correspond to intermediate states of fracture damage. In 

addition to a definition of damage, a constitutive relation is required that relates 

the stresses to the strains and the damage. When a material is subjected to tensile 

stress, its elastic moduli are decreased due to crack growth as damage progresses, 

and this is incorporated into the expression 

(5.10) 

In this equation (lij is the stress tensor, B is the bulk modulus, J.L is the shear 

modulus, and e = ell + e22 + e33 is the scalar volume strain. 

The damage D is related to the number and size of microcracks in a rock 

by the relation (Walsh 1965) 

D = nv (5.11) 

where n is the number of idealized penny-shaped cracks per unit volume and 

v = 4/37r/3 is the volume of a spherical stress-relieved region surrounding a crack 

of half length I. 

In the Grady-Kipp model the damage at any time t is an integral over the 

damage that has accumulated in the entire past history of the material, resulting 

in an expression for the evolution of damage 

D(t) = itoo n(t') v(t - t') dt' . (5.12) 

Studies performed on brittle solids have shown that Weibull statistics provide an 

adequate description of the inherent material flaws that lead to tensile fracture 
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(Jaeger and Cook 1969). The number of flaws activated at any time is given by a 

two-parameter Wei bull distribution, 

(5.13) 

where N is the number of flaws per unit volume activated at or below a tensile 

strain e, and k and m are material constants. Originally, Weibull (Jaeger and Cook 

1969) had defined the number of activated flaws to be a function of uniaxial stress 

a and not the volume strain e used above. Grady and Kipp substituted strain 

for stress because as damage approaches one, the overall stress (equation 5.10) 

decreases even though the strain continues to increase. Since this strain-softening 

behavior can lead to numerical instability (Melosh et al. 1992), total strain and 

not stress is used in equation (5.13). 

Grady-Kipp theory assumes that once cracks are activated, they attain a 

constant fracture growth velocity, Cg • The number of flaws activated is reduced by 

the factor (1 - D) once damage begins to accumulate, and the damage integral 

has the final form 

(5.14) 

where N'(e) is the derivative of equation (5.13) with respect to e, and i is the strain 

rate. The assumption that cracks quickly attain a constant crack growth velocity 

after activation may break down when applied to very low strain rate events, for 

example, large (asteroid) impacts. However, since there exists no experimental 

data to verify this effect, we do not modify our assumption of constant crack 

growth at this time. 

This damage accumulation model agrees well with the data obtained for 

the dependence of a material's strength on strain rate discussed earlier. Assuming 

a constant strain rate, Grady and Kipp (1980) showed that the tensile strength ac 

of a material is given by 

ac = B (m + 3)(m + 4)(mH)/(m+3) a-1/(m+3) i 3/(m+3) (5.15) 
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where 
a = 87r'c; k 

(m + l)(m + 2)(m + 3) 
(5.16) 

For most materials, m ranges from 6 - 10, so that U c ~ e t-~. In addition, equa

tion (5.15) suggests that larger bodies, whose associated strain rates are smaller, 

experience complete fragmentation at lower applied stresses (Le., U c is smaller), 

such that asteroids should be easier to disrupt than their laboratory counterparts. 

5.2.3 The Transition between Static and Dynamic Fragmentation 

In the static failure regime, fragmentation is dominated by the growth of a single, 

weakest flaw. At this low rate of tensile loading, the material resists fracture until 

a specific strain (stress) is achieved. When the applied strain cannot be relieved 

by the growth of this flaw, and new flaws begin to grow and coalesce, the material 

enters the dynamic fragmentation regime (Melosh et al. 1992). With the static 

strength of a material denoted as Uatatic, we can use equation (5.15) to derive a 

transition strain rate e. at which the dynamic tensile strength is greater than the 

static: 
. _ (m+4)mH)/3 1/3 [UatatiC](m+3)/3 
e. - (m + 3)(m+3)/3 a B . (5.17) 

Measured static tensile strengths for rock samples in the centimeter size-scale range 

from a few to 10 MPa (Jaeger and Cook 1969), giving transition strain rates from 

10-2 to 1 Isec. 

The transition from static to dynamic failure may be controlled for the 

most part by the size of the fragmenting body (Melosh et al. 1992). Weibull 

statistics provides us with a continuum description of the flaw size distribution. 

When this theory is applied to an infinite medium, the flaw density is such that 

there always exits a flaw that fails at some small tensile activation strain e > 0), 

although flaw density N(e) = kem approaches zero as e -I- O. However, in a finite 

body, the probability of finding a flaw activating at an arbitrarily small e depends 
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on the volume V of the body. To find the most probable weakest flaw, we require 

N(e) ;::: 1, and its corresponding activation strain emin is 

(5.18) 

When this is applied to a spherical target of radius R the result is 

[
4 ] -11m 

emin(R) = 3" 7rkR 3 (5.19) 

This equation for the threshold strain emin provides us with a size-dependent static 

threshold strength O'/Itatic = B emin, such that no matter how small the strain rates 

are, failure does not take place until the stress in the body exceeds O'/Itatic. In this 

way, the static strength of a given size target is determined by the activation strain 

of its weakest flaw. 

For the numerical computations in the hydrocode, a size-dependent emin 

is used to limit the strain at which cracks (and thereby damage) can initiate. This 

threshold strain is large for small bodies (for example, aIm diameter basalt target 

having m = 9.5 has emin = 3.5 x 10-4 or O'/Itatic ~ 20 MPa), and small for large 

bodies (a 1 km basalt body has emin = 4.1 x 10-5 and O'/Itatic ~ 2 MPa). 

In addition, to increase numerical stability, damage accumulation is pro

hibited below an absolute minimum tensile strain of 10-6 isec, which corresponds 

to a stress of about 0.1 MPa. This prevents roundoff errors to contribute to dam

age initiation. However, the effects of including these limiting strains has thus far 

proven negligible in most impacts we have computed. 

We may obtain an expression for the transition strain rate as a function 

of target size R by combining equations (5.17) and (5.19): 

Figure 5.26 shows this transition strain rate as a function of target size for ten 

materials, extending from radii of 10-2 m to 104 km. For laboratory sizes ('" 
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Figure 5,26: The transition strain rate (equation 5.20) from static to dynamic 
fracture is shown as a function of target size for ten materials. (From Melosh et 
al. 1992) 

10-1 m) transition strain rates are from ",0.1 Isec to ",100 Isec, which agrees 

with existing limited data (Antoun and Rajendran 1991). For asteroid size scales 

('" 1 km and greater), the transition falls to '" 10-5 and smaller. Therefore, even 

though strain rates are small throughout most of the target volume in large bodies, 

the lowered transition boundary compensates, placing most disruptive impacts in 

the dynamic fragmentation regime covered by Grady-Kipp theory. 

5.2.4 Numerical Implementation 

Although equation (5.14) provides us with a fundamental relationship for damage 

accumulation, it is not in the best form for practical machine integration. The 
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difficulty arises because the evaluation of the integral requires that the entire past 

history of each computational cell be stored, and that at each time step the inte

gral is recalculated. This, unfortunately, would involve an unworkable amount of 

computing time. To avoid this problem, Grady and Kipp (1980) proposed an alter

nate form for the differential equation that results in an excellent approximation 

to equation (5.14): 
dD1

/
3 

_ (m + 3) 1/3 m/3 
dt - 3 a e . (5.21) 

In the limit of constant strain rate, this equation is exact. More importantly, it 

also allows the damage to grow monotonically in a reasonable way if the strain rate 

is not constant, which for our applications (and for most problems in general) is 

usually the case. For example, in many of our impact simulations, we found that 

between D = 0 and D = 1 the strain grew in abrupt pulses interspersed between 

times of slower strain accumulation, hardly a constant strain rate situation. 

The Wei bull distribution contained in Grady-Kipp theory can also be used 

to predict the distribution of fragment sizes. The mean fragment size is determined 

from the total fracture area, A(t), which is related to the rate of increase in damage 

D(t) by 

A(t) = b(t) 
2cg 

(5.22) 

This is a general expression, and it can be derived without approximations from 

the full integral equation (5.14), however, it is also in a form that is difficult to 

implement numerically. Chen et al. (1983) had developed an algorithm for com

puting A(t), but their results differed greatly from Grady and Kipp (1980), even 

under constant strain rate loading conditions. A better algorithm was devised by 

Melosh (1987), similar in form to that of Chen et a1., but with different constants: 

dA = (m + 2)(m + 3) a2/3 e2m/3 D1/ 3 

dt 2cg 
(5.23) 

which is in exact agreement with the Grady-Kipp prediction for the case of constant 

strain rate. 



The peak of the fragment size distribution may be written as 

3(m+3) 1 
Lm = (m + 2) A(t,) 
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(5.24) 

where A(t,) is the fracture area integrated from equation (5.23) at time t, when 

the damage D(t,) = 1. The fragment size distribution is discussed in more detail 

in a subsequent section. 

5.2.5 Time Step Control 

When damage begins to accumulate (Umax > Ulltatic) , the time step must be ad

justed so that the damage equation (5.21) is accurately integrated. Equation (5.21) 

is integrated using the simple trapezoidal rule, incrementing D1/3 by the right hand 

side of (5.21) multiplied by the time step Llt. An accurate integration is obtained 

if the change in D1/3 is no more than 0.03 per time step, corresponding to a 10% 

change in D (Melosh et al. 1992). This results in a damage-controlled time step 

of the form 

At < a 03 3 -1/3 -m/3 (5.25) 
L..l damage - • (m + 3) Q' e . 

Our hydrocode runs more slowly than a typical hydrocode while damage is accu

mulating in any of the cells, because the above time step is generally much smaller 

than what normal stability requirements would dictate. The outstanding differ

ence in our code is this inclusion of fragmentation, which adds significantly to the 

computation time. 

5.2.6 The Fragment Size Distribution 

The differential fragment size distribution F(L) in Grady-Kipp theory is expressed 

in terms of the crack propagation velocity Cg , a constant strain rate eo, Weibull 

coefficients k and m, and the fracture coalescence time t" when D(t, )=1: 

F(L) = yrmkL3 
12 cg 

( 
L ) m-1 

t J - 2 c
g 

e'o m . (5.26) 
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This distribution peaks at the size Lm , given in equation (5.24). Re-writing the 

distribution function in terms of Lm we have 

F(L) = 27 m(m + l)(m + 3) !!.... (1 _ 3 ..!:...-)m-l. 
2 (m + 2)2 L:n m + 2 Lm 

This function covers a domain of diameter lengths, from zero to Lmaz: 

m+2 
Lmaz = -3- Lm. 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

While Lm is the most frequent fragment diameter, Lmaz is the largest. Fig

ure 5.27(a) shows the resulting differential fragment size distribution from a shat

tered body having volume V = 100 m3, a Weibull exponent m = 10, under condi

tions which gave a most common fragment diameter Lm = 1 m. The distribution 

for the total mass per fragment size bin, M(L) = p L3 F(L), behaves similarly, 

peaking at a size 

(5.29) 

Throughout equations (5.26) - (5.29), fragments are assumed to be cubical to 

avoid numerical factors close to unity. However, at the level of precision used in 

the hydrocode, there is no practical distinction to be made between cubes and 

spheres. The mass within a cell is denoted by Lmas'J) and this parameter is used 

to link fragment masses to other hydrocode cell variables such as velocity, peak 

pressure, or rotation rate. 

We normalize the fragment size distribution by requiring that the volume 

of all fragments in a cell add up to the original volume of the damaged cell: 

(5.30) 

where Vce/l is the cell volume and N is the normalization constant. For the distri

bution given in equation (5.27), 

N = (m + 6)(m + 5)(m + 4) Vce/l . 
120 L~az 

(5.31) 
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The cumulative number of fragments larger than a given size L in the ith cell is 

then 

F~m(L) = N (1 _ -LL )m 
max 

[
1 + m (~) + m(m + 1) (~)2 + m(m + l)(m + 2) (~)3l 

Lmax 2 Lmax 6 Lmax 
(5.32) 

Figure 5.27(b) plots the normalized cumulative distribution for the same parame

ters used in Figure 5.27(a). The above distribution is for just one computational 

cell (the ith cell). The damage history of each cell is generally different, therefore, 

every cell has its own individual value of Lmax determined from equations (5.24) 

and (5.28). 

Often, in a computation with many small cells, Lmax is greater than the 

cell size itself. For this situation, Fcum(L) is less than 1 when L3 > Vcel/, and it may 

seem peculiar to deal with a fraction of a fragment. However, since the fragment 

size distributions are statistical, a cumulative number less than 1 actually means 

that the probability of finding a fragment of the given size in the cell is less than 

1. Thus, when the individual distributions are finally summed over all the cells, 

the net probability of finding a fragment of the given size may approach or exceed 

1 (which would mean that more than one fragment of this size is expected). If we 

limited the maximum fragment size to the cell size, then decreasing the grid spacing 

would eventually cause the fragment size to decrease, an unphysical outcome. 

However, if the expected fragment size is much greater than the cell size, 

errors may be introduced because the continuum model treats the fully damaged 

cell as if it has zero strength independent of fragment size. In a realistic situation, 

large fragments may sustain deviatoric stresses, so the results of a continuum model 

would be suspect at scales comparable to their diameter. In practical application, 

this is not usually a problem, since we seldom are able to define a workable grid 

fine enough for this to be a limitation. 
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To construct the net fragment size distribution in a given numerical com

putation, we sum the individual size distributions of all the fractured cells (cells 

for whom D = 1): 
n 

Fcum(L) = E F~m(L) (5.33) 
i=l 

where n is the number of fractured cells. The size of the largest probable fragment, 

Lbiggest, is then determined from the requirement that 

(5.34) 

There is a fractional probability that fragments larger than Lbiggeat exist, so for 

completeness, the overall normalization of F cum should be refined to account for 

this. However, in practice the correction is typically ~ 0.2% and can be neglected 

(Melosh et al. 1992). 

The mass of undamaged cells (D = 0) is accounted for after the run, by 

examining these cells' positions on the grid. Contiguous undamged cells are or

ganized into regions corresponding to one or more undamaged fragments. These 

fragments are then added to the fragment mass distribution for a complete ac

counting of the impact event. 

5.3 Implementation of Algorithm in Two-Dimensional Code 

The original Grady-Kipp fragmentation model was a one-dimensional plane strain 

treatment of fracture. This basic geometry was adequate for the simulation of com

mon shock-wave experiments. However, to model more complex fragmentation 

problems, such as cratering impacts into half-spaces or spheres, and the catas

trophic disruption of finite targets (spheres, cubes, etc.), we need higher dimen

sions to allow for radial dissipation, shell and hoop stresses, free-surface boundary 

reflections, and other fundamental processes. 

When equations (5.21) and (5.23) are inserted into hydrocode programs, 
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they give results in good agreement with experiment for one-dimensional plane 

strain stress waves (Melosh 1987). The major difficulty has been generalizing these 

equations to two- and three- dimensional stress states. For example, Grady and 

Kipp (1987) presented a two-dimensional axially symmetric explosion computation 

using equations similar to ours, to model the formation of a crater. However, 

to achieve agreement between the observed crater and the computed fragmented 

region, Grady and Kipp made a rather ad hoc choice and defined a damage level 

of D = 0.2 as the criterion for ejection from the crater. Apparently, they were 

unable to continue the damage calculations to the appropriate D = 1 stage for a 

complete evaluation of the event. 

The problem of generalizing equations (5.21) and (5.23) to higher dimen

sions arises from their dependence on the scalar volume strain c. No ambiguities 

occur for one-dimensional plane-strain where C22 = C33 = 0, therefore making the 

longitudinal strain Cll and the volume strain C equal. However, in a material with 

more degrees of freedom the volume strain and the tensor strain components can 

be vastly different. This dependence on volume strain can lead to severe prob

lems, as it is possible for one strain axis to be in extension while the other two are 

in compression, resulting in small or even compressive volume strains at a point 

where damage should be accumulating due to the tensile strain. Surprisingly, some 

recent treatments of fragmentation still rely on the volume strain (e.q., Thorne et 

al. 1990) for their fracture calculations. 

One way to address this problem is to use the tensor strain components, 

perform a principal axis transformation to determine the largest tensile strain, 

Cma:r = max(cl, C2, C3), and substitute cma:r for C in equations (5.21) and (5.23). 

Indeed, this gives better results than the simple use of volume strain. However, 

under these circumstances, damage has been found to accumulate even when the 

stress corresponding to the strain is compressive, or alternately, damage does not 

accumulate when one of the principal stresses is strongly tensional (Melosh et 

al. 1992). The reason for these inconsistencies is that the stress and strain are 
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simply not directly proportional to one another. As equation (5.10) illustrates, 

each stress component is the sum of a scalar stress (the pressure, proportional to 

the volume strain), and a deviatoric stress (proportional to the deviatoric strain 

with a different coefficient). This means that the most extensional strain axis 

might not be the most tensional stress axis. Further, we are unable to use the 

stress itself in equations (5.21) and (5.23) as discussed earlier. 

Ultimately, the best method that we have found for determining dam

age accumulation in higher dimensions involves the computation of a subsidiary 

effective stress: 

a~!J - Be8 .. + 211 (e .. - ~e8 .. ) 
'J - 'J ,... 'J 3 'J (5.35) 

The effective stress in this expression is computed from the strain as if no damage 

had occurred. Thus, ail J is a monotonically increasing function of the strain, and 

no strain-softening behavior with its associated numerical instability can manifest 

itself. Physically, ail J is an approximation to the stress experienced in undamaged 

regions between growing cracks (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990, pp. 349-353). So 

in addition to providing increased stability, it is also the most appropriate quantity 

to use to calculate the accumulation of new damage. We then perform a principal 

axis transformation on the effective stress tensor and determine the most tensional 

. (eJJ eJJ eJJ) Al d'b d . . t' aXIS, amClx = max a1 ,a2 ,a3 . so, as escn e In a prevlous sec lon, we 

require that the corresponding strain must exceed emin for damage to accumulate. 

Again, this limit guarantees that the calculated tensile strength is never less than 

the static strength. The effective strain for use in equations (5.21) and (5.23) is 

calculated from amax by dividing by the undamaged elastic modulus (as defined 

for uniaxial plane-strain extension, an arbitrary choice to which the results are 

insensi ti ve ): 

e = 
amax 

(B + ~ j),) (5.36) 
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This generall~ation approach gives a stable, well-behaved system of equa

tions, whose results are in good agreement with experiment as is shown in Chap

ter 6. Damage does not accumulate unless one of the principal stresses is ten

sile, and the rate of accumulation does not necessarily approach zero as damage 

D ~ 1. Additionally, in the limit of one-dimensional plane strain this method

ology reduces to the exact form originally given by Grady and Kipp. 

Specifically, under conditions of constant strain rate in the limit of plane 

strain, our fragmentation algorithm (equations (5.21), (5.23), and (5.24), together 

with the effective strain equation (5.36)) reduces exactly to the analytical Grady

Kipp solution. To show this, we first reproduced the one-dimensional Lagrangian 

numerical computations of Melosh (1987). The procedure involved injecting a 

planar shock (approximated as a triangular stress pulse with rise time T, of constant 

strain rate eo, followed by a longer decaying tail) into one end of a rectangular grid, 

and allowing it to propagate and reflect off the parallel free surface at the opposite 

end. We used the same Murnaghan constitutive relation (for gabbroic anorthosite) 

and Weibull constants in our two-dimensional simulation as Melosh (1987) did for 

his one-dimensional calculation. The shock reflects from the zero-pressure free 

surface of the rectangle, and its inverted image propagates back into the grid 

causing fragmentation under planar tension at the same constant strain rate. For 

our new algorithm within SALE 2D to be correct, it must successfully compute 

the effective strain along the principal axis of tensile extension (Le., calculate O'max 

for equation (5.36)). As shown in Figure 5.28, we repeated the analysis for a 

range of peak shock particle velocities (up to 3 km/s, corresponding to strain rates 

eo ~ 2, 5, 10, 20, and 60 Is), and our two-dimensional fragmentation hydrocode 

computed a maximum tensile stress at failure (O'max) in very close agreement with 

both analytical and one-dimensional numerical predictions. 
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Figure 5.28: The tensile stress at failure as a function of strain rate. The solid 
line represents the analytical solution of Grady and Kipp (1980) for a linearly in
creasing tensile stress (equation (5.15) in text). Also shown are the tensile stresses 
computed by our hydrocode model (solid circles) together with the one-dimensional 
hydrocode results (open squares) reported by Melosh (1987). There is good agree
ment between results over the strain rate range considered. 
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5.4 Comparison to One-Dimensional Analytical Theory 

Additional comparisons can be made between our two-dimensional fragmentation 

model and Grady-Kipp theory to test for consistency. Grady and Kipp (1980) 

show, for one dimension and at constant strain rate, that the peak tensile stress 

during failure, (ie, is related to the strain rate e as described by equation (5.15). 

In our two-dimensional implementation, damage integrations are performed over 

varying strain rates, and there is a tensor relationship between stresses and strains. 

Therefore, we cannot make a direct comparison to one-dimensional theory's pre

dictions unless we make the following substitutions: 

(5.37) 

Here, (imax is the maximum tensile stress occurring at any time between to (when 

damage is just beginning in a given cell) and tf (when D = 1). The maximum 

strain rate occurring between to and tf is emax , and Bl is the elastic modulus for 

isotropic stress (actually the bulk modulus B), and B2 is the modulus for uniaxial 

stress, B2 = B + 4p./3. Fragmentation events are usually bounded by the uniaxial 

and isotropic cases, although plane stress is possible for long rods (Melosh et al. 

1992). Therefore, we would expect computed points for (imax to fall between two 

curves (lines on a log-log plot) defined by 

(5.38) 

Figure 5.29 (a) shows peak tensile stress as a function of maximum strain rate for 

the one-dimensional analytical results of equation (5.38), together with the results 

from a two-dimensional hydrocode simulation. In this simulation, we model a 6 cm 

diameter spherical basalt target being impacted by a small projectile at 3.2 km/s. 

The resolution of the grid is 37x74 cells, meaning each cell is less than 1 mm 
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across. With very few exceptions, the data points from this run fall inside the 

expected range, defined by the two analytical lines. 

Another prediction of Grady-Kipp theory is that the fragment sizes should 

depend on the strain rate. Again, for comparison we substitute for i as above. 

Grady-Kipp theory at constant strain rate gives the relation: 

6 C ...l---llL 
L - 9 a - m+3 i m+3 

m - m + 2 max (5.39) 

Our results, for the same simulation described above, are shown in Figure 5.29 (b). 

While agreement is good at the higher strain rates, we over-estimate fragment sizes 

at the lowest strain rates. This discrepancy is to be expected in our model, where 

strain rates are not constant. Perfect agreement between analytical theory and our 

model would occur only in cases of constant strain rate. This substitution i ~ 

i max causes the theoretical fragment size distribution to mark the lower limit of our 

computed results, since it is calculated for the peak strain rates of the integrations. 

Generally, strain rates are large at the onset of failure and subsequently decay 

with time. Also, some cells fail partly due to a direct stress wave and later by a 

secondary reflected wave. All of our calculated fragment sizes lie on or above the 

Grady-Kipp theoretical line. Discrepancies are greatest for the lower strain rates 

since Lm oc l/i. 

5.5 Simulation of Fragmentation in Impact Events 

In this section, we examine in detail the output from a hydrocode simulation of an 

impact event under conditions typically found in the laboratory. A 10 cm diam

eter spherical basalt target is impacted by a 0.8 cm diameter basalt projectile at 

3.0 km/s. The energy per unit mass delivered to the target is 2.15 x 103 (J/kg), 

and the momentum of the projectile is 1.78 (kg-m S-l). The grid resolution is 

30x60 cells, where each cell is '" 1.7 mm in length, and the Tillotson equation 

of state (Tillotson 1962, Melosh 1989) is used as the constitutive relation. The 
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Figure 5.29: Comparisons of numerical results from a hydrocode impact simulation 
with the analytical predictions of Grady and Kipp (1980). (a) The peak tensile 
stress is plotted against the maximum strain rate. The two analytical lines cor
respond to uniaxial extension (upper line, where B2 = B + 4 p/3) and isotropic 
extension (lower line, Bl = B), and most points fall between these lines. (b) The 
peak of the cell fragment size distribution is plotted against the maximum strain 
rate of failure. The analytical line is predicted by Grady-Kipp theory, assuming 
the peak strain rate is constant throughout the cell's fragmentation. Agreement is 
good at higher strain rates, while there is an order of magnitude discrepancy for 
the low-strain rate fragment sizes (see text). 
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impact caused the target to fracture such that the mass of the largest fragment 

normalized to the original target mass was It = 0.29, an outcome in the mod

erately catastrophic regime. The data from this run as it progresses is shown in 

Figures 5.30, 5.31, 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34, which depict in symmetric pairs the tar

get grid and velocity vectors, the isotherm and density contours, the pressure and 

damage contours, the fragment size and maximum pressure contours at the final 

time step (t = 68.1 ps), and the fracture times and hoop stress orientations at 

failure, respectively. Notice from Figure 5.30, that the initial distortion used to 

represent the projectile merges with the target volume in just a few ps, and by 

t = 6.8 ps, ejecta flaps begin to form in the surrounding target. The time sequence 

in this figure shows that grid distortion later increases, but remains under control 

through the final time step. The velocity vectors shown in Figure 5.30 permit us 

to view how mass is being ejected near the impact point, and we see that material 

near the free surface tends to have the highest ejection velocities. 

The isotherm contours in Figure 5.31 are actually tracking the specific 

internal energy (SIE) of the target as the stress pulse passes through it. Internal 

energy is at its peak at the moment of impact, and then tapers off slowly. The 

density contours show material is not significantly compressed in the target, but 

is instead rarefied in the area of the impact point. 

We see in examining Figure 5.32 that the shock front passing through the 

target radiates hemispherically (see t = 6.8 ps), as required by material isotropy, 

until free-surface reflections dominate. The shock front is closely followed by a 

tensile wave front generated by the divergence of the residual particle velocity 

field (specifically, the hoop stresses become tensional). The damage front initially 

coincides with the hoop stresses in the unloading region behind the shock front. 

Damage subsequent to this is more complex, influenced by the multiple free-surface 

interaction effects. A near-surface spallation layer begins to form by t = 13.6 ps. 

At t = 20.4 ps, a sub-spall has formed in response to the presence of the newly 

created free surface beneath the initial spall. At the antipodal point of the target, 
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an intact plate is created at t = 27.2 ps, and begins to detach itself from the body 

at t = 34.0 ps, and has almost completely moved away by t = 68.1 ps. Wave 

energy trapped within this plate leads to a significant reduction in its size as it 

separates from the target. This formation of an antipodal fragment is often seen in 

laboratory impact experiments (see Chapter 3). However, an impact having this 

high a specific energy would have also produced a core fragment in a laboratory 

experiment. We do not see one produced in this example, and this may be due to 

an overproduction of damage in the target interior as a result of axial symmetry 

(see Chapter 6 for an elaboration). 

Figure 5.33 shows the peaks of the local Grady-Kipp fragment size dis

tribution within the target coupled with the peak pressure achieved. There is an 

inverse relation between peak pressure and fragment size, such that higher pressure 

contours are mirrored with smaller fragment size contours. A peak pressure of 0.7 

GPa corresponds to a fragment size of about 0.5 mm. The size distributions in the 

antipodal region peak at 1 cm or larger. Note that since this exceeds the cell size 

by an order of magnitude, these fragment sizes make sense only when normalized 

to each cell's volume and integrated over a region larger than the fragment size. 

Figure 5.34 shows the mode of failure together with the time of fracture. 

Throughout most of the upper hemisphere, it is the hoop stresses that dominate 

failure up until the time t = 6.8 ps. This means that in this region, near the impact 

point, the hoop axis was the most tensile axis at the time of failure. Hoop stresses 

remain important until t = 13.6 ps, where, as the plot shows, the region is marked 

with "I" (for "intermediate"), indicating that although the hoop stress was tensile 

at the time of failure, it was not the most tensile stress. It is possible that a shell 

stress is the dominate form of failure in these areas. The unfragmented regions of 

the target are marked with small circles. 
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Figure 5.30: This sequence shows the hydrocode grid (left side) and velocity vec
tors (right side) resulting from the disruption of a spherical basalt target. Time 
progresses from t = 0 to 68.1 /-LS' 
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t = 6.8 /lS 

ISOTHERMS (J /kg) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 1.37x104 

High = 1.23x105 

DENSITY (kg/m3
) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 9.84x102 

High = 2.54x 103 
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Figure 5.31: This sequence depicts isotherms (left side) and density contours (right 
side) resulting from the disruption of a spherical basalt target. Time progresses 
from t = 6.8/ls to 68.1 /lS. 
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Contour Values: 
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Figure 5.31: - Continued 
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t = 20.4 p.s 
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Figure 5.31: - Continued 
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t = 27.2 J.1.S 
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Contour Values: 
Low = 1.47x102 
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High = 2.39x 103 

Figure 5.31: - Continued 
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t = 34.0 J-lS 

ISOTHERMS (J /kg) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 7.99x102 

High = 9.56x103 

DENSITY (kg/m3
) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 3.47x102 
High = 2.38 x 103 

Figure 5.31: - Continued 
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t = 68.1 liB 

ISOTHERMS (J /kg) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 4.32x102 

High = 3.26x103 

~I 

DENSITY (kg/rn3
) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 2.89x102 
High = 2.36x103 

Figure 5.31: - Continued 
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t = 6.8 J-lS 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 5.24x107 

High = 1.39x109 

DAMAGE 

Contour Values: 
Low = 0 
High = 1 
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Figure 5.32: This sequence shuws pressure contours (left side) and damage con
tours (right side) resulting from the disruption of a spherical basalt target. Time 
progresses from t = 6.8 J-lS to 68.1 J-lS. 



t = 13.6 p,s 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 7.05x107 

High = 6.86x108 

DAMAGE 

Contour Values: 
Low = 0 
High = 1 

Figure 5.32: - Continued 
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t = 20.4 J1S 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low == 4.33x101 

High = 5.37xlOB 

DAMAGE 

Contour Values: 
Low = a 
High = 1 

Figure 5.32: - Continued 
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t = 27.2 I-lS 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 2.lOx107 

High = 2.18 x 108 

DAMAGE 

Contour Values: 
Low = 0 
High = 1 

Figure 5.32: - Continued 
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t = 34.0 I-'s 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 1.77x107 

High = 1.26 x 108 

DAMAGE 

Contour Values: 
Low = 0 
High = 1 

Figure 5.32: - Continued 
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t = 68.1 J.LS 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 2.96x105 

High = 4.53x107 

DAMAGE 

Contour Values: 
Low = 0 
High = 1 

Figure 5.32: - Continued 
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t = 68.1 Its 

FRAGMENT SIZE (m) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 9.83x10-6 

High = 1.00 x 10-1 

MAXIMUM PRESSURE (Pa) 

Contour Values: 
Low = 3.37x101 

High = 1.90x101o 
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Figure 5.33: This panel shows fragment size contours (left side) and maximum 
pressure contours (right side) resulting from the disruption of a spherical basalt 
target. These results are for the final time step, t = 68.1 Its. 
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t = 68.1 /LS 

FRACTURE TIME (/Ls) HOOP STRESS ORIENTATION AT FAILURE 

Contour Values: In Tension: T=Max, I=Med, R=Min 
Low = 1.38 X 10-2 In Compression: C=Max, J =Med, E=Min 

High = 6.81 x 101 Y =Hel Yielding Dominates 

Figure 5.34: This panel shows fracture time contours (left side) and the hoop stress 
orientation at failure (right side) resulting from the disruption of a spherical basalt 
target. These results are for the final time step, t = 68.1 /LS. 
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CHAPTER 6 

HYDROCODE SIMULATION OF IMPACT EXPERIMENTS 

Having developed the two-dimensional hydrocode model and incorporated Grady

Kipp fragmentation theory into it, the next step was to simulate actual laboratory 

impact experiments. For the initial testing of the code, we chose to model collision 

experiments which used basalt as the target material. This was done to avoid 

complexities that comparisons to artificial materials like cement mortar might in

troduce. However, after successfully reproducing the fragment size distributions 

from the basalt experiments, we used the hydrocode to model the more complex 

materials of our own experiment program. This chapter details our simulation of 

basalt collision experiments, as well as the simulation of our strong and weak mor

tar impact experiments. We also include an initial comparison between the ejecta 

velocity distributions measured from these laboratory studies and the hydrocode 

predictions. 

6.1 Computational Grid Resolution 

Laboratory impact modeling requires a grid resolution adequate to resolve the in

coming stress wave and determine its accompanying modes of failure. Generally, 

we find a mesh of 12x24 cells (where 12 cells define the target radius) sufficient to 

produce highly accurate results for targets from 2 to 12 cm in diameter. Figure 6.35 

shows the effect of grid resolution on our model's prediction of the post-impact cu

mulative fragment size distribution. Collisional energy and momentum are kept 

constant in this figure while mesh resolution varies from coarse (6 x 12) to very fine 
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Figure 6.35: The effect of grid resolution on the hydrocode's prediction of the 
post-impact cumulative fragment size distribution. Collisional energy and mo
mentum are fixed, and mesh resolution is varied from 6 x 12 to 12 x 24 to finally 
24 x 48 cells. There is little variation among the results. 

(24x4S). Both the 12x24 and the 24x48 computations produce the same largest 

fragment mass, and their cumulative distributions essentially overlap. Even the 

coarsest grid shows little deviation from these higher-resolution runs. In light of 

this analysis, we model most impact events using the 12x24 mesh to minimize com

putation time and increase ease of evaluation. While this resolution is appropriate 

for studying target fragmentation in laboratory impacts, a substantially finer mesh 

(about 40 x SO) is needed to observe detailed processes such as near-surface spalla

tion. Computation time goes roughly as the fourth power of the linear resolution; 

a 12x24 run takes about ten minutes on a typical high-performance workstation. 
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6.2 Input Parameters 

6.2.1 Constitutive Properties 

Certain material information describing the properties of the modeled target and 

projectile must be provided to run the hydrocode. At present, the same constitutive 

relation is used for both the target and projectile. In the early stages of the analysis, 

a simple Murnaghan-type equation of state was used in compression to relate the 

pressure P and density p of the target material. The equation has the form 

B 
p = - [(plpo)n -1] 

n 
(6.40) 

where B is the zero-pressure bulk modulus and n is a constant. To model basaltic 

targets, we set n = -1, which yields a simple linear elastic equation for compressive 

wave propagation. Because it has no explicit dependence on internal energy, the 

Murnaghan relation may be insufficient for modeling very high energy impacts. It 

was, however, adequate for our purposes: we did not anticipate internal heating 

or phase changes to have any bulk importance in the basalt laboratory collisions 

under consideration, all of which were done at subsonic impact speeds. 

Later, to improve the general application of the code, we switched to the 

more sophisticated Tillotson equation of state (Melosh 1989, Tillotson 1962). This 

relation was specifically derived for high-velocity impact computations, and has two 

different forms depending on whether the material is in compression or expansion. 

For compressed regions and for cold expanded states where the energy density (E) 

is less than the energy of incipient vaporization (Eiv) the equation is 

(6.41) 

where 1] = pi po and J.l = 1] - 1, such that p is the compressed density and po is 

the zero-pressure density. Here a, b, A, B, and Eo are referred to as the Tillotson 

parameters (see Melosh 1989, Appendix II), and they are material-dependent. For 
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expansion, when the internal energy (E) is greater than the energy of complete 

vaporization (Ecv), the pressure has the form 

P = apE + [ . bpE + Ap,e-f3 (PO I P-l)] e-a (PO I p_l)2 
(E / (Eo rp) + 1) 

(6.42) 

where a and f3 are constants that control the convergence rate of the equation to 

the perfect gas law. The Grady-Kipp damage parameter (.D) is applied to the bulk 

modulus of the cold pressure as fragmentation progresses. Measured values for the 

Tillotson equation of state parameters for basalt (actually anorthosite), and wet 

and dry tuff are provided in Table 6.5. Also included in the table are the values 

we have adopted for strong and weak mortar, and for basalt grout, a material used 

by Housen et al. (1991) which we model in Chapter 7. These adopted values were 

approximated using wet and dry tuff as a guide, as the necessary parameters for 

strong mortar, weak mortar, and basalt grout have not been measured. 

When we compared the fragment size distributions that resulted from a 3 

km/s projectile impacting into a laboratory-sized basalt target using first the Mur

naghan and then the Tillotson relation, we found the differences in the output to 

be negligible. As Figure 6.36 shows, both the Tillotson and Murnaghan treatments 

match the laboratory results (from Nakamura and Fujiwara, 1991, experiment B) 

very well over the extent of the mass range, however, the Tillotson simulation more 

closely predicted the mass of the largest fragment. This thereby confirmed our ini

tial assumption that the simple Murnaghan equation of state, which requires far 

less material information than the Tillotson equation, was detailing events rela

tively well. We would, however, hesitate to use the Murnaghan over the Tillotson 

equation for the modeling of laboratory collisions where the projectile velocity is 

much greater than 3 km/s. 



p A B Eo Eiv Ecv 
MATERIAL kg/rn3 a b (GPa) (GPa) 0' f3 (MJ/kg) (MJikg) (MJ/kg) 

Basalt" 2820 0.5 1.5 7l. 75. 5 5 487. 4.7 18.2 
Wet Tufi1 1970 0.5 1.3 10. 6.0 5 5 11. 3.2 16.0 
Dry Tufi1 1700 0.5 1.3 6.6 6.6 5 5 6. 3.5 18.0 
Weak Mortar 1720 0.5 1.3 6.6 6.6 5 5 6. 3.5 18.0 
Strong Mortar 2100 0.5 1.3 10. 10. 5 5 11. 3.2 16.0 
Basalt Groutt 2640 0.5 1.3 6.6 6.6 5 5 6. 3.5 18.0 

·Taken from O'Keefe and Ahrens (1982) for Anorthosite (lpp) 
tTaken from Allen( 1 967) 
t l\faterial used by Housen et al. (1991) 

Table 6.5: Tillotson equation of state parameters for various materials. 
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MV E/Mt(J/kg) fl 

0.67 3604 0.31 
0.69 3886 0.34 
0.67 3885 0.36 

Figure 6.36: Fragment size distributions resulting from a basalt impact using the 
Murnaghan (H-symbol) and Tillotson (solid circle) equations of state. Also shown 
is the laboratory impact experiment of Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991) (open cir
cle), which the code results using both equations of state match very well. 
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A list of the material properties necessary for the fragmentation compu

tations is given in Table 6.6. Five parameters are required if the Murnaghan 

BASALT 
REFERENCE 

Fujiwara et al. 1977 
Hartmann 1980· 
Matsui et al. 1982 
Takagi et al. 1984 
Dresser Basalt 
(Grady and 
Hollenbach 1978) 

B p po 
(1010 Pa) (1010 Pa) (kg/m3 ) 

2.69 
4.27 
2.78 
7.16 
6.01 

2.27 
2.82 
1.83 
3.51 
3.67 

2620 
2790 
2720 
2820 
2980 

1 X 1033 

1 X 1033 

1 X 1033 

1 X 1033 

3 X 1040 

m GB 
(km/s) 

9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 

3.17 
3.97 
3.20 
5.04 
4.49 

"Since the properties of the Hartmann basalt were not measured, entries given 
are average values of each column. 

Table 6.6: Material information on basalt necessary for hydro code simulations. 

equation of state is used: standard density Po, bulk modulus B, shear modulus p, 

and the two Wei bull constants k and m. The the constant crack growth velocity 

Co is taken to be 0.4 times the bulk sound speed (GB) of the material (Grady 

and Kipp 1980, Lawn and Wilshaw 1975, pp. 99-100). The bulk sound speed is 

VB / Po· Five different basalt types are listed in Table 6.6, four of which have been 

used in experimental impact studies performed by Takagi et al. (1984), Fujiwara 

et al. (1977), Matsui et al. (1982), and Hartmann (1980). Because the material 

properties can vary significantly between basalt types, hydro code comparisons to 

experiment are facilitated by laboratory measurements of both Band 11-, as well as 

Po. We had chosen to model basalt first because it is a common laboratory target 

material, its properties are well known, and it is among the most geologically im

portant materials. It should be kept in mind, however, that although Grady-Kipp 

theory was developed in the context of oil shale rubblization, it has been applied 

successfully to other materials such as ice (Lange and Ahrens 1983). Later, we 

discuss hydro code simulations of our strong and weak cement mortar laboratory 
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experiments, and an artificial basalt-grout material used in explosive disruption 

experiments by Housen et al. (1991). 

6.2.2 Determining the Weibull Constants 

The possibility of recovering flaw distribution parameters for rock by direct tensile 

tests is summarized by Costin (1987), although his discussion is directed towards 

sub critical failure analysis, far from the limits of dynamic fracture. The flaw 

distribution is more readily obtained by examining the the dynamic tensile strength 

of a material as a function of strain rate. This relationship is observed in laboratory 

studies to obey the equation 

(6.43) 

where (J is the maximum tensile stress at failure, i is the strain rate, and A and bare 

constants, such that the stress-strain rate dependence plots linearly on a double

logarithmic scale. A is the dynamic tensile strength at i = l/s (the intercept), 

and b is the slope of this line. Grady and Kipp (1980) arrive at the power law 

reproduced in Chapter 5, equation 5.15, which in conjunction with equation 6.43 

above yields 

and, 

1 
m = 3 (- -1) 

b 

k = (m + l)(m -I- 2) [m + 3]m+4 [B]m+3. 
871"c~ m + 4 A 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

A minimum of two data points are required to determine k and mj generally, 

the strain rates for these points should bracket the strain rates of interest in the 

dynamical analysis. 

A fairly wide range of data on rate-sensitive tensile fracture has been 

obtained through the torsional and tensile Hopkinson bar techniques (for moderate 

to high strain rates) and plate impact methods (for high strain rates). Much of 

this data has been compiled by Grady and Lipkin (1980), who demonstrate that 
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the exponent b in equation 6.43 typically varies from '" ~ to '" ~ (corresponding 

to m=9 and 6, respectively) for most brittle materials over a strain rate range of 

1 /s to to 5 X 104 /s . Therefore, m is rather well-determined. The parameter k, 

however, is very sensitive to specific material type, often varying by many orders 

of magnitude. Since no values of either m or k were available for the basalt types 

used in the four experiment programs mentioned above, we used Lindholm et 

al.'s (1974) and Grady and Hollenbach's (1978) measurements of tensile stress as 

a function of strain rate for Dresser basalt. From this we derived the Weibull 

constants (Table 6.6), and applied them to a preliminary hydrocode analysis of 

Takagi et al. 's (1984) experiments, running the code with the initial conditions of 

one of their impact experiments. 

The preliminary hydrocode results for the fragment size distribution gave 

a poor match to Takagi et al. 's experiment. We suspect that Dresser basalt may 

be anomalously weak, because its dynamic tensile strength is lower than those 

for oil shale and limestone at equal strain rates. The value of m=9.5 (reflecting 

the slope of the curve) is nevertheless consistent with other measured strain rate 

exponents for basalt, so we varied the value of k (keeping m the same) until a close 

correspondence was achieved between the experimental and simulated fragment 

size distributions. 

Having converged on the value of k most appropriate for Takagi et al. 's 

basalt, we modeled the remainder of their experiments with the same material 

constants. Therefore, m is fixed at 9.5 for all of the basalts we modeled; k is 

determined once by hydro code matching, and then held constant for all subsequent 

runs. Table 6.7 lists values of k and m for a variety of materials, determined 

either directly from dynamic tensile strength curves, or in conjunction with our 

hydrocode. The same values of k and m were used to model all of the basalt 

laboratory impact experiments examined in this study: k = 1 X 1033 /m3 , m = 9.5. 



MATERIAL REFERENCE k(/m3 ) m 

Basalt1 Takagi et al. 1984 1.00 x 1033 9.5 
Basalt1 Fujiwara et al. 1977 1.00 x 1033 9.5 
Basalt1 Hartmann 1980 1.00 x 1033 9.5 
Dresser Basalt2 Lindholm et al. 1974 1.59 x 1038 9.5 

Grady & Hollenbach 1978 
Westerly Granite2 Grady & Lipkin 1980 4.15 x 1023 6.2 

Quartz Monzonite2 Grady & Lipkin 1980 1.46 x 1019t 5.6 
Limestone2 (Solenhofen) Grady & Lipkin 1980 4.26 x 10173 57.0 
Limestone2 (Oakhall) Grady & Lipkin 1980 6.35 x 1048 12.8 
Arkansas Novaculite Grady & Lipkin 1980 1.04 x 1024 5.2 

Concrete2 Grady & Lipkin 1980 5.27 x 1018t 5.3 
Ice3 Lange & Ahrens 1983 3.20 x 1044 8.7 

Cement Mortar Malvern et al. 1986 1.24 x 102st 6.0 
Oil Shale2 Grady & Kipp 1980 1.70 x 1027 8.1 
Strong Cement Mortar1 Davis & Ryan 1990 1.00 x 1022 6.5 
Weak Cement Mortar1 Davis & Ryan 1990 5.00 x 1021 6.5 
Basalt Grout1 Housen et al. 1991 1.00 x 1021 6.0 

1 Determined through hydro code calculations 
2Experimentally measured through tensile strength vs. strain rate tests 
3Determined through numerical model calculations 

tValues used for the bulk modulus (in solving for k) were obtained 
from Carmichael (1982), and standard densities were assumed. 

Table 6.7: Weibull parameters k and m for various materials. 
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Figure 6.37: The influence of Weibull parameters k and m on the final fragment 
size distribution. The filled circles represent the outcome when the normal values 
of k and m for basalt are used (k = 1 x 1033/m3 ,m = 9.5). The parameter m is 
varied from 8 - 10, and k from 1 x 1029 

- 1 x 1034/m3 • 

6.2.3 Relating k and m 

Figure 6.37 illustrates the role of k and m in determining the final fragment size 

distribution. These parameters have a significant influence over its form and char

acter, including the mass of the largest fragment. The figure plots fragment size 

distributions subsequent to a hydrocode simulation in which a 2 cm diameter pro

jectile strikes a 7 cm diameter target at 750 m/s. The constitutive properties of 

Takagi et al.'s (1984) basalt are used, while the Weibull parameters are allowed to 

vary. 

The filled circles represents the outcome when the k and m for basalt 

(k = 1 x 1033 /m3
, m = 9.5) are used. When m is held fixed and k is decreased by 

four orders of magnitude (k = 1 x 1029 ), the size distribution loses its characteristic 
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"knee" and becomes almost linear. Increasing k by an order of magnitude (k = 1 x 

1034 /m3 ) has a less pronounced effect: there are more numerous smaller fragments, 

but the characteristic bend is still present. If k is held constant (k = 1 x 1033 /m3
) 

and m is decreased to 9.0, an almost identical distribution to the k = 1 X 1034 jm3 , 

m = 9.5 case results. A similar distribution occurs when both k and mare 

decreased to k = 1 X 1030 jm3 and m = B.O. When m is increased above 9.5, 

the distribution again fails to display a distinct "knee". 

The computed similarity of distributions with different combinations of 

Weibull constants may be related to Equation 5.19 (Melosh et al. 1992). Since k 

and m are material constants, they cannot depend on target radius R. Thus, two 

equal-sized targets with different Wei bull flaw distributions (but the same elastic 

constants) fail at the same static strain emin, when k-1/ m or, equivalently, In(k)jm, 

is the same in each target. This identity in static failure strain may constrain a 

similarity in the size of the largest fragments, although it is not clear that this 

similarity necessarily extends to the entire fragment size distribution (Melosh et 

al' 1992). For the three cases above that gave similar fragment size distributions, 

In(k)jm = B.44±0.20. The two other linear fragment size distributions that nearly 

overlap in Figure 6.37 (the open circle and triangle symbols) have In(k)jm = 

7.0B ± 0.05, supporting the suggestion that the fragment size distribution is not 

mainly controlled by k and m independently, but depends to a large extent on the 

combination In(k)jm. 

6.3 Inherent Scatter of Impact Experiments 

Laboratory impact experiments are designed to study how collisional outcomes 

depend on a given set of initial conditions. The objective is to gain some predictive 

capability for the degree of fragmentation occurring in an impact event: specifically, 

the size, mass and velocity distributions of the ejected fragments. An obvious test 

for the hydrocode is to see how well it can replicate experimental results given 
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target and projectile masses, material properties, and an impact velocity as a 

starting point. Through this comparison, we gain additional confidence that the 

model incorporates the essential physics behind the fragmentation process. It is 

important to note, however, that even carefully controlled impact experiments 

may show some scatter in their fragmentation outcomes. To critically assess the 

hydro code results, it is therefore necessary to have a quantitative understanding 

of how this scatter in the data manifests itself. 

Takagi et al. (1984) repeated four impact experiments under nearly iden

tical conditions to determine the reproducibility of the experimental results. Alu

minum projectiles (mass mp = 10 ± 0.1 g) were impacted into basalt targets (mass 

MT = 34.5 ± 2.5 g) at impact velocities of 643 ± 15 m/s. The size distributions 

of the fragments are reproduced from the Takagi et al. data in Figure 6.38, along 

with the hydro code prediction. The masses of the largest fragments (normalized 

to the original target masses) agree only to within a factor of two in the labora

tory experiments, illustrating a substantial sensitivity to initial conditions, such as 

sample heterogeneity or slight deviations from normal incidence by the projectile. 

A theoretical prediction of fragment size distributions would be useful if it could 

reproduce catastrophic disruption outcomes to within this level of accuracy. 

The hydrocode prediction of the resultant size distribution (for the Takagi 

et al. impact conditions) is in good agreement (i. e., within the bounds of inherent 

scatter), particularly at the large-mass end of the distribution. At the small-mass 

end, we predict a greater number of fine fragments than any of the experiments 

produced. This is to be expected for several reasons: First, since Takagi et al. 's pro

jectiles are larger than our grid distortion technique can account for (see Chapter 

5), we use as large a projectile as possible (m p = 2.2 g) and proceed to match the 

impact energy by increasing the velocity above the experimental value (to velocity 

Vi = 1.4 km/s). There is hence a momentum deficit in our simulation. The higher 

impact velocity causes larger contact-region strain rates, resulting in a greater in

cidence of small fragments. Furthermore, because Takagi et al. 's projectiles are 
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Figure 6.38: Mass distributions of fragments from four basalt impact experiments 
conducted by Takagi et al. (1984) under nearly the same initial conditions. The 
purpose was to determine the reproducibility of experimental results (Le., scatter) 
and the mass of the largest fragment was found to agree only to within a factor 
of two. The hydrocode prediction of the mass distribution is also shown, and is in 
good agreement at the large-mass end of the distribution. 
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aluminum, they are not counted in the laboratory fragment size distribution. Our 

projectile (modeled as basalt) fragments at the highest strain rates, so it is nat

ural for the hydrocode to predict more fine fragments: The hydro code fragment 

statistics include the projectile, which accounts for'" 6% of the total mass in these 

experiments. Finally, the target mass recovery rate is given by Takagi et al. to 

range from 82% to 88% for these four experiments; this mass loss obviously occurs 

at the small sizes. 

6.4 Cumulative Fragment Size (Mass) Distribution 

6.4.1 Modeling Basalt 

The degree of collisional disruption undergone by the target is usually defined as 

the mass ratio it of the largest fragment to that of the original target. We first 

tested the hydrocode against experiments by examining how well it could reproduce 

the normalized largest fragment mass given the same initial conditions used in the 

laboratory impacts. A total of nine impacts involving basalt targets were modeled 

by the hydrocode, using the experimental data of Hartmann (1980), Takagi et 

al. (1984), and Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991). The measured properties of the 

Fujiwara et al. (1977) basalt were used, with p = 2.7 X 103 kg/m3 for the Nakamura 

and Fujiwara (1991) oblique impact (300 from normal) experiments. The results of 

this comparison are shown in Figure 6.39, which plots the hydro co de predictions for 

it against the experimental results. The correlation is very good overall, and was 

achieved by matching both the collisional energy and momentum of the hydrocode 

impact to the actual laboratory collision (see Table 6.8). The average difference 

between predicted ii and experiment is ±0.04. 

The size (mass) distributions of fragments resulting from the complete 

(i.e.) catastrophic) disruption of targets of various compositions have also been 
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Figure 6.39: The hydrocode prediction for the normalized mass of the largest 
fragment (ji) compared against the experimental results for nine impacts using 
basalt targets (Hartmann 1980, Takagi et al. 1984, Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991). 
The average mismatch between hydrocode and experiment for /I. is about ±0.04. 

extensively studied in the laboratory (see Chapter 3). Low-velocity impact exper

iments produce fragmental size distributions that are not very different in charac

ter from those resulting from high-velocity projectile impacts (Matsui et al. 1982). 

The shape of the distribution can be represented by a power-law, which in the form 

~ of a cumulative mass distribution usually exhibits a two-slope behavior (Davis and 

Ryan 1990, Takagi et al. 1984). The more highly shattered a target is, the more 

numerous the small fragments will be. Generally, the slope of the large-mass end 

of the distribution is steeper than that of the small-mass end. The discontinuity 

in the slopes is referred to as the "knee" of the transition zone, but it is not yet 

definitively known what causes the two-slope behavior to exist. (Discussed in As

phaug et al. 1992 is the possibility that the slope discontinuity can be explained 

in terms of a simple geometrical model based on shock wave decay.) Size distri

butions for a variety of target materials (ice as well as rock) appear quite similar 

if the targets have been fragmented to the same degree. Even size distributions 
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from the disruption of our weakly-bound aggregate bodies (see Chapter 3) closely 

resemble the fragmentation outcome from competent targets (Ryan et al. 1991). 

Size distribution data were also available for the nine laboratory impact 

experiments discussed above. The hydrocode outcomes are shown together with 

the experiment distributions in Figure 6.40 (a-i). In each of the nine modeled 

impacts, it was possible to replicate the initial conditions of the experiments to an 

acceptable degree. Table 6.8 summarizes the pertinent laboratory and hydrocode 

initial conditions and the collisional outcome h. As previously mentioned, the pre

dicted largest fragment masses closely match the experimental results, within the 

inherent laboratory scatter. There is, however, one exception. Although the hy

drocode generally predicted the large-mass end of the size distributions extremely 

well, experiment No. 820117 (Figure 6.40 (a)) is different by about a factor of four. 

The fragmentation outcome it is still the correct order of magnitude, however. The 

greatest overall discrepancy can be seen in experiment No. 820603 (Figure 6.40 

(J)), where the predicted distribution begins to widely diverge from experimental 

results at masses equal to '" 0.1% of the original target mass. A possible com

plication is that this particular experiment was non-catastrophic, i.e., a cratering 

impact with an II. = 0.9. Also, the discrepancy seen at the small-mass end of 

Hartmann's (1980) experiment No. 226 is likely due to mass unmeasured by the 

experimenter, not hydro code mismatch. Even though we modeled the Nakamura 

and Fujiwara (1991) experiment B as a normal incidence impact, the correspon

dence is quite good. However, it has been observed experimentally that size dis

tributions from oblique impacts resemble normal incidence collisions disrupted at 

lower specific energies (Cerroni 1986). 

The characteristic two-slope behavior is mimicked by the predicted size 

distributions, but the transition point ("knee") tends to occur at smaller masses 

than seen in experimental outcomes. However, for the Nakamura and Fujiwara 

experiment B, the predicted transition point coincides with the laboratory result. 

Furthermore, for the cratering impact (No. 820603) the slope of the large-mass 



TARGET PROJECTILE IMPACT MOMENTUM COLLISIONAL LARGEST 
MASS MASS VELOCITY Mp VI ENERGY FRAGMENT 

MT (kg) Mp (10-3 kg) VI (m/s) (¥) ~ Mp VI (.1) l\lASS (fl ) 

EXPERIMENT EXP HYDRO EXP HYDRO EXP HYDRO EXP HYDRO EXP HYDRO EXP HYDRO 

Hartmann 0.05 0.06 2.41 2.22 205. 250. 0.49 0.49 50.6 57.9 0.30 0.32 
# 226 
Hartmann 0.03 0.03 1.00 1.29 221. 220. 0.22 0.25 24.5 26.0 0.38 0.35 
# 224 
Takagi et al. 0.16 0.12 10.0 6.84 289. 380. 2.89 2.31 417.6 411.8 0.11 0.12 
# 820523 
Takagi et al. 0.41 0.43 9.98 8.02 599. 750. 5.98 5.16 1790.0 1773.0 0.07 0.05 
# 820520 
Takagi et al. 0.45 0.47 10.2 8.83 275. 330. 2.81 2.53 385.7 378.2 0.44 0.53 
# 820602 
Takagi et al. 0.13 0.14 4.96 5.50 820. 850. 4.07 4.16 1667.5 1657.3 0.09 0.02 
# 820117 
Takagi et al. 1.06 1.10 5.02 7.26 820. 800. 4.12 4.64 1687.7 IG25.7 0.36 0.41 
# 820219 
Takagi ct al. 3.22 3.35 5.02 4.47 813. 1230. 4.08 3.66 1659.0 1689.4 0.89 0.83 
# 820603 
Nakamura & 0.30 0.30 0.21 0.41 3200. 3100. 0.67 0.84 1092.0 975.0 0.31 0.34 
Fujiwara B 

EXP= Experiment 
HYD RO=Hydrocode 

Table 6.8: The hydrocode compared to basalt laboratory experiments 
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Figure 6.40: The cumulative fragment mass (size) distributions for nine laboratory 
impact experiments (open circles) shown together with the hydrocode predictions 
(filled circles). The Takagi et al. (1984) results include their estimates of slopes 
(plotted as solid lines in (a-fJ) for various regions of the fragment distributions. 
The Hartmann (1980) experiments (g, h) are somewhat limited by the fact that 
less than 20 post-impact fragment masses were measured. The Nakamura and 
Fujiwara (1991) experiment (i) is an oblique impact with an incidence angle of 30° 
from the normal. 
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end is non-typically shallower than the small-mass end of this distribution. The 

calculated size distribution correctly duplicated this behavior. In addition, most 

of these laboratory collisions were performed at low impact velocities, in which 

case the largest mass fragment tends to be located nearly antipodal to the impact 

point. This is true of the hydrocode outcomes as well. 

Nakamura and Fujiwara's high velocity experiment resulted in core-type 

fragmentation, whereas the hydro code computation instead yielded a largest frag

ment located near the antipode. Core-type fragmentation is common at very high 

impact velocities (see Chapter 3), but it is a phenomenon we have been unable to 

produce with the hydrot:ode except in large targets with a radially-varying gravita

tional field, where the target interior is strengthened due to lithostatic overburden. 

It is possible that we are seeing too much damage in our target interiors because 

of an inadequate equation of state. Fragmentation in this region is caused almost 

exclusively by the tensile tail behind the shock; somehow this tensile component is 
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being damped out in real targets impacted at high velocities (Melosh et al. 1992). 

Plastic yielding at the Hugoniot Elastic Limit has been observed to shield target in

teriors from direct damage by the projectile (Gault and Wedekind 1969), although 

even when plastic yielding was implemented we failed to observe a core. Another 

possibility is that axial symmetry in the code is to blame, causing generally ran

domly interacting tensile components to align in-phase and cause fracture (Melosh 

et al. 1992). A determination of why we fail to observe core-type fragmentation 

may have to await a more sophisticated version of the hydrocode, perhaps a fully 

three-dimensional treatment, or one using a more complex, semianalytic equation 

of state (e.g., ANEOS, Thompson and Lauson 1972). 

6.4.2 Modeling Cement Mortar 

For the basalt laboratory experiments, both the largest fragment mass and many 

details of the fragment size distribution are successfully reproduced by the hy

drocode, including the two-slope segmentation of the cumulative distributions. In 

fact, there presently exits no other numerical code which can predict the size dis

tributions of laboratory impact experiments with this level of accuracy. Since the 

hydrocode passed these initial tests, we turned to simulating materials other than 

basalt, specifically, the strong and weak homogeneous cement mortar used in our 

own experiment program (see Chapter 3). Some material properties needed for the 

hydrocode have not been measured for strong and weak mortar. The longitudinal 

and shear wave speeds through the materials, which allow us to calculate the bulk 

and shear modulus (B and J-L) as well as the bulk sound speed (CB), are unavailable. 

We therefore used the parameters measured for Malvern et al. 's (1986) cement mor

tar for the hydrocode runs with strong mortar, and those of Allen (1967) measured 

for dry tuff for the weak mortar simulations. These material properties are given 

in Table 6.9. When the Tillotson rather than the Murnaghan equation of state 

is chosen, the values for the parameters given in Chapter 5, Table 6.5 for strong 
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B /1 Po CB 
MATERIAL REFERENCE (GPa) (GPa) (kg/m3

) (km/s) 

Strong Mortar Davis & Ryan 1990 6.6 2.7 2100 1.87 
Weak Mortar Davis & Ryan 1990 6.6 3.7 1720 1.96 
Basalt Grout Housen et al. 1991 6.6 3.7 2740 1.55 

Table 6.9: Strong and weak mortar and basalt grout material information 

and weak mortar are used. The Wei bull parameters k and m for strong and weak 

mortar were determined by the same method we used for the basalt experiments, 

essentially trial and error, and are included in Table 6.7. 

We chose four of our strong cement mortar laboratory shots that had ap

proximately the same initial conditions: impact velocity near 3 km/s, aluminum 

projectile, and a specific collisional energy (E / MT) of '" 1250 (J /kg). (See Tables 

A.14 and A.15 for more detailed initial conditions and outcomes for experiments 

860502, 880507, 890510, and 890511). The outcome h of each of the shots was 

",0.3, a fairly catastrophic disruption. The fragment mass distributions resulting 

from these four impacts along with the hydro co de predictions (run under the same 

initial conditions) are shown in Figure 6.41. Two simulations were done, one us

ing the Tillotson and one using the Murnaghan equation of state. As the figure 

indicates, the impact velocity of the hydrocode runs (1.8 km/s) is lower than the 

velocity used in the experiments (",3 km/s). Again, this is due to the constraints 

of our grid, where in this case we had to use a larger projectile in the simulation 

than was used in the laboratory counterpart. Ultimately, we were successful in 

adequately matching momentum and specific energy, which we are taking as the 

dominant defining characteristics of the collision. From Figure 6.41 we see that 

both hydro code runs matched the laboratory results relatively well, however, the 
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Figure 6.41: Cumulative fragment mass distributions resulting from the collisional 
disruption of strong cement mortar targets (diameter ...... 10 cm). Also shown are 
the hydrocode simulations of the disruption event, using both the Tillotson (H 
symbol) and Murnaghan (M symbol) equations of state. For each of the impacts, 
approximately the same collisional specific energy was delivered to the target. 
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Tillotson run was far superior, falling nearly through the middle of the experi

mental distribution. The predicted h's were larger than the experimental results 

(0.46 and 0.49 as opposed to 0.30 through 0.36), but well within the inherent 

scatter (which is a factor of two). Any small differences between the predicted 

and laboratory outcomes is not unreasonable, considering material properties for 

strong cement mortar were not measured but merely guessed at. We would ex

pect the correlation to improve using measured values. Also, the projectile in the 

hydrocode run must be defined as being the same material as the target, and not 

the aluminum that was actually used, which may also introduce some difference in 

outcome. 

In modeling the weak cement mortar experiments, we chose two shots 

(870344 and 870350, refer to Table A.14) where the impact speeds were near 5 

km/ s and the specific energy was -4000 (J /kg). These were very catastrophic 

fragmentation events, each having an h equal to 0.10. Because of the high impact 

velocity, only the Tillotson equation of state was used for the hydrocode simulation. 

Again, the object of the simulation was to achieve the best match to the momentum 

and specific energy of the experiments within the constraints of our grid. To this 

end, the hydrocode velocity was smaller and its projectile larger than what was 

used in the laboratory. The resulting fragment mass distributions are shown in ~ 

Figure 6.42. The hydrocode matched the laboratory distributions very well, with 

the predicted h only slightly smaller than the experiment values. Only when 

fragment masses become as small as 0.1% of the target mass, does the hydrocode 

results deviate slightly from the experiment distribution. This can be attributed 

to incomplete experiment sample recovery, where at these small sizes fragment 

numbers tend to be underestimated. 

With the hydrocode's success at matching the laboratory size (mass) dis

tributions of basalt, and strong and weak mortar, the next section turns to mass

velocity distributions. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there exists very little velocity 
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Figure 6.42: Cumulative fragment mass distribution resulting from the collisional 
disruption of weak cement mortar targets (diameter ",10 cm). Also shown is the 
hydro code simulation (solid circle) under nearly the same initial conditions. 

data for laboratory experiments, however, we make some initial comparisons be

tween hydrocode and experiment as an additional check on the hydro code model. 

6.5 Mass-Velocity Distributions 

One of the hydro code cell variables is momentum, and by dividing it by the mass of 

the cell, we may obtain a cell-centered velocity, Le., a velocity based on the center 

of mass of the cell. We can then compare cell velocities recorded by the code to 

those measured from laboratory impact experiments. Chapter 3 presents the ex

tensive velocity data obtained from our experiment program using cement mortar 

(in various forms) as the target material. Data is also available for basalt from 

Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991) for their experiment B. In comparing hydrocode 

results to laboratory data, it must be remembered that experiment velocities mea

sured from high-speed films are depleted in the small, slow fragments from the 
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interior portion of the target which are difficult to clearly discern on film. Also, 

fragments traveling at velocities in excess of about 80 mls cannot be traced on 

film either by our experiment setup (Ryan and Davis 1993) or by that used by 

Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991). 

The hydrocode velocity data from our simulation of Nakamura and Fuji

wara (1991) experiment B is shown in Figure 6.43. Figure 6.43(a) is a plot of the 

mass of the peak size of a cell versus the cell's velocity. The speeds range from 

2 - 300 mis, and from Figure 6.43(b), which shows the total mass traveling faster 

than a particular velocity, we can estimate a mean velocity of about 12 m/s. This 

actually compares well with the experiment data, where Nakamura and Fujiwara 

measured 18 fragments post impact (96% of the target mass), and found the veloci

ties to range from 0.4 - 50 mis, with a mean of 19 m/s. Again, an exact correlation 

is impossible given the limitation of the experimental measurement techniques. 

For the strong cement mortar experiments modeled in Figure 6.41, we 

obtained the velocity data shown in Figure 6.44. The cell velocities ranged from 

1.0 - 360 mis, with a mean of about 7 m/s. Experiment data for these impacts is 

given in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.18 from Chapter 3. Measured values range from 3-

19 mis, and a mean velocity of 7 mls is determined by tracking ejecta comprising 

60 - 69% of the target mass. The hydrocode has correctly predicted the mean 

velocity for this case as well. 

Velocity data was unavailable for the weak mortar experiments modeled by 

the hydrocode in Figure 6.42. Therefore, an additional simulation was run to match 

experiment 860426, whose velocity data is given in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.19. For 

this impact, velocities for 81% of the target mass were measured, giving a mean 

of 4 mis, and a range of 2 - 9 m/s. The hydrocode values (shown in Figure 6.45) 

are again comparable, with a mean of 4 mis, and a range of 0.4 - 450 m/s. 

There is some disagreement among researchers whether or not the mass

velocity distribution follows a linear trend, i.e., whether larger fragments travel 
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slower than smaller fragments, irrespective of their location on the target body. 

Takagi (1983) has found that his data on basalt show no particular trend, and 

plot basically as a scatter diagram in the three-dimensional (3-D) velocity versus 

mass format. Nakamura and Fujiwara (1991) notice some scatter, no doubt influ

enced somewhat by fragment location, but, in general, their data show a definite 

linear mass-velocity dependence. Our own data on cement mortar (Chapter 3, 

Figures 3.18 - 3.21) agrees with Takagi's analysis, i.e., that there is no visible 

trend. The hydro code mass-velocity calculations seem to shed some light on this 

problem. The plots of cell velocity against cell size evidence both qualities- the 

data is roughly linearly trending, but a great deal of scatter is also present. This 

scatter likely evolves from the complication of cell location: how far the cell is 

from the impact point (where maximum energy is deposited). Therefore, it seems 

that the laboratory data are still constrained by a sampling problem- if it were 

possible to obtain velocities for all the fragments post-impact, the mass-velocity 

distribution could be more accurately interpreted. 
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Figure 6.43: (a) The mass of the peak size of the cell is shown plotted against 
the cell's velocity, and (b) shows the amount of mass traveling faster than a par
ticular velocity for the hydrocode simulation of Nakamura and Fujiwara's (1991) 
experiment B using a basalt target. 
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Figure 6.44: (a) The mass of the peak size of the cell is shown plotted against the 
cell's velocity, and (b) shows the amount of mass traveling faster than a particular 
velocity for the hydrocode simulation of strong cement mortar experiments 860502, 
880507, 890510, and 890511. 
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Figure 6.45: (a) The mass of the peak size of the cell is shown plotted against the 
cell's velocity, and (b) shows the amount of mass traveling faster than a particular 
velocity for the hydrocode simulation of weak cement mortar experiment 860426. 
The hydro code run used an impact velocity of 1.7 km/s, and had a specific energy 
of 981 J/kg. 
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CHAPTER 7 

HYDROCODE SIMULATION OF LARGE BODIES 

In this Chapter, we study the effect target size has on fragmentation outcome. Af

ter making some additional comparisons of hydrocode calculations to experimental 

data (the Housen et al. (1991) explosive disruption under pressure study), we cal

culate how the critical specific energy (Q*) varies with target size. Target diameter 

is varied from 10 cm to 1000 km, spanning both the strength and gravity regimes, 

and impact velocity is kept constant at 1.6 km/s. We develop this dependence for 

three materials, (basalt, and our strong and weak cement mortar) each having dif

ferent static compressive strengths, and compare the results to those from scaling 

law theory. 

7.1 Simulating Larger Bodies 

For targets whose radii are larger than about 30 km, compressional overburden 

pressures begin to be comparable to the tensile stresses needed to cause fragmenta

tion in the body. Before we can model very large bodies, these gravitational effects 

must be incorporated (as an option) in the hydrocode. See Asphaug and Melosh 

(1993) for a complete description of the procedure; we describe the fundamentals 

as follows. Self-gravity is invoked for a spherical geometry by first initializing a 

lithostatic pressure 
271' G 2 (2 2) 

Plith = 3 p R - r (7.46) 

where R is the target (homogeneous, i.e., no core) radius, r is the computational 

cell's mean radius from the center, and G is the gravitational constant. To initialize 
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compression, the density is computed by equating the equation of state pressure 

to PUth and solving for an initial density for each cell. At each time step, a gravity 

acceleration vector is applied to every grid vertex, oriented toward the center of 

the target, and having a magnitude 

41l' 
g(r) - TGpr (7.47) 

The gravity acceleration exactly balances the pressure-gradient accelerations. If 

this balancing is not done, the target suffers (unphysical) radial collapse and sub

sequent pulsation at the first time step. 

Provided the grid resolution is relatively fine (about 10 x 20 or greater 

for target bodies up to 600 km in diameter), this is a stable field. That is, in the 

absence of an impactor, the numerical grid does not experience residual anomalous 

pressure gradients. Within this radially-varying gravitational field, the interior 

portions of the target are strengthened (under higher stresses and more resistant 

to tensile fracture) relative to the outer regions. For example, an asteroid the size 

of basaltic Vesta ( ...... 285 km radius) would have a central lithostatic pressure of 

...... 80 MPa, which is much greater than the dynamic tensile strength of basalt ( ...... 10 

MPa). Obviously, the implementation of gravitational self-compression should 

have a significant effect on the fragmentation of such a body. 

7.2 Simulation of Explosive Disruption 

We have established that experimental data on the catastrophic fragmentation of 

large bodies is presently impossible to obtain. In laboratory impact experiments, 

the maximum target diameter that can be completely fractured is on the order of 10 

- 15 cm. Also, it is not likely that we will witness the destruction by impact of any 

asteroid bodies in the near future. However, Housen et al. (1991) have attempted 

to extend this experimental size range through the use of explosive disruption (as 

opposed to projectile impact) experiments. They apply appropriate overpressures 
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to small targets to match the volume-averaged lithostatic stress in large, gravity

dominated bodies. Unfortunately, their experiments cannot replicate the gradient 

of the lithostatic stress field, as the laboratory target is under a uniform stress 

throughout its interior equal to the applied external pressure. Therefore, these 

experiments do not account for the lithostatic strengthening of the central region 

of large bodies, and overestimate the strength of the target's surface region. 

The Housen et al. (1991) studies do provide an additional opportunity 

to verify hydrocode calculations of fragmentation outcomes. The hydro code is 

designed with an option for an applied external pressure, so it is a relatively simple 

matter to model the Housen et al. experimental conditions and compare results. 

Further, since we are not subject to the same constraints as the experimenters (i.e., 

target size limitations), the hydrocode can simulate a true large-scale fracture event 

by turning on self-gravity. Therefore, we use the hydrocode to study the differences 

between fragmentation under constant overpressure and fragmentation within a 

radially-varying gravitational field. 

First, it is useful to establish an equivalence between impact and explosive 

disruption. Again, both conditions can be simulated by the hydrocode. However, 

since fragmentation events in the Solar System occur by impact, whether collisional 

and explosive disruption are comparable is an important question. While the next 

section deals with this subject, the following sections address the external pressure 

versus gravity problem, and then we present our results on the modeling of the 

Housen et al. (1991) experiments. 

7.2.1 Equivalence Between Impact and Explosive Disruption 

Holsapple (1980) has shown that for cratering events, an equivalence can be es

tablished between impact and explosive disruption if the center of the explosive 

charge is placed at the proper burial depth below the target surface. For cratering, 

this depth is in the range of 1 - 2 charge radii. We have used the hydrocode to 
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determine what the burial depth is for the fragmentation of finite targets. Basalt 

was used as the target material, and the same specific energy was delivered to the 

target for both a projectile impacting at 1.3 km/s, and a buried explosive charge. 

To simulate an explosive charge, certain cells in the hydrocode grid were given ini

tial non-zero specific internal energies equal to the energy per unit mass we desired 

to deliver to the target body. We achieved the best correspondence to an impact 

event when the charge was placed 2.5 charge radii beneath the target surface. The 

details of the initial conditions and fragmentation outcomes are given in Table 7.10 

under experiment numbers B1 and B2. Figure 7.46 shows the target grid/velocity 

vectors and resulting final pressure/damage contours for the impact case, while 

Figure 7.47 shows the same information for the explosion simulation. For both 

runs, J,. was similar (0.41 for the impact, and 0.48 in the explosion), and the re

maining undamaged fragment was in roughly the same location. These results also 

compare well with laboratory experiments, where for Fujiwara et al. (1977) basalt 

(the basalt we chose to model in these hydrocode runs) a target impacted with 

this specific energy would have an J,. '" 0.40. 

We may examine this equivalence in more detail by noting how the entire 

fragment mass distribution (not just the mass of the largest fragment) is affected 

by the variation of charge placement. The fragment mass distributions for hy

drocode simulations B1 and B2 discussed above are shown in Figure 7.48. It is 

interesting that not only does the largest fragment mass for the 2.5 radii charge 

burial explosion match the impact case, but there is good agreement over the entire 

mass range. This is something that cratering studies would not have been able to 

predict (i.e., priority was placed on matching only crater diameters for equivalence 

determinations). Also shown in Figure 7.48 is the effect on the mass distribution 

of varying charge burial depth. Overall, depths between 1.5 and 4.5 charge radii 

would be adequate, though not exact counterparts to an impact event. Notice, 

though, that if the charge is placed at the target surface, energy is not effectively 

coupled into target fragmentation. The resulting largest fragment is too big, with 
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Figure 7.46: (a) Target grid (left) and velocity vectors (right) for a projectile 
impact into a 6.7 cm radius basalt target shortly after t = O. (b) Pressure (left) 
and damage (right) contours are for the final time step. The undamaged region 
(marked on figure with open circles) indicates the largest fragment post-impact. 
Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10, experiment Bl. 
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Figure 7.47: (a) Target grid (left) and velocity vectors (right) for the explosive 
disruption of a 6.7 cm radius basalt target shortly after t = O. (b) Pressure (left) 
and damage (right) contours are for the final time step. The undamaged region 
(marked on figure with open circles) indicates the largest fragment post-impact. 
Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10, experiment B2. 
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smaller fragments over the rest of the distribution. 

7.2.2 Applied External Pressure and Relation to Gravity 

Having established the proper burial depth for charges in explosive disruption, we 

may turn to examining the effects of applied external pressure on fragmentation 

outcome. Before we attempt to replicate the Housen et al. (1991) experiments, we 

do some theoretical simulations using well-studied basalt as the target material. A 

basalt target is exploded while subjected to an external pressure (parameter PAP in 

the hydrocode defines an applied pressure boundary condition) of 80 MPa, which is 

8 times the dynamic tensile strength of basalt (and half its compressive strength). 

We would expect to see some difference (if any) in fragmentation outcome at a 

pressure this high, i.e., the stress applied is much larger than the material strength 

of the body. The initial conditions (specific energy, target size, etc.) are the same as 

used in the projectile and zero-pressure explosion runs (B1 and B2) and are given 

along with the resulting degree of fragmentation (h) in Table 7.10 as reference 

B3. Final pressure and damage contours for run B3 are shown in Figure 7.49. 

The fragmentation outcome under pressure was markedly different. The largest 

fragment mass contained 89% of the target mass as opposed to the 48% observed for 

the explosion simulation (B2) without an applied pressure. As Figure 7.49 shows, 

the outcome looks more like a cratering event. This is in qualitative agreement 

with what Housen et al. (1991) observed in their laboratory pressure experiments. 

When pressures near and above the compressive strengths of the target materials 

used were applied, large craters resulted, where at zero-pressures the targets had 

been substantially fragmented. 

However, the question still remains, how does this result compare t9 frag

mentation under a radially-varying gravitational field? Housen et al. (1991) de

velop an equation that relates the applied external pressure (tlP) to a volume

averaged gravitational stress. From this they derive an equivalent target radius 
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Figure 7.48: Fragment mass distributions resulting from the disruption of a 6.7 cm 
radius basalt target as charge burial depth is varied from 0.5 - 4.5 charge radii. 
Also shown is the mass distribution resulting from a projectile impact with the 
same specific energy. Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10 (see 
experiments B1 and B2). 



Target Target Explosive Burial 
Exp. Target Exp. Pressure Radius Mass !\lass Depth E/MT 
No. Typea Typeb (MPa) (m) (kg) (kg) (radii) (kJjkg) 

B1 B IMP 6.7 x 10-2 3.4 5.8 x 10-3 • 1.1 
B2 B EXP 0 6.7 X 10-2 3.4 1.2 x 10-3 2.5 1.1 
B3 B EXP-P 80 6.7 X 10-2 3.4 1.2 x 10-3 2.5 1.1 

B3-G B EXP-G 4.6 x 105 1.1 X 1021 3.6 X 1017 2.5 1.1 
867 BG EXP 0 7.3 X 10-2 4.4 1.5 x 10-3 1.5 1.5 
891 BG EXP 0 7.3 X 10-2 4.6 1.0 x 10-3 2.5 0.8 
868 BG EXP-P 21 7.3 x 10-2 4.4 1.0 x 10-3 0.5 1.4 

868G BG EXP-G 2.3 x 105 1.3 X 1020 4.7 X 1016 0.5 1.4 
865 Wr..l EXP 0 5.2 X 10-2 1.0 1.0 X 10-3 2.5 4.1 
872 WM EXP-P 21 5.2 x 10-2 1.0 1.0 X 10-3 1.5 4.3 

872G WM EXP-G 3.8 x 105 3.6 X 1020 3.8 X 1017 1.5 4.3 

·This is the projectile mass in this instance 
cB, Wr."l, BG refer to basalt, weak mortar, and basalt grout, respectively 
bEXP, EXP-P, EXP-G, IMP, refer to explosion, explosion with 
pressure, explosion with gravity, and impact, respectively. 

cExperimental results. 
dHydrocode calculation. 

Table 7.10: Hydrocode simulations of external pressure and gravity. 

It 
Exp.c 

0.40 
0.40 

0.16 
0.55 
0.98 

0.25 
0.89 

It 
Hydrod 

0.41 
0.48 
0.89 
0.78 
0.26 
0.44 
0.85 
0.83 
0.29 
0.67 
0.78 

I--' 
~ 
C11 



(R) for a body experiencing such a pressure. This equation has the form 

R = J 151lP 
47rp2 G 
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(7.48) 

where p is the target density, and G is the gravitational constant. In this case 

(basalt body), an 80 MPa overpressure corresponds to a target with a radius equal 

to 457 km. A body of this size having a lithostatic stress field (self-gravity is turned 

on) is exploded with the same specific energy (see run B3-G, Table 7.10) as the 

uniform pressure simulation (B3), and the result is shown in Figure 7.50. Both 

the uniform pressure and gravity cases are similar, but there are some important 

differences. As we would intuitively expect, the gravity simulation has a spall 

plate (see damage contours) near its surface (which is missing in the constant 

pressure simulation), since the weaker pressure in this area permitted damage to 

occur. Also, because of the higher central pressure, the crater that forms in the 

gravity case is not as deep as in the pressure case. The presence of the spall plate 

reduces the normalized largest fragment mass in the gravity run to h = 0.78, 

but this result is still remarkably close to the uniform pressure simulation (h = 
0.89). In addition, to verify that the introduction of gravity did not change the 

explosion/impact equivalence, we ran an impact fragmentation simulation with the 

same initial conditions as run B3-G. The result is shown in Figure 7.51, which is 

in effect identical to the explosion case. 

This comparison shows, at least in terms of predicting the mass of the 

largest fragment, laboratory experiments using constant overpressures applied to 

small targets can be very useful for simulating volume-averaged gravitational stresses 

in large bodies. Further, we can examine the extent of this relationship in more 

detail by comparing the fragment mass distributions that resulted in both the 

gravity and constant pressure cases. As Figure 7.52 illustrates (which also shows 

the distributions from runs Bl and B2), while their h's are so similar, the size 

distributions from simulations B3 and B3-G are distinctly different. In the gravity 

case, the weaker surface-layer pressures caused that region to fracture into much 
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Figure 7.49: Final pressure (left) and damage (right) contours for the explosion of 
a 6.7 cm radius basalt target under an applied pressure of 80 MPa. The undam
aged region (marked on figure with open circles) indicates the largest fragment 
post-impact. Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10, run B3. 

smaller fragments than in the constant pressure case. Therefore, the laboratory 

method can only hope to predict it with any accuracy. 

This exercise also suggests that fragmentation outcome is target-size de

pendent. The degrees of fragmentation undergone by a 6.7 cm basalt target 

(it '" 0.5) impacted with the same specific energy as a 457 km basalt target 

(Ii fV 0.8) are not the same. The next section reports on our direct simulation 

of the Housen et al. (1991) laboratory experiments, and then this Chapter closes 

with our determination of a size dependence for catastrophic fragmentation. 
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Figure 7.50: Final pressure (left) and damage (right) contours for the explosion of a 
457 km radius basalt target under a lithostatic stress field (note pressure contours). 
The undamaged region (marked on figure with open circles) indicates the largest 
fragment post-impact. Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10, run 
B3-G. 
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Projectile Impact + Gravity 
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Figure 7.51: Final pressure (left) and damage (right) contours for the impact 
fragmentation of a 457 km radius basalt target under a lithostatic stress field (note 
pressure contours). The undamaged region (marked on figure with open circles) 
indicates the largest fragment post-impact. The largest fragment contained 82% 
of the target mass. Initial conditions are similar to run B3-G (see Table 7.10). 
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Figure 7.52: Fragment mass distributions resulting from the projectile impact and 
the explosive fragmentation of a 6.7 cm basalt target. Also shown are the mass 
distributions resulting from the explosive fragmentation of a 457 km radius basalt 
target under a constant external pressure, and a radially-varying gravitational field 
(see runs Bl, B2, B3, and B3-G, respectively, in Table 7.10). 
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7.2.3 Simulation of the Hausen et al. (1991) Experiments 

Two very weak artificial target materials were used in the Housen et al. (1991) 

laboratory explosion experiments. Primarily used in the pressure chamber study 

was a porous basalt/fly-ash mixture consisting of basalt particles 1 - 3 mm in 

diameter weakly cemented together, which we refer to as basalt grout. This sim

ulant has a measured static compressive strength of 0.7 MPa, and a static tensile 

strength of 0.1 MPa (Schmidt and Housen 1991). Also used in the analysis was our 

weak cement mortar material. In a collaborative effort, we supplied Housen et al. 

with 10 weak mortar target spheres, 11cm in diameter, having a static compressive 

strength of f'J 3 MPa. Both these materials have static compressive strengths less 

than that of ice, and are very porous in nature. 

We have already established that that the hydro code can successfully 

model our weak cement mortar impact experiments. However, we verify the explo

sion equivalence by simulating an explosive disruption of weak mortar, and com

paring the result with experiment 865, a zero-pressure explosion test performed 

by Housen et al. (see Schmidt and Housen 1991). The final pressure and damage 

contours from the hydrocode simulation of No. 865 are shown in Figure 7.53. The 

resulting hydrocode fragment mass distribution together with the distribution from 

No. 865 is shown in Figure 7.55. Included in the figure are two impact tests done 

with weak mortar at approximately the same specific energy as the explosions. All 

four distributions are in good agreement. The explosion test (865) differs slightly 

from the impact results with respect to the second and third largest fragments, 

which could be due to secondary fragmentation effects. Housen et al. caution that 

since their pressure chamber is small (only 1 x 1 x 1 ft. in dimension), they suspect 

that fragment breakage against the chamber walls (though padded) may occur. 

There is also a difference in Ii between explosion No. 865 and the two impact 

shots. Housen et al. used a charge burial depth between 1 - 2 charge radii for 

their experiments (as determined from cratering studies), which is less than the 
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optimum 2.5 charge radii depth we have determined for finite targets. 

The inferred (only density and strength were measured) material prop

erties of basalt grout are given in Chapter 6, Table 6.9, its Wei bull parameters 

k and m are listed in Table 6.7, and its Tillotson equation of state parameters 

may be found in Table 6.5. We determined some of this information by relying 

on measurements made on similarly weak materials, for example, wet and dry 

tuff (Allen 1967). The unknown Wei bull parameters were solved for in the same 

manner we determined them for basalt, and strong and weak mortar- by trial 

and error matching to laboratory fragmentation experiments. We used two zero

pressure explosion tests on basalt grout to do this fit, experiments 867 and 891, 

and Table 7.10 contains the initial conditions and fragmentation outcomes (it's) 

for the hydrocode simulations and experiments. The final pressure and damage 

contours from the simulation of No. 867 are shown in Figure 7.54. The resulting 

hydrocode fragment mass distributions and the distributions from No.'s 867 and 

891 are shown in Figure 7.56 (a) and (b). We concentrated on matching only the 

mass of the largest fragments in these simulations, so the fits in this figure are not 

as good as previously achieved. We did this because Housen et al. only measured 

37% and 67% of the target mass for the fragment distributions from 867 and 891, 

respectively, which means they are incomplete and probably contaminated with 

secondary fragmentation (basalt grout is very weak). 

Having set the material parameters necessary for the hydrocode simula

tions from the zero-pressure tests of weak mortar and basalt grout, we then at

tempted to reproduce the explosion experiments under applied external pressure. 

External pressures applied to the weak mortar targets ranged from 3.1 - 21 MPa, 

and for basalt grout from 0.2 - 21 MPa (Schmidt and Housen 1991). The results 

using the weak mortar targets were somewhat erratic, but Schmidt and Housen 

(1991) believed that they observed pressure- strengthening effects when as little as 

5 MPa of external pressure was applied. Pressure strengthening was also observed 
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for the basalt grout targets at 5 MPa applied pressure. Using the hydrocode, how

ever, we were only able to observe pressure-strengthening effects (i.e., a larger it 
than observed at zero-pressure under the same initial conditions) when we used an 

external pressure of 21 MPa. The fact that we do not observe pressure enhance

ment effects at the lower pressures is likely attributable to our equation of state, 

which does not take into account the complexities of porous media. 

In light of these difficulties, we chose to model two experiments done at 

large overpressures (21 MPa) for weak mortar and basalt grout, No. 's 872 and 

868 (see Table 7.10 for experiment conditions). The specific energies delivered to 

the target bodies in the zero-pressure and pressure explosions were the same for 

each case. The resulting final pressure and damage contours for the simulation of 

weak mortar test 872 is shown in Figure 7.57 (a). The hydrocode and experiment 

il's are reasonably close (0.7 and 0.9, respectively). An overpressure of 21 MPa 

corresponds to the volume-averaged lithostatic stress in a 380 km radius weak 

cement mortar body. The final pressure and damage contours for a body this size 

exploded under self gravity are shown in Figure 7.57 (b). The differences between 

the constant pressure and gravity runs follow the same general pattern as described 

for our basalt simulations: an il = 0.8 for the gravity run is almost identical to the 

pressure case, but the gravity and pressure cases resulted in very different fragment 

mass distributions. 

The hydrocode also did well in modeling the high-pressure basalt grout 

explosion (experiment No. 868). The hydrocode predicted an Ie = 0.89, with 

the laboratory it = 0.98. The 21 MPa overpressure would correspond to average 

lithostatic pressures in a 230 km radius basalt grout body. When we modeled 

a basalt grout target of this size under self-gravity, we found Ie = 0.83, a close 

match to the pressure outcome. However, fragment mass distributions from the 

pressure and gravity runs were again dissimilar. Figure 7.58 (a) and (b) contains 

the final pressure and damage contours for the pressure and gravity simulation, 

respecti vely. 
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Figure 7.53: Final pressure (left) and damage (right) contours for the zero-pressure 
explosion of a 5.2 cm radius cement mortar target. The undamaged region (marked 
on figure with open circles) indicates the largest fragment post-impact. For this 
simulation, J,. = 0.29, which compares well with the experiment outcome (J,. = 
0.25). Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10, No. 865. 
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Figure 7.54: Final pressure (left) and damage (right) contours for the zero-pressure 
explosion of a 7.3 cm radius basalt grout target. The undamaged region (marked 
on figure with open circles) indicates the largest fragment post-impact. For this 
simulation, II. = 0.26, which compares reasonably well with the experiment out
come (h = 0.16). Initial conditions and outcomes are given in Table 7.10, No. 
867. 
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Figure 7.55: Weak mortar fragment mass distributions resulting from zero-pressure 
explosion experiment No. 865 (Schmidt and Housen 1991), and the hydrocode 
simulation of it (open triangle). Also shown are mass distributions from impact 
experiments 870344 and 870350, both done at about the same specific energy as 
the explosion test. 
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Figure 7.56: Basalt grout fragment mass distributions (open circles) and corre
sponding hydro code simulations (filled circles) from zero-pressure explosion tests 
(a) 867 and (b) 891 (Housen et al. 1991). Matching was attempted for only the 
mass of the largest fragment. 
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Figure 7.57: Final damage and pressure contours for the explosive disruption of (a) 
a 5.2 cm radius weak mortar target under a constant overpressure of 21 MPa, and 
(b) a 380 km radius weak mortar target under self-gravity. The initial conditions 
and outcomes for these simulations are listed in Table 7.10, No. 's 872 and 872G. 
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Figure 7.58: Final damage and pressure contours for the explosive disruption of (a) 
a 7.3 cm radius basalt grout target under a constant overpressure of 21 MPa, and 
(b) a 230 km radius basalt grout target under self-gravity. The initial conditions 
and outcomes for these simulations are listed in Table 7.10, No.'s 868 and 868G. 
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".3 Size Dependence for Fragmentation 

The hydrocode has successfully modeled fragment mass distributions and average 

ejecta velocities from laboratory impact experiments using basalt, and weak and 

strong mortar as the target materials. It has also reproduced the zero-pressure 

and high-pressure explosive disruption experiments of Housen et ale (1991), who 

used weak mortar and weak basalt grout as target materials. Therefore, we are 

relatively confident that Grady-Kipp fragmentation theory is working properly 

within our numerical framework of stress wave propagation and interaction to 

model the brittle failure of rock. We can now apply the hydrocode to the problem 

of fragmentation outcome and its dependence on target size. 

First, we preformed an analysis to check if target size dependence was 

being accurately computed within the code. Grady-Kipp theory predicts that mean 

fragment size should be proportional to target diameter raised to the m/(m + 3) 

power, where m is one of the Wei bull parameters. For basalt (m = 9.5), this 

exponent would equal 0.76. Using basalt as the target material, we kept dependent 

variables constant (impact velocity, specific energy) and varied target diameter 

from 0.1 m to 100 km by adjusting target/projectile size ratios. Figure 7.59 shows 

the code-calculated mean fragment size as a function of target diameter, where a 

linear fit to the results gave a slope equal to 0.74, sufficiently close to the theoretical 

value. 

Using the hydrocode, we now explore how the size of the target body in

fluences the amount of specific energy necessary to fracture it. The critical specific 

energy, Q", which we have defined as the energy necessary to cause barely catas

trophic disruption (h = 0.50) of the target, is monitored as target size is increased 

from 10 cm to 1000 km in diameter. Recall that Q" is analogous to the parameter 

we refer to as impact strength: Q* multiplied by target density is impact strength. 

With this range in target size we cover both the strength regime, where material 

bonds dominate the fracture process, and the gravity regime, where lithostatic 
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overburden pressures have the most influence over fragmentation. Note that pre

viously, researchers had believed that Q" was independent of target size, i.e., that 

the same collisional energy per unit mass sufficient to fracture a laboratory-sized 

target would also fracture an asteroidal-sized body (referred to as energy scaling). 

More recent scaling theories (e.g., Housen and Holsapple 1990) take strain rate 

and self gravity effects into consideration. However, with the hydrocode no scal

ing approximations are necessary, we compute the fragmentation outcome for each 

target size. 

We modeled three materials in our size analysis, basalt, weak cement mor

tar, and strong cement mortar. Most scaling theories use data from basalt labo

ratory experiments to infer a target-size dependence, so it is completely unknown 

what influence material-type has. The three materials we chose to study differ in 

static compressive strengths, such that this analysis should provide a general indi

cation of the effect of target size for both very weak and very strong bodies. Since 

we have learned from our experiment program that both energy and momentum 

(i.e., impact velocity) influence collisional outcome, velocity was kept constant (at 

1.6 km/s) and target/projectile size ratios were varied to achieve the correct Q* for 

our range of target radii. Specifically, at a particular target radius, a simulation is 

run with a given collisional energy per unit target mass. If the fragmentation out

come !l is equal to ",0.50, this specific energy becomes Q" for that target material 

and target size. If not, additional simulations are done until the correct specific en

ergy for our desired barely catastrophic outcome is determined. For each material, 

a hydrocode simulation was run for a laboratory-sized target first, and the results 

(size distributions as well as Q-) were checked against measured experimental data. 

The initial conditions and outcomes from this analysis are given in Tables 7.11, 

7.12, and 7.13, for basalt, strong mortar and weak mortar, respectively. 

The results are shown graphically, and in comparison to Housen and Hol

sapple (1990) scaling theory, in Figure 7.60. It is clear from the hydrocode study 

(and scaling theory) that energy scaling does not work, i.e., Q. is indeed dependent 
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on target size. The hydrocode found that Q* decreased with increasing target size 

in the strength regime, with slopes of 0.43 for basalt, 0.59 for strong mortar, and 

0.61 for weak mortar. These values are much steeper than the 0.24 slope predicted 

for basalt from Housen and Holsapple (1990) nominal strain rate scaling theory. 

Q* decreases in the strength regime because the strain rates are also decreasing, 

and as we know from equation (5.15), ultimate strength is proportional to strain 

rate raised to the 3/(m + 3) power. Therefore, the slopes for weak and strong 

mortar (m = 6.5) are expectedly larger than that for basalt (m = 9.5), as these 

materials have a larger strain rate exponent associated with them. In the gravity 

regime, Q" increases with increasing target size, with a slope equal to "'2.6 for all 

three materials. This slope is again steeper than the 1.7 slope-dependence from 

scaling theory. The fact that Q* is independent of material-type in the gravity 

regime confirms that it is lithostatic pressures and not material bonds that domi

nate fracture in this region. The strength/gravity transition point for basalt occurs 

at a target radius of 25 km, slightly less than the Holsapple and Housen (1990) 

prediction (30 km). The transition point shifts to 11 km for strong mortar, and 10 

km for weak mortar (target density differences are likely the cause of this shift). 

The fragment mass distributions for each target size and for each material 

are shown in Figures 7.61 (basalt), 7.62 (strong mortar), and 7.63 (weak mortar). 

Even from the size distributions, it is clear where the strength to gravity transition 

occurs. For example, in Figure 7.61, the fragment size distributions resulting from 

the fragmentation of a basalt target from 5 cm to 5 km in radius all look similar; 

after all, they each have the same value of It. (0.50), and all occurred within the 

strength regime. The distributions begin to shift toward smaller sizes for secondary 

fragments beginning at the 50 km and continuing through to the 500 km target 

radius results, which are all within the gravity regime. 

The values for ejecta velocities that resulted at each target size for each 

material are also included in Tables 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13. Figures 7.64, 7.65, and 

7.66, display the mean ejecta speed at a particular target size, along with the 
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range in speeds (shown as error bars) that occurred. The mean speeds tend to 

follow the Q- versus target size curves: the more energy put into the collision, the 

higher the mean ejecta velocities. In addition, escape velocities are marked on the 

figures, and it appears that at this impact speed (1.6 km/s), not enough energy is 

being delivered to the large targets and partitioned into ejecta translational motion 

to permit fragments to overcome gravity and disperse. This would indicate that 

many large Solar System bodies could be gravitationally reaccumulated rubble 

piles. Average impact speeds in the asteroid belt have been inferred to be higher 

(",,5 km/s) than the impact velocity we needed to use for our Q- versus target size 

analysis. However, when we did simulate a 5 km/s impact into a 500 km radius 

basalt body, the mean ejecta speed was higher, about 35 km/s, (naturally, since we 

put more energy into the collision), but still not high enough to allow a substantial 

fraction of the target mass to escape. 

In a separate exercise (in just the strength regime) using only basalt as the 

target material, we fixed target/projectile size ratios and varied impact velocity 

instead. This provided us with some insight into the velocity dependence for 

fragmentation outcome. Once again, we differed from the Housen and Holsapple 

(1990) results, such that the velocity exponent we obtained from our analysis was 

almost twice (0.63) the value derived from their nominal strain rate scaling model 

(0.35). Additional work needs to be done to obtain this exponent for the gravity 

regime, and for the other two materials, strong and weak mortar. 

7.3.1 Asteroid Family Formation 

Unfortunately, we are still left with the problem of how it is possible for asteroid 

families to form from the collisional disruption of large (200 - 500 km diameter) 

parent bodies. How do the large fragments manage to overcome gravity and es

cape? Recall from Chapter 3, that the mean speeds we measured in the laboratory 
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for our rubble pile analogs, preshattered targets, were higher than what we mea

sured for the strong homogeneous targets from which the preshattered targets were 

made. Differentiated bodies (strong core, weak mantle) also had somewhat higher 

mean ejecta speeds associated with them. However, in the case of the preshat

tered bodies, the higher mean speeds resulted because this target structure could 

withstand higher specific energies (impacts at higher velocities, e.g., 5 km/s) and 

produce the same fragment size distribution observed at lower specific energies (2 

and 3 km/s impact velocities) for homogeneous targets. It is possible then, that 

a large gravitationally reaccumulated rubble pile asteroid, when reimpacted by a 

projectile at 5 km/s, could produce fragments having considerably more dispersal 

energy (perhaps enough for escape) than the same sized fragments would have 

from the fracture of a homogeneous body by a projectile traveling at only 2 km/s. 

Thus, asteroid families may result from the second or even third disruption of a 

large rubble pile body, or from the disruption of a differentiated body (though we 

need more data to evaluate this case), rather than from the collisional fragmen

tation of a homogeneous body. Additional hydrocode simulations of previously 

fractured targets are needed to test this scenario for family formation, since the 

present analysis on homogeneous bodies fails to reveal a plausible mechanism for 

ejecta escape. 

Alternately, it may be that asteroid families are formed through low

velocity impacts by large projectiles - another high specific energy condition. 

Again, in Chapter 3, we reported that in low-velocity impacts, less energy is wasted 

in fine fragments near the impact sight, and more is transferred to the large frag

ments as kinetic energy. Therefore, a large, slow-moving (-500 km/ s) projectile 

could deliver enough collisional energy to the target body to enable fragments to 

escape. Although we are limited in the size projectile we can model with the hy

drocode (target and projectile presently share the same grid), it may be possible in 

the future to study some aspects of this hypothesis for asteroid family formation, 

or maybe a combination of this and the preshattered target condition as well. 
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Figure 7.60: Hydrocode results for the dependence of critical specific energy Q* on 
target size for basalt, and weak and strong cement mortar. Housen and Holsapple's 
(1990) nominal scaling law for basalt (solid curve) and energy scaling for basalt 
(solid line) are also shown. Impact velocity is kept constant at 1.65 km/s. 
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Figure 7.61: Fragment mass distributions as a function of target size for the col
lisional disruption of basalt. Initial conditions for each run may be found in Ta
ble 7.11 
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Figure 7.65: Mean ejecta speeds (solid circles) as a function of target size for the 
collisional disruption of strong mortar. Error bars are used to indicate the range 
of velocities found at each target size. Escape velocity is indicated by the dashed 
line. 
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Figure 7.66: Mean ejecta speeds (solid circles) as a function of target size for the 
collisional disruption of weak mortar. Error bars are used to indicate the range 
of velocities found at each target size. Escape velocity is indicated by the dashed 
line. 



TARGET PROJECTILE TARGET PROJECTILE MOMENTUM F:IMT H&H '90 
RADIUS RADIUS MASS MASS MV (102 

It IMedian Q·(102 

RT(m) Rp (m) "-IT (kg) Mp (kg) ( k9~m) J/kg) (m) J/kg) 

5 X 10-2 S.51 X 10-3 1.38 X 100 1.84 X 10-3 2.70 X 100 16.1 0.47 1.58 X 10-2 9.37 
5 X 10-1 3.89 1-2 1.37 X 103 6.45 X 10-1 9.50 X 102 5.70 0.46 1.78 X 10-1 5.39 
5 X 100 1.75 A H.I- I 1.37 X 106 6.15 X 101 3.36 X lOS 2.20 0.53 1.70 X 100 3.10 
5 X 101 2.0. X 100 1.37 X 109 9.67 X 104 1.42 X 108 0.85 0.53 1.61 X 101 1.78 
5 X 102 1.50 X 101 1.37 X 1012 3.72 X 107 5.46 X 1010 0.33 0.52 1.11 X 102 1.03 
5 X 103 1.05 X 102 1.37 X 1015 1.27 X 1010 1.86 X 1013 0.11 0.50 6.81 X 102 0.59 
5 X 104 1.26 X 103 1.37 X 1018 2.21 X 1013 3.24 X 1016 0.20 0.57 1.44 X 103 0.44 
1 X 105 4.17 X 103 1.10 X 1019 7.93 X 1014 1.16 X 1018 0.87 0.47 2.72 X 103 1.33 
2 X 105 1.51 X 104 8.79 X 1019 3.81 X 1016 5.59 X 1019 5.25 0.53 2.22 X 103 4.28 
3 X 105 3.57 X 104 2.97 X 1020 4.99 X 1017 7.32 X 1020 20.4 0.50 1.74 X 103 8.36 
5 X 105 8.33 X 104 1.38 X 1021 6.33 X 1018 9.29 X 1021 79.8 0.48 1.10 X 103 19.4 

Table 7.11: Collisional outcome as a function of target size for basalt. 

VELOCITY 
RANGE 

(m/s) 

0.7 - 210 
0.5 - 120 

0.05 - 110 
0.03 - 90 
0.03 - 65 
0.03 - 42 
0.3 - 29 
0.3 - 31 
0.1 - 31 
0.3 - 30 
0.7 - 37 

MEAN 
VEJ 

(m/s) 

6.0 
4.6 
2.5 
1.0 
0.7 
0.3 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 

13.0 

t-=> 
o 
t-=> 



TARGET PROJECTILE TARGET PROJECTILE MOMENTUM EIMT VELOCITY 
RADIUS RADIUS MASS MASS MV (102 it iMedian RANGE 
RT (m) Rp (m) MT (kg) Mp (kg) ( k9-;",) J/kg) (m) (m/s) 

5 X 10-2 4.705 X 10-1 1.28 X 10° 9.40 X 10-4 1.65 X 10° 12.4 0.46 2.40 X 10-2 1.0 - 360 
5 X 10-1 3.13 X 10-2 1.10 X 103 2.71 X 10-1 4.77 X 102 4.17 0.46 2.26 X 10-1 1.0 - 240 
5 X 10° 1.88 X 10-1 1.10 X 106 5.85 X 101 1.03 X 105 0.90 0.53 1.90 X 10° 1.0 - 110 
5 X 101 1.22 X 10° 1.10 X 109 1.62 X 104 2.84 X 107 0.26 0.54 2.06 X 101 1.0 - 105 
1 X 102 2.07 X 10° 8.80 X 109 7.77 X 104 1.37 X lOS 0.15 0.52 3.73 X 101 0.5 - 90 
5 X 104 9.26 X 102 1.10 X 1018 6.98 X 1012 1.23 X 1016 0.11 0.51 6.91 X 102 0.01 - 21 
1 X 105 3.79 X 103 8.80 X 1018 4.78 X 1014 8.41 X 1017 0.95 0.43 9.52 X 102 0.3 - 33 
2 X 105 1.52 X 104 7.04 X 1019 3.06 X 1016 5.33 X 1019 7.56 0.49 1.15 X 103 0.8 - 20 
3 X 105 3.12 X 104 2.38 X 1020 2.68 X 1017 4.72 X 1020 19.6 0.57 9.60 X 102 0.3 - 30 
5 X 105 8.33 X 104 1.11 X 1021 5.08 X 1018 8.93 X 1021 79.6 0.50 4.59 X 102 1.0 - 76 

Table 7.12: Collisional outcome as a function of target size for strong mortar. 

MEAN 
VEJ 

(m/s) 

7.0 
4.0 
2.0 
1.5 
0.8 
0.2 
1.5 
2.0 
5.5 
8.5 

~ 
a 
c:.u 



TARGET PROJECTILE TARGET PROJECTILE MOMENTUM E/MT VELOCITY 
RADIUS RADIUS l\IASS MASS MV (102 It 1Median RANGE 
RT (m) Rp (m) MT (kg) Mp (kg) ( k9-;m) J/kg) (m) (m/s) 

5 X 10-2 4.46 X 10-3 1.14 X 10° 6.40 X 10-4 1.13 X 10° 9.81 OA9 2.84 X 10-2 0.4 - 450 
5 X 10-1 2.65 X 10-2 9.01 X 102 1.33 X 10-1 2.35 X 102 2.58 0.51 2.24 X 10-1 0.2 - 350 
5 X 10° 1.65 X 10-1 9.01 X IO~ 3.26 X 101 5.i3 X 104 0.63 0.47 2.21 X 10° 0.02 - 200 
5 X 101 1.02 X 10° 9.01 X 108 7.58 X 103 1.34 X 10' 0.15 0.46 1.68 X 101 0.002 - 120 
1 X 105 3.70 X 103 7.20 X 1018 3.66 X 1014 6.44 X 1017 0.89 OA5 7.13 X 102 0.05 - 20 
2 X 1O~ 1.45x104 5.77 X 1019 2.19 X 1016 3.86 X 1019 6.62 0.45 8.29 X 102 0.1 - 31 
3 X 105 3.12 X 104 1.95 X 1020 2.20 X 1017 3.86 X 1020 19.6 0.44 6.00 X 102 0.4 - 41 
5 X 105 7.57 X 104 9.04 X 1020 3.12 X 1018 5.50 X 1021 60.2 0.51 4.63 X 102 0.5 - 43 

Table 7.13: Collisional outcome as a function of target size for weak mortar. 

MEAN 
VEJ 

(m/s) 

4.0 
1.2 
1.0 
0.2 

0.25 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 

tv 
o 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 What Has Been Learned? 

We have used both laboratory impact experiments and a numerical hydrocode to 

examine the catastrophic disruption of finite targets. Our experiment program 

provided the necessary data for determining which impact parameters most influ

ence collisional outcome, and allowed us to test hydrocode computations at small 

size scales. Nearly 150 impact experiments were performed for this study, and 

impact velocities were varied from 50 - 5700 m/s. We found that it is not merely 

the specific energy of the impact that affects fragmentation, but the velocity (mo

mentum) as well. Low velocity (~ 1 km/s) impacts result in a different target 

fragmentation mode (Le., the fragments are shaped differently) than observed in 

high velocity collisions. In addition, the energy partitioned into ejecta kinetic en

ergy is greater when the impactor is traveling at low as opposed to high velocities 

(rv 10% VB. 2%). 

The type of projectile used in the impact can also have a significant effect 

on the degree of fragmentation undergone by the target, the resulting fragment 

mass distribution, and the ejecta velocity distribution. Steel projectiles did more 

damage to the target body than lower-density aluminum could accomplish with 

the same specific energy. Further, our experiment program is the only one to have 

used both rock and ice as projectiles, and we found these materials to be much less 

effective in producing damage in the target than metallic impactors. There is also 

an indication in the data that energy partitioning is affected by target/ projectile 
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material differences, i.e., that in rock-rock or ice-rock impacts, more energy may 

be available for ejecta dispersal than in metal-rock impacts. 

In addition to projectile type, target material type and structure were 

varied. Target types studied were weak and strong homogeneous cement mortar, 

differentiated mortar (strong core, weak mantle), preshattered mortar, and peb

ble aggregates. Our objective was to use targets that more closely resembled the 

Solar System bodies we wished to model. Most other experiment programs have 

collected data on the fracture of only homogeneous targets. We found that in 

differentiated targets, the weak mantle was very effective in shielding the strong 

core from fragmentation. It was necessary to deliver more specific energy to the 

differentiated body to damage the core than was needed for fragmentation of a 

strong homogeneous mortar target. Impact strengths were determined for the tar

gets used in this program, and were compared to impact strengths measured for 

other target materials. For rock, most impact strengths fell in the range between 

0.1 and 2 MPa. A surprising result was that very weak bodies having high porosi

ties actually behaved collisionally strong. Our weak cement mortar, which has a 

compressive strength similar to that of ice, was as resistant to fragmentation as 

strong basalt. The preshattered and pebble aggregate target structures we used 

to simulate gravitationally reaccumulated rubble piles were also very resistant to 

fragmentation. Our hypothesis is that the porosity or existence of fracture planes 

in these target structures retards the propagation of the incoming stress pulse, 

making the fracture process less efficient. Specifically, the preshattered bodies 

could withstand more than three times the specific energy of their homogeneous 

counterparts, and still produce nearly the same fragment mass distributions. 

Concerning cumulative fragment mass distributions, we have confirmed 

that a two-slope power law, with the slope (b I ) of the high-mass end of the distri

bution typically larger than the low-mass end (b2), is an adequate description of the 

target's break-up. Even the fragmentation of very weak bodies follows a power-law 

behavior; it was previously suspected that such structures would merely shatter 
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to the size of the material's constituent grains. The value of the slope bI depends 

on the extent to which the target has been damaged, such that as J,. increases, 

the slope tends to steepen. The overall appearance of the mass distribution varies 

with target and projectile type, and impact velocity; however, targets fragmented 

to the same degree have similar-appearing distributions. The change in slope from 

bI to b2 usually occurs at fragment masses containing 1 - 2 % of the target mass. 

Little data exists for fragment velocity distributions, however, in this anal

ysis we have measured velocities for 15 impact experiments where more than 50 % 

of the ejecta mass was tracked post-impact. Again, we found that projectile and 

target type, as well as impact velocity influenced resulting ejecta speeds. In gen

eral, average ejected speeds were on the order of 10 mis, and maximum velocities 

were not more than 1 % of the impact velocity. This is still far less than mean speeds 

inferred for asteroid family members (100's m/s). We found no strict dependence 

of fragment velocity on fragment mass, though large fragments tended to move 

more slowly than small fragments. More important was fragment location with re

spect to the impact point: close fragments had higher velocities, and surface-layer 

fragments moved faster than interior or core fragments. Also, preshattered targets 

had higher mean velocities associated with them than did the homogeneous targets 

from which they were made, indicating a dependence on target structure. 

To be able to apply what we have learned from this analysis of small-target 

impact disruption to bodies of interest- asteroids, ring particles, planetesimals, 

etc., it is necessary to discern if collisional outcome is dependent on target size, 

and if so, to characterize that dependence. To do this we used a two-dimensional 

hydrocode to numerically simulate an impact event. This code monitors stress 

wave propagation and interaction with free-surfaces, and contains an algorithm 

(Grady-Kipp fragmentation theory) for calculating crack growth and coalescence 

leading to brittle failure. The hydrocode was successful in reproducing fragment 

size distributions and mean ejecta velocities from laboratory impact experiments 

using basalt, and weak strong cement mortar as target materials. It was also 
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able to replicate fragment size distributions from the explosive disruption and 

applied external pressure experiments of Housen et al. (1991), who used weak 

cement mortar and weak basalt grout as target materials. These experiments 

had attempted to simulate target strength enhancement in large bodies due to 

gravitational self-compression. We used the hydrocode to establish the equivalence 

between explosive and impact disruption, and found that at a charge burial depth of 

2.5 charge radii the two cases could be considered almost indistinguishable over the 

entire fragment mass distribution. We also clarified that laboratory experiments 

using constant overpressures applied to small targets can be useful for simulating 

volume-averaged gravitational stresses in large bodies only in terms of predicting 

the mass of the largest fragment (it) post-impact. Because these experiments can't 

replicate the gradient of of the lithostatic stress field in actual large bodies, i.e., 

weaker pressures at the target's surface layers, and higher pressures in the core 

region, the rest of the fragment size distribution for the two cases is distinctly 

different. This study implied, however, that fragmentation outcome is indeed 

different for different sized bodies. 

Finally, we applied the hydrocode to the problem of fragmentation out

come and its dependence on target size. We analyzed how the size of the target 

body influences the amount of specific energy needed to fracture it. The critical 

specific energy Q", defined as the energy necessary to cause barely catastrophic 

disruption (it = 0.50) of the target, and which is analogous to impact atrength, 

was recorded as we increased target radius from 5 cm to 500 km. This range in 

target size covers both the strength regime, where material bonds dominate the 

fracture process, and the gravity regime, where the stress pulse must overcome 

lithostatic self-compression in addition to material bonds to initiate damage. We 

modeled three materials, basalt, and weak and strong cement mortar, all having 

different material strengths. Scaling theories had used data from only basalt lab

oratory experiments to infer a size dependence, and it was completely unknown 
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what effect material type would introduce. The hydrocode uses no scaling ap

proximations in its simulations, it compute.'! the fragmentation outcome for each 

target size. Since we had learned from our experiment program that both energy 

and momentum can influence fragmentation outcome, impact velocity was kept 

constant (1.6 km/s) for the size-dependence study to isolate just the size effect 

(i.e., mass). 

It was clear from the hydrocode results that energy scaling does not work

Q'" was indeed dependent on target size. Q* decreased with increasing target size in 

the strength regime, with slopes of 0.43, 0.59, and 0.61, for basalt, strong mortar, 

and weak mortar, respectively. These values are much steeper than the 0.24 slope 

dependence predicted for basalt targets by Housen and Holsapple (1990) nominal 

strain rate scaling theory. The decrease in Q* in this regime is due to the fact that 

strain rate is also decreasing, making the bodies weaker and easier to fragment. 

The slopes for weak and strong mortar are steeper than that of basalt, as these 

materials have larger strain rate exponents associated with them. In the gravity 

regime, Q* increases with increasing target size, with a slope equal to -2.6 for all 

three materials. This is once again steeper than the 1. 7 slope dependence predicted 

from Housen and Holsapple scaling theory. The fact that Q. is independent of 

material-type in the gravity regime confirms that it is gravitational compressive 

pressures and not material bonds that govern fracture in this region. 

The first data on how ejecta velocity distributions vary with target size 

was also obtained using the hydrocode. Mean fragment speeds tend to follow the 

Q" versus target size curve- the more energy put into the collision, the higher 

the average velocities. A surprising result was that for large bodies, not enough 

energy was being transferred to the ejecta in the form of kinetic energy for them to 

overcome escape velocity and disperse. This implies that many large Solar System 

bodies could be gravitationally reaccumulated rubble piles. The problem of how 

asteroid families are formed remains unresolved. We suggest that impacts into 

previously shattered bodies, which can withstand larger specific energies and still 
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produce fragment size distributions containing large fragments, may represent a 

collisional condition favorable for ejecta escape. Further, it may be a combination 

of this target structure and a large, slow-moving projectile (more energy is trans

ferred to large fragments in low~velocity impacts) that results in the creation of an 

asteroid family. Additional simulations exploring this possibility need to be run. 

8.2 Results Compared to Observed Asteroid Data 

We can examine the hydrocode's predictions in terms of what has been observed 

for bodies in the Solar System. It is important to note that our computed depen

dence of Q"' on target size reflects the energy needed to barely catastrophically 

fragment the body, and does not address the more complex problem of whether 

or not the fragments have enough energy to escape. We are restricted by stability 

constraints to stop hydrocode calculations shortly after the impact event, and it is 

not possible to trace the fate of the fragments directly; we use the velocity results 

to evaluate the collision. The velocity analysis indicated that the fragments did 

not escape, and that the bodies should reaccumulate post-impact to form rubble 

piles. Unfortunately, this means that we cannot directly compare any fragment 

size distributions calculated from the hydrocode for the fragmentation of large 

bodies (100 - 1000 km in diameter) to the sizes of bodies observed within asteroid 

families. Basically, we didn't calculate that asteroid families would result from 

the disruption of a homogeneous body. Qualitatively speaking, however, asteroid 

family size distributions are similar in character to the distributions observed both 

in the laboratory and through hydro code simulations. 

The Galileo spacecraft obtained the first images of an asteroid, 7 km (av

erage) radius Gaspra, on October 29, 1991 (Belton et al. 1992). This provides us 

with an excellent opportunity to compare some of the conclusions we have come to 

through our study of catastrophic fragmentation to what researches are hypothe

sizing about Gaspra's history. Gaspra, inhabiting the Flora region of the asteroid 
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belt, is thought to be a collisional fragment, produced from the disruption of a 

large parent body. Several reasons are given for this assumption. First, Gaspra 

has an irregular shape- it is basically cone shaped, the same shape observed in 

the laboratory for fragments resulting from low-velocity impacts. Second, Gaspra's 

spectral properties place it in the S taxonomic class, but it is an unusually red, 

olivine-rich S-type, leading researchers to believe that it is possibly a fragment from 

a differentiated body (Belton et al. 1992). Lastly, Gaspra is suspected of being 

a collisional fragment because bodies of its size have projected lifetimes against 

collisional destruction much shorter than the age of the Solar System (see Namiki 

and Binze11991, for example). 

If Gaspra is a fragment from a larger collision, and its shape has not been 

altered by subsequent impacts, we would have to conclude from its cone shape 

that it resulted from a low-velocity collision. As stated in Chapter 7, we suspect 

that this may be an impact condition favorable for ejecta dispersal, i.e., favorable 

for family formation. Further, the fact that the precursor parent body was likely 

to have been differentiated, also agrees with our interpretation that families might 

not necessarily result from the disruption of a homogeneous body. 

It has also been suggested that because of Gaspra's subdued crater mor

phology it may possess a significant regolith. A further implication is that it has a 

rubble-pile structure (Greenberg et al. 1992). From our size-analysis in Chapter 7, 

we would conclude that a body of Gaspra's small size (-7 km ) would be just 

within the strength regime, and very easy to fragment. Further, if it was hit hard 

enough to be barely catastrophically fragmented, our velocity analysis indicates 

that although some ejecta could achieve escape velocity, most would gravitation

ally reaccumulate. Therefore, if it has suffered a large impact since its formation, a 

rubble pile structure would be a plausible outcome. Unfortunately, no data could 

be obtained on the Gaspra's strength to refute or confirm its hypothesized interior 

structure. However the existence of linear features (grooves ?) on its surface imply 

that Gaspra may have been subjected to nearly catastrophic impacts (Belton et 
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al. 1992). 

An additional piece of recently-obtained data on possibly disrupted aster

oids comes from Binzel and Xu (1992) who observed 520 km diameter Vesta and 

ten smaller asteroids (4 - 7 km) in its vicinity. Vesta has a spectrally distinct 

crustal composition (basaltic) which permits any fragments excavated from it to 

be easily traceable. Binzel and Xu conclude that eight of the asteroids they ob

tained spectra for in the region of Vesta have been chipped from Vesta's crust. An 

issue raised in their study is whether these multi-kilometer ejecta fragments are 

intact or rubble pile accumulations. Although we cannot presently shed much lig::+' 

on these questions, we can in the future try to determine under what conditions 

large pieces of ejecta might escape from a Vesta-sized body, or perhaps discern the 

likelyhood that some ejected material might reaccumulate into larger clumps. 

8.3 Necessary Further Analysis 

Many aspects of the collisional process remain to be explored. Regarding our hy

drocode analysis, we have established a size dependence for fracture energy under 

a constant 1.6 km/s impactor velocity. Additional curves should be obtained for 

different impactor speeds, and the velocity as well as size dependence should-be 

characterized. Also, the question of asteroid family formation remains open: we 

need to explore under what conditions ejecta have enough energy to escape. We 

can determine if resulting ejecta velocities are altered by varying target structure, 

simulating preshattered or differentiated targets, for example. Further, by describ

ing the target and projectile using different computational grids, we would be able 

to simulate impacts involving comparably-sized bodies, and obtain additional ve

locity distributions. Size-dependence curves could also be calculated for different 

target materials, most usefully ice or (brittle) metal. 

Our experimental analysis can be extended to better describe how energy 
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is partitioned during an impact, and to discern how target/projectile characteristics 

affect the partitioning. Also, all of the impacts in our laboratory program have been 

normal-incidence. Oblique impacts and their effect on collisional outcome should 

be addressed (although we are unable to model these types of impacts with our 

two-dimensional hydrocode). The present study has improved our understanding 

of two-body impacts; future studies will continue to clarify aspects of this process 

which is so fundamental to our comprehension of Solar System dynamics. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLES OF IMPACT EXPERIMENT DATA 

A.l Data from Davis and Ryan (1990): Table A.14 

TABLE A.14 

Shot No. Target Target Target Projectile Impact Total Impact Largest Target 
(Year- Masa Type Q Compreasive Typeb Speed Energy/ Fragment Mass, 
Month- (kg) Strength (km/s) Target Mass Masa/Target Fraction 
Number) (101 Pa) (10:l J/kg) Mass Recovered 

Core/Mantle (It) 

810614 1.329 SH 6.0 Sl 1.62 9.0 0.09 0.96 
810616 1.364 SH 6.0 Sl 1.31 6.6 0.29 ",0.82 
810616 1.347 SH 6.0 Al 2.13 6.3 0.80 0.92 
810617 1.329 SH 5.0 Al 2.24 7.1 0.69 0.99 
810618 1.315 SH 5.0 Sl 1.42 8.4 0.13 ",0.86 
820302 1.346 SH 3.4 Sl 1.33 6.8 0.40 ",0.85 
820303 1.385 SH 3.4 Sl 1.77 12.0 0.06 "'0.80 
820304 1.354 SH 3.4 Al 1.99 5.5 0.60 "'0.80 
820306 1.318 SH 3.4 Al 2.24 7.1 0.26 ",0.85 
820308 1.279 SH 3.4 PI 1.96 4.5 0.78 "'0.95 
820316 1.300 SH 3.4 S2 0.19 3.8 0.40 0.97 
820317 1.300 SH 3.4 P2 0.23 1.6 0.81 ",0.95 
820802 1.460 SH 5.0 Sl 1.77 11.0 0.08 0.86 
820803 1.325 SH 5.0 Sl 2.22 19.0 0.26 ",0.85 
820804 0.886 WH 0.5 PI 0.66 0.7 0.80 ",0.95 
820805 0.879 WH 0.5 PI 1.37 3.2 0.76 "'0.95 
820818 1.301 SH 3.4 PI 0.35 3.5 ",0.99 0.99 
820819 1.364 SH 3.5 S3 0.13 4.2 0.23 0.90 
850841 1.086 WD 3.4/0.34 PI 1.01 1.4 0.32 0.84 
850842 1.116 WD 3.4/0.34 PI 1.60 3.4 0.31 0.80 
850843 1.085 WD 3.4/0.34 PI 0.76 0.8 0.33 0.89 
850844 1.056 WD 3.4/0.34 PI "'2.25 7.1 0.33 0.82 
850845 1.333 SH 3.4 P2 ... 0.18 1.0 0.91 0.96 
850846 1.375 SH 3.4 S3 ... 0.13 4.1 0.48 0.88 
850847 1.354 SH 3.4 S3 ",0.09 2.0 0.46 0.89 

Table A.14: Impact experiment data. 
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TABLE A.14 - Continued 

Shot No. Target Target Target Projectile Impact Tot& Impact Largent Target 
(Year- MIlOs TypeG CompreDsive Typeb Speed Energy/ Fragment MIlDD, 
Month- (kg) Strength (Ian/II) Target MIlOs MIlOs/Target Fraction 
Number) (101 Pa) (10~ J/kg) MIlOs Recovered 

Core/MllIltle (fl) 

850850 1.393 SH 3.4 S3 .... 0.05 0.6 0.52 0.92 
851204 1.375 SO 4.0/3.8 PI 2.19 5.2 0.42 0.99 
851205 1.382 SO 4.0/3.8 PI 1.75 3.3 0.79 0.98 
851206 1.347 ID 4.0/1.2 PI 1.34 1.9 0.98 0.98 
851207 1.304 ID 4.0/1.2 PI 1.47 2.5 0.97 0.97 
851208 1.322 ID 4.0/1.2 PI 1.58 2.7 0.68 0.95 
851209 1.269 ID 4.0/1.2 PI 0.95 1.0 0.99 0.99 
851210 1.349 SH 4.0 N 0.19 1.0 0.99 0.99 
851212 1.368 SH 4.0 P2 .... 0.25 1.8 0.69 0.97 
851213 1.407 SH 4.0 P2 0.29 2.4 0.96 0.96 
851214 1.336 SH 4.0 S2 0.25 6.4 0.54 0.87 
851215 1.107 WO 4.0/0.11 PI 0.44 0.2 0.96 0.96 
860414 1.318 SH 4.6 Al 1.51 3.2 0.97 0.99 
860415 1.370 SH 4.6 Al 1.69 3.2 0.93 0.99 
860416 1.323 SH 4.6 Al 1.69 4.0 0.96 0.99 
860417 1.325 SH 4.6 Al 2.15 6.5 0.83 0.98 
860418 1.313 SH 4.6 Al 2.07 6.1 0.86 0.98 
960419 1.316 SH 4.65 Al 2.23 7.1 0.84 0.97 
860420 1.326 SO 4.3/4.4 Al 2.04 5.9 0.49 0.97 
860421 1.377 SO 4.3/4.4 Al 1.86 4.7 0.30 0.97 
860422 1.368 SO 4.3/4.4 Al 1.62 3.3 0.82 0.98 
860423 1.324 SO 4.3/4.4 Al 1.62 3.7 0.62 0.98 
860424 1.013 WH 0.5 Al 1.15 2.4 0.92 0.99 
860425 1.018 WH 0.5 Al 2.03 7.6 0.66 0.95 
860426 1.028 WH 0.5 Al 2.18 8.7 0.59 0.96 
860427 0.994 WH 0.5 Al 1.53 4.4 0.82 0.98 
860428 1.003 WH 0.5 Al 1.34 3.4 0.84 0.98 
860429 1.056 WH 0.5 Al 1.81 5.8 0.70 0.96 
860430 1.026 WH 0.5 Al 2.93 15.9 0.48 0.94 
860501 1.005 WH 0.5 Al 3.41 21.7 0.22 0.90 
860502 1.320 SH 4.6 Al 2.93 12.2 0.30 0.93 
960503 1.317 SH 4.6 Al 3.14 33.0 0.11 0.89 
860504 1.366 SO 4.3/4.4 Al 3.14 13.6 0.24 0.93 
860505 1.370 SO 4.3/4.4 Al 2.31 7.3 0.23 0.96 
870332 1.109 WH 0.3 PI 2.16 6.3 0.37 0.98 
870333 1.459 SH 5.3 Sl 1.24 5.5 0.64 0.97 
870336 1.366 SH 5.3 P2 0.17 0.9 0.93 0.99 
870337 1.438 SH 5.3 PI 2.70 7.4 0.87 0.98 
870338 1.386 SH 5.3 Sl 2.90 31.7 0.04 0.96 
870339 1.075 WH 0.3 P1 3.53 16.8 0.24 0.98 
870340 1.362 SH 5.3 Al 3.94 21.4 0.19 0.97 
870342 1.435 SH 5.3 P2 0.26 1.2 0.96 0.99 
870344 1.044 WH 0.3 Al 4.59 37.9 0.10 0.94 
870346 1.394 SH 5.3 S1 5.14 99.0 0.04 0.94 
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TABLE A.14 - Continued 

Shot No. Target Target Target Projectile imPAct Tot& imPAct Largest Target 
(Year- MllIIm TypeQ Compreosive Typeb Speed Energy/ Fragment Millis, 
Month- (kg) Strength (km/a) Target Millis MllIIo/Target FrAction 
Number) (107 Pal (10~ J/kg) Millis Recovered 

Core/Mmtle (ft) 

810341 1.053 WH 0.3 Al 5.53 54.6 0.16 0.80 
810348 1.429 SH 5.3 Al .... 5.50 39.8 0.06 0.88 
810349 1.361 SH 5.3 Al 5.10 44.9 0.01 0.90 
810350 1.000 WH 0.3 PI 5.51 46.3 0.10 0.80 
811019 1.101 WO 4.5/0.5 Al ",,1.00 1.1 0.82 1.00 
811020 1.100 WO 4.5/0.5 Al 1.90 6.2 0.56 0.99 
811021 1.016 WH 0.6 51 1.23 1.4 0.15 0.95 
811022 1.053 WO 4.5/0.5 Al 4.18 30.9 0.32 0.92 
811023 1.016 WO 4.5/0.5 Al 5.13 45.1 0.32 0.91 
811025 1.022 WH 0.6 51 3.59 66.1 0.03 0.89 
811028 1.100 WH 0.6 51 2.86 39.8 0.08 0.86 
811029 1.369 SO 5.2/5.0 Al 4.61 29.2 0.21 0.93 
811030 1.393 SO 5.2/5.0 Al 5.45 39.8 0.10 0.93 
811031 1.394 SO 5.2/5.0 51 4.59 19.4 0.05 0.89 
811032 1.045 WO 4.5/0.5 51 5.31 140.1 0.08 0.84 
811033 1.394 SH 5.2 WH(l) 0.15 3.5 1.00 1.00 
811034 1.111 WH 0.6 SH(l) 0.22 12.0 0.09 0.84 
880501 1.291 GO 4.2/(~0.5) Al 1.01 1.5 0.32 0.99 
880502 1.214 GO 4.2/(~0.5) Al 2.25 1.9 0.31 0.93 
880503 1.012 GO 4.2/(~0.5) Al 3.01 16.6 0.38 0.90 
880504 1.320 GO 4.2/(~0.5) 51 4.52 19.4 0.05 0.18 
880505 1.334 GO 4.2/(~0.5) 51 3.68 52.5 0.01 0.18 
880506 1.380 SH 4.2 Al 3.30 15.1 0.21 ",,0.85 
880501 1.321 SH 3.6 Al 2.94 12.6 0.36 ""0.90 
880510 1.280 SH 3.6 Al 5.41 44.1 0.16 .... 0.90 
880511 1.281 SH 3.6 WH(2) .... 0.15 3.6 1.00 1.00 
880512 1.321 SH 4.2 WH(3) ",,0.35 11.3 1.00 1.00 
880513 1.380 SH 4.2 m(l) .... 0.44 34.1 1.00 1.00 
880514 1.482 SH 3.6 SH(2) 0.34 21.2 0.13 .... 0.95 
880515 1.288 SH 4.2 I ",,0.29 1.9 1.00 1.00 
880516 1.288 SH 4.2 I N/Ac N/A 1.00 1.00 
880511 ""1.152 P-S .... 1.8 Al 5.61 51.2 0.14 ",,0.90 
880518 1.211 P-S ""2.1 Al 2.95 12.8 0.21 0.96 
880519 1.244 P-S ""1.8 Al 3.93 23.3 0.11 ""0.90 
880520 1.332 SH 3.6 Al 5.44 41.6 0.06 ""0.85 
890515 0.161 SH 3.6 m(2) 0.19 56.0 1.00 1.00 
890516 0.110 SH 3.6 m(l) 0.24 85.6 0.06 0.60 
890511 0.119 SH 3.6 m(l) 0.21 63.0 0.41 0.99 
890518 0.119 SH 3.6 WH(4) 0.25 10.1 1.00 1.00 
890519 0.161 SH 3.6 WH(4) 0.21 54.0 1.00 1.00 
890521 1.049 WH 0.6 SH(2) ",,0.23 14.0 0.09 0.11 
890525 0.054 SH 0.6 WH(5) 0.31 63.0 1.00 1.00 
890526 1.035 WH 0.6 SH(2) 0.11 1.6 0.06 0.15 
890521 1.035 WH 0.6 SH(2) 0.11 3.4 0.13 0.89 
890538 1.024 WH 0.6 I 0.35 14.0 0.50 0.96 



TABLE A.14 - Continued 

Shot No. Target Target Target Projectile 
(Year- Mails TypeQ Compreuive Typeb 

Month-
Number) 

890539 
890540 

(kg) 

1.022 
0.111 

QTarget type: 
Homogeneous: 

Differentiated: 

WH 
SH 

Strength 
(107 Pa) 

Core/Mantle 

0.6 
3.6 

Diameter = 0.11 m 
Shape = spherical 
Inner core diameter = 0.01 m 
Outer diameter = 0.11 m 
Shape = spherical 

I 
I 

Symbol Description 

SH Strong homogeneous mortar 
WH Weak homogeneoU9 mortar 
nI Intermediate homogeneous mortar 
SD Strong differentiated mortar 
WD Weak differentiated mortar 
ID Intermediate differentiated mortar 
GD Weak differentiated with gr.avel in mantle 

hnpact 
Speed 
(Ian/s) 

"'0.24 
",0.38 

Total hnpact 
Energy/ 

Target Mass 
(102 J/kg) 

6.9 
93.0 

P-S Preshattered: otrong homogeneous fragments glued and target re-impacted 

bProjectile type: 

Symbol Description Diameter MallO Density 
(10-2 m) (10-3 kg) (kg/m3 ) 

A1 Aluminum 0.64 0.38 2800 
Sl Steel 0.64 1.05 1800 
S2 Steel 1.90 28.20 1800 
S3 Steel 2.54 66.65 1800 
P1 Pyrex 0.64 0.29 2200 
P2 Pyrex 1.90 8.10 2200 
I Ice ",3.80 .... 25.00 900 
N Nylon 2.54 1.81 1000 
SH(l) Mortar (45 MPa) 3.80 51.40 1900 
WH(l) Mortar (4.5 MPa) 3.80 41.50 1500 
WH(2) Mortar (4.5 MP.:1) 3.80 42.00 1500 
WH(3) Mortar (6.5 MPa) 3.80 31.90 1500 
WH(4) Mortar (6.5 MPa) 3.BO 40.25 1500 
WH(5) Mortar (6.5 MPa) 3.80 1.20 1500 
nI(l) Mortar (8.1 MPa) 3.80 50.40 1100 
IH(2) Mortar (8.1 MPa) 3.80 46.50 1100 
SH(2) Mortar (49 MPa) 3.80 54.40 1900 

CNot available 

Largest 
Fragment 

Malls/Target 
Mass 
(Ii) 

0.96 
1.00 
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Target 
Mass, 

Fraction 
Recovered 

0.99 
1.00 
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A.2 Data from Ryan et al. (1991): Table A.1S 

TABLE A.15 

Target Impact Specific 
Target Millis Projectile Speed Energy Reimpact 

Shot Type" (kg) Type (m/a) 10~ (J/kg) (It) Point 

234A AGG 3.510 Bb 149 0.6 0.79 
246A AGG 2.710 BC 90 2.4 0.26 
890529 AGG 1.035 Alel 710 0.9 0.96 
890530 AGG 0.991 Al 810 1.3 0.92 
890531 AGG 0.908 Al 1860 7.2 0.27 
890532 AGG 0.689 Ste 1690 21.6 0.08 
890544 AGG 0.564 Al 900 2.8 0.32 
880510 ORG 1.280 Al 5470 44.7 0.16 
880517 P-S -1.152 Al 5610 51.9 0.14 Same 
880506 ORG 1.380 Al 3300 15.1 0.21 
880518 P-S 1.277 Al 2950 12.9 0.21 Same 
880507 ORG 1.321 Al 2940 12.6 0.36 
880519 P-S 1.244 Al 3930 23.6 0.17 Opposite 
880520 ORG 1.333 Al 5440 42.0 0.06 
890522 P-S 1.010 Al 5260 52.1 0.13 Same 
890510 ORG 1.320 Al 2950 12.5 0.30 
890523 P-S 1.198 Al 4240 29.0 0.27 Same 
890511 ORG 1.334 Al 3030 13.1 0.32 
890524 P-S 1.239 Al 3360 17.3 0.07 Opposite 
890512 ORG 1.290 Al 5330 42.0 0.21 
890534 P-S 1.013 Al 5140 49.6 0.19 Opposite 
890513 ORG 1.269 St 3200 42.0 0.05 
890535 P-S 0.936 St 3150 55.1 0.18 Same 
890514 ORG 1.212 St ....,3000 31.0 0.09 
890536 P-S 0.900 St 3330 64.1 0.04 Opposite 
890542 P-S 1.108 Al 5070 44.1 0.29 Same 
890543 P-S 1.062 Al 5310 _ 50.4 0.18 45° 

"AGG, glued pebble aggregate; ORG, original homogeneous strong 
cement mortar from which the preahattered entry immediately following 
was constructed; P-S, preshattered. 
bBaaalt, mass = 2.09 X 10-~ kg, diameter = 2.22 X 10-~ m. 
cBaaalt, mass = 1.66 X 10-1 kg, diameter = 5.08 X 1O-~ m. 
el Aluminum, mass = 3.80 X 10-' kg, diameter = 6.40 x 10-3 m. 
eSteel, mass = 1.05 X 10-3 kg, diameter = 6.40 X 10-3 m. 

Table A.15: Impact experiment data with aggregate or preshattered targets 
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